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FOR WORD

This Second National Spt.rt, Safety Conference yeas a liii i up to the First National Sports
Safety Congress held in Cincinnati in February of 1973 One of the pnncipal sponsors of that
first Congress was the Dig isum of Safety Education of the American Association fur Health.
Physical Education and Recreation. The formal proceedings of the Congress. Cut-nut Issues of
Sports Medicine, is still .0. ailable from the AAHPER Publication Sales

The Organizing Committee hopes that this Second Sports Safety Conference has established

a suitable climate and presided the basis for organumg subsequent conferences dealing unit
sports safety. We feel it is imperatise to penodically con% cite mdis iduals from education.
medicine, industry and other disciplines to share ideas and exchange the latest asailable
information Hopefully. these meetings still help to focus our combined efforts on the must
pressing problems la sports safety The American School and Community Safety Association
(ASCS/0 is the organization ix ahm the restructured American Alliance for P.,:alth. Physical
Education, and Recreation that has replaced the Safety Education Drs won of the AAHPER.
the sponsor of the First National Sports Safety Conference. Therefore, it is only fitting that the
ASCSA should assume the pnneipal leadership in the sponsorship of this Conference.

This Conference was in the planning, for more than a year In October. 1975, the Conference

Organizing Connunimee met in Chicago and outlined the frame% ork for the program. The
Committee has ende.o.ored to bnng togethci outstanding individuals each of schum is a
recognized expert, is ..chv ely im of ed. and is knouledgeable in a specific area of sports safety .

The presentations of these individuals were truly outstanding
Spurts Sofet II includes not only the 101 Mad presentations green in each of the designated

sessions. but also the spontaneous responses. of the speakers to questions posed by the
Conference panic ipant;. at the conclusion of each session An added feature of this professional
exchange seas aeries rf tour round table discussions held during the morning of the final Jay of
the Conference, LAX of these thseussions coincided closely with one of the formal session
topics and therefore summaries arc iucludcd as an integral part of these offic,al proceedings.
The summaries are fisted in the table of contents and hallos the question and ansuer penod for
the related tope f.

As Co chairmen uc hope that :hese proceedings still preside the mous awn for many
individual uho arc directly mi. oh, ed in organized sports and recreational ac to. Ines to place
greater emphasis on sports safety It is also our expectation that these proceedings sill he the
second in a c.intinuing seri., of publications 111d1 sill L111,111,14.: flow future national spurts

safety conferences

Gordon 0 Jensen
Chauncey A Morehouse
Co.Chairmen
Second National Sports Safety Conference
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WELCOME FROM ASCSA

Stanley F. Pechar
President. ASCSA

I would like to ordially %% eh. ome c% ery one on behall of the Amen k an School and
Community Safety Assot.i.ition and on behalt ot its Board ot Diretors Sonic ot the points
that I had in mind ha% e already been e pressed. but I think the one thing 1 say is that
this assoLianon has a past hi story, of initiating this kind 01 program thrust and we ha% e been

%cry satisfied with our past endea% ors I'he t.mfereike three or tour ears ago in
Ciminnati has Area t been mentioned by the Co-t. hau man Phis %%as the First National
Sports &fel> Confererke ears ago we mutated in Loimini. tion iith the National
Safety Couni.11. a researh i.onfereni.e w hkh was held right here in this room. So we has e
had a continuing program effort in sports safety and w feel an assotiation of our type
which is one of the few national non profit organizations in the area of safety should he
doing this kind of w oif. %%Ina has been re w arding to us I ollow mg the First Sports Safety
COnfereme, Con ent Ism< Spot ts Vhdit int , %% as prod used as a pub Ikation. Phis is

one of se% eral kinds ot materials bung published and we ha% already di sussed with the
Organ wing Committee ot this Confereme and the Board ot Dirt% tot s, the publk anon 01
the proceedings of this Conteremi. I see it as a gratily mg kind k/I program Mort It Is not
our only. program thrust bei. AIM: sports safety is only mu.; of the se% cral arcas that we ha% c

been interested in as an ASS011atiodbut A enaml is an important one. bet.ause we are
part of an Alhani.c that has as one of its major ,oni.erns. the ai ea of pity su. al edikation and

spok So I think in that sense. we are %cry pleased that we were able to bnng this
Cunt-creme to fruition and I spe...ially %% ould like to thank the Orgaiiiiing ConmilliCe I or
its cifforts IOou ha% e had a i.hani.e to glame through the progta m and ha% c seen the
quahty. and the type of people %% ho are Int-hided in it. you'll agrci. V. e haw e the best, both III
the 0% t.ontent areas. as well as the speakers who are present VI, hen I look at the
program, I am particularly pleased

Sbagain, let me w ekome e% -r)body and I trust time w ill tn. al, opportunity
he here and pout. lating during the eater. Conterent.e, to int et nom; 01 those w ho I do not
know Again, many Mauls. tor atti.ndnig and I hulk that this krnIercnt.e bei.onks not only

a professionally profitable event:net: but also an emoy able One

I I)



The Major Concerns and Challenges in Sports Safety

Fred L. Allman M.D:
The Sports Medicine Clinic
Atlanta. Georgia

"The safety of the peoplc,;,ball be their highest law." so said Cicero in 51 B.C.
I wonder how many of our law makers, our administrators, our coaches and athletes of today

would agree with Cicero. Regardless of their response, however. there should be some
agreement among those of us gathered here for this meeting that safety of the athlete should be

our most sought after goal. James Michener, in his book "Sports in America," has established
three critena for evaluation of sports activities and programs These arc:

"1. Sports should he fun for the pant( ipant They should provide release from tensions, a
Joyful exuberance as the game progresses, and a discharge of those aggressions which `kept
bottled up. damage the human being. If sports become a drudgery. or a perverted cOmpedtion,

or a mere commercial enterprise, something is wrong I believe that sports should be fun
whether one is actively participating. like the ancient Greeks, or watching. like the ancient
Romans. In either case they ought to provide a spintual catharsis, which cannot occur if
participants arc overly dedicated to winning. or if spectators allow their partisan,hip to get out
of hand. This cntenun of tun uill become especially important when we inspect Little Lcagues
in baseball and Pop Warner teams in football, but it will also apply at every other level of sports

in America. It the game isn't fun. it has lost at least half its justification, and there are many
signs that in Amenc.a some spurts are no longer tun. to either the participant or the spectator "

'II. Sports should enhatu e the health ,?.1 both the inditidual pant( want and the general

suo tet, . I place this c.ntenon at the apex of my value sy stem. I or me it takes percedence over
everything else. and most of my c.onclusions will be incomprehensible if this goal is forgotten I

believe without question that the general health of the nation ought to be a concern of those w ho

govern the nation, and the way in µloch we hav e allowed national health standards to decline in
recent decades is a scandal fur which schools. colleges and univ ersiaes will one day he called to

account. Specifically, a spurt. tube effeetiv e. 1,oulkl place a demand upon big muscles, lung

capacity sweat glands, and partatidariy thk :f it does not. much of the potential value of

that sport is lust Of Ll prod nk limits should be obsery ed. Nut many indiv iduals shoid
engage in a marathon run tit 26 miles 385 ,ards, because that requires too much exertion But I
cannot consider croquet a serious sport. because. lt requires none.. A igorous application of this
criterion to all the sports we engage in will produce surprising results."

III. Sporn hair WI Obilgtallfril to proud( pabfic (nit mu flown! I am by nature a participant

rather than a spectator. and my whole sympathy Ices with the sandlot where boy s are playing

rather than the stadium w here prole ssikinals are tfering an exhibition One might therefore
expect me to he prejudiccd against spectator spurts. and I might have been had I not spent much

of iny adult lite abroad. studying various cultures and countries. The more I learned. the more
apparent it becamu that all societies in all periods tit history have nc:ded some kind of public
entertainment, and it has usually been provided by sports."



"Ancient Greece had its Olympiad and Rome its Colosseum. In the most distant corners of
Asia Minor, I saw amphitheaters consults:tett by these so% ilizatnansi ecause the-rulers knew that

ihe general citizenry required some kind of public entertonment. In Merida, in western Spain,
visited the enormous 'flat plain that had one been w ailed to a height of four feet and
waterproofed so that when a its er was led into the area a small lake. resulted on which actual
ships could eng..3e in simulated nasal battle.. In Crete young men and women skillfully leaped
on and off the In :ks of charging bulls, and I hose aka, s been unpressed by the frequency with
which games are mentioned in the Bible. Sonic of the most offs% tis c analogies of S. Paul were
borrowed from the arena. Shakespeare, too, fohnd example, in sports. and I has e found only
one society in which sports were not a functional pan, The Hebrew s of Biblical time held a loss

opinion of games and said so but w hen they entered Greek and Roman society they became
advocates, like their neighbors In ages societies have looked to spurts fur entertainment, so
that when the State of Alabama demands that its unisersity pros ide first-class big-time football,
it is acting within a historical tradition. and when the State of Louisiana ,,rends S163M00,000
to build a Superdome, it is aping only what Greece and Rome did ages ago. I ant completely to

favor of public sporting spectacles. for they till a timeless need. but I ant infused as to w ho
should provide them and under what type of public sponsorship."

persorally find no fault w nth these cntena, but I would like to dunk that the time has come
for us to consider only one of these primarily ,hat of enhancing the health of both the
individual participant and the general society.

If you agree with me that enhancing the health of our athletes is a primary goal, w hat then
might we do that will help us to move toward this goal?

First, we must o /halt /g( those who say that injuries are Ines itable in spurts. Certainly , as
Casey Clarke has so adequately show n. there is a 61:1.ulated risk ins olsed in spurts participa-
tion. Howes er. recent studies hose also show n that with presently ki can information. athletic
injuries could he reduced by more than 50q it the proposed methods wo=re utilized by those
involved in sports.

How important is the -eduction of injury It may mean has ing that star quarterback. fianker
or outstanding linebacker around at the end of the season as well as at the beginning of the
season These boy s may make the Miters:nee in w inning the championship or winning a key ball
game. Yfst they may not be there if the 1.0a%. h does not incorporate known methods of reducing

injuries. Es en more imp, errantly theirch anceofmakinga henefictaicontributiontosociety may
be prohibited due to a shsasibility.

Recently I recessed a seport from the U S Consumer Product Safety Commission They
estimated that in the year ending JUnt 30. 1075. there were 318.000 football related injuries
treated in hosmul emergency rooms around the country That is. 318.000 seen in emergent;
rooms alone, ind there ,ire mon) mot-. mat just go to doctors. There ale some boy s that never go

to the doctor or the emergei,c y room Many bows that I see in my office hose nes er been to the
emergency room Really . it we are talkirg about 318.000 boys seen in the emergency room.
then we must he talking about h or 700.000 buys that ,ire injured or that hose :mums related to
football uuring football season or throughout the year This include.. unorganized as well is
organized athletics.. '.cry good statistical study in North Carolina ocera Its e-ear period.
between 1969-1972. showed the number 01 injuries that Os urred to nearly 9.0()0 boy s there
were 8.776 student-athletes. and they had 4.28" documented injuries Thu. in that series cat
out of es cry two boy susta,ned some type at athletic injury 14. Ink he was paint. tpanng in

football.

There are an estimated 50.000 knee injuries requiring surgery each tall of each football
season. Yet, as stated before. we has c the means. the know ledge ind the methods of cutting
these at (east in half. It just the meosures that we now know would he utilized

A general outline of these methods might be called. The I en Commandments of Injury

212



Prekention They are as lied(,'.
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functioning and thinking. If he lives, he may become a vegetable
The equipment has to be selected Larefulty and fitted properly. The athlete has to be made to

know that the coach expects him to wear a in a proper w ay . We have seen a number of athletes

that have missed vital games because of the so called "hip ip pointer. a bruise to the iliac rest.
This happened because either he was not weantig ,m) hip pads or he had them so low that they
were not protecting the iliac rest These are prey entable injunes. &boy could still get a mild
bruise through his hip pad, but hew ill not get an injury serious enough to Lduic hini to miss a

game.

Having the bust available equipment w dl not be helpful it if is not w urn properly . It has to he
important to the coach, or else it v. ill not be imponant to his athletes. Coat. h Pepper Rodgers at

Georgia Tech thinks that weight training is a very important part of his program. He has a coach
who does nothing but work with boys on weights. I can tell you that it has made all the
difference in the world sines the head wadi feels that it IN imponant The boys know that he is
going to ask them how much they can bench press If the coach asks questions of the athletes.
they know that he thinks that it is important to them. Once; they know that he thinks it is

important, then they begin to attach a different significance to what he is saying. If it is not
important to the coach that the athlete wear the proteLtiv e equipment in the proper fashion. he
may even omit certain pieces of equipment. Some of the pros now do not wear hip pads. and a
few of the pros do not wear shoulder pads The ones they do wear may he like putting cardboard
over their shoulders for good mobility sake the cardboard is light. The younger athletes may
see this going on and say This is for me They say that they have big shoulders and do not
need all that bulk up there They get hurt and miss a few games, and this is unnecessary.

The fifth commandment IN the play ing facility The North Carolina study ,that was recently

completed found that 't is possible to have a very significant reduction in knee injunes siiiipl)
by ele,aning off and improv ing the surface of the play rig field. Is it too much to ask that there IN a

practice and play ing field that is unobstructed by rucks. pitholes, or things that might cause
them to trip or slip'' A coach spends a lot of time w th X.N and O's I am simply asking coaches
to spend a little bit more time to find out the ,.ondition of the surfaLe where they are play tag. The
coach should see that there are as many obstruction~ reinoL as possible. because in doing so.
this will reduce the number of injuries.

Coaching technique is th,: .ixth commandment Coddling technique is very imponant. The
boy who w arils to make the team is going to try to do the ihings that the Ludy h v. ants him to do If
the coach tells him to do something that is hazardous. he is, going to do something hazardous.
the coach teaches him to do it in another way that is just as effective, he is going to du it in the
effective. safer way The difference Is that he is going to be around for the key ball game. He is
going to be healtt.er sum: he learned to du it in a v ay that IN safer. less harmful. and less likely
to result in an injury.

Rules and regulations are the seventh commandment. The way!' must teach the buss that the
rules arc there to protect them Each and every athlete should be taught to play , nut just within
the rule itself. but within the spirit of the nile Why was the nile made? It was made for his
benefit It was not made as a means of punishment. it was made as a means of helping to protect
him There should never he a more important consideration by the Rules Committee than the
safety.of the athletes.

Prompt care of an injury ink e it has otLurred is the eighth commandment. W hen a buy gets
hurt, the coach shalild see that he gets the necessary treatment. This might he a simple
observation of thefact that maybe a bandaid needs to be placed on a blister. Maybe the new
shoe needs to be changed or broken in more slowly. It may mean that the athlete needs to have

surgery. Whatever the injury might be. prompt. proper Lae should be initiated immediately to
enable full recovery in the shortest possible time.

Number nine is complete rehabilitation following an injury. The athlete who Is injured must
be ready to return to aLtiv Ines before the wadi tries to get him bad, The Load' must not try to
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second-guess someone else in authority who says that the athlete is not ready to get back out
there to play He may be s ery important to the game, but unless he is ready to go out, he is not
going to be as effective as the number two man Do not try to push hint out there before he is
ready.

Number ten is es aluation sifter they return to play following an injury. The coach has to
watch the athlete, the doctor has to watch him, and if there is a trainer as ailable, he has to watch
him They must deternjine if this youngster is as ready as the phy small felt that he was at the
time he went back to athlettc activity

Those are the Ten Comniandinents. I promise lithe coaches will spend time and give a small
percentage of their thought to prevention of injuries. they will has e fewer injuries to their
athletes The Ten Commandments once again are. 1) A good pre-panic tpation evaluation. 2)

Equitable competition. 3) Condltioning, 4) Equipment, 5) Playing facility, 6) Coaching
technique. 7) Rules and regulations, 8) Prompt care of an Injury, 9) Complete rehabilitation,
and 10) Evaluation after return to play following an injury2

Our second challenge, In addition to injury prevention per .se. is that we must attempt to
improve the phy %AI and mental performance of our athletes. Few of us are truly appreciatise

of our capabilities Yet we are unique throughout the entire universe, for where in the universe
is there anything that compares to the 'Great Human Machine.- Nowhere else in nature has a
job been performed more tits inely Three horsepower. firing from four billion cylinder like
muscle cells as eragi ng 1:600 inch in diameter, 1'i inches in length. operating on sugar and fats
at an overall efficiency of 25 to 30% this Is the human motor. There are sonic 60,000 billion
cells in the human body Many of these cells are found in sonic 434 individual muscles
compnsing 40% of the body 's weight. These form a flesh mass which. thoagh consisting of
75% water, is capable of pulling 140 pounds per square inch of cross section.

It has been calculated that the gastrocnennus of a human spnnter is capable of hfting six
times Ills body weight Just innigi.le. a calf niuscle lifting six men! The total number of the
muscle fibers in the human body has been calculated at a quarter billion. Were that quarter
billion rigged to pull at one time in one direction. it could lift 25 tons.

And what of the Miraculous Heart? The five to six quarts of blood in each of the human
machines Is pumped h, the heart around the body at least 1.5(X) times am day. The heart, 1 reating

a pressure of 2 9 pounds per square inch. ejects the blood with a velocity of 97.5 feet per
minute_ It is estimated that the tw o ventricles perform wort, equi s alent 40.1 kilogram-meters

with each beat, or 10,000 kilogram-meters per day in a man at rest.
The heart beats a hundred 'him sand or sot !Intel a day and in an old man may beat as many as

three thousand million beats in a lifetime During an as erage Idetime, each ventricle will put
out 150,0()0 tons of blood and do enough work to raise a 10 ton w ..' : 10 miles.

With dimm.shing pressure the blood tray els through the smallers arteries, then through any
one of the 317 billion capillaries her in a bnef second It performs its function before pounng
into veins that bung It back to the heart. The length of the average capillary is 1;50 of an Inch,
and d bit of muscle the diameter of a pin night contain 700 , aiscle fibers. .:.Xi capillaries and
the 200 capiltaries Al open dunng wort, and Al close dunng rest. The capillaries of an
nulls idual's body laid end to end and connected would mak,. a hairbreadth pipe reaching
several times around the earth.

When the body is at rest, the heart transports each minute I,'3 quart of oxygen from lungs to
muscles. glands and ners es % ith a heart output of about 4 quarts per minute. In strenuous
exercise. the demands for oxygen are greatly increased and the tireless pump responds
accordingly. The heart of a trained athlete in action may pump user 40 quarts per minute,
enough blood to carry 15 times as much oxygen from his lungs. This superior oxygen-captunng
power distinguishes the trained men. from the untrained.

Man made machines wear knit with use. A hnef breaking in period brings them to perfec-
tion. after which they deteriorate with each succeeding re'olutio m. Nut so this great human
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machine! At birth, it is but a bundle Of possibilities, that of growth, adjustment, renewal and
self-perpetuatton, and it will continue to remain effective der a long time if only a few simpie
principles are adhered to. As Alan Ryan has pointed out:

The process of growth and development of the body is self- initiating and continues spon
taneously until it reaches its maximum, impeiled by forces which are inherent in the body. At
every age of its growth, however, the body is responsive to its environment and the final
product represents the effect of the inner &mon. When growth has reached its maximum, the
process of aging enters the phase in which those factors which lead throughout life to
degeneration and decay of the body became prominent, very gradually at first. and then more
rapidly until senescence and death inevitably meur Inter reaction with the env ironment is
extremely important in its effect on the rate of this decay.

Our human bodies are so COnstituted that they are capable of adaptation to a wide range of
znvironmental circumstances. la.. can survive in the widest weather of Antartica and in the
hottest temperature of the trople). He can cnange his piaLe of by trig from one of these extremes

to the other by undergoing w hat e call a prueessj of all luuafiJatwn. He can hold an egg shell in
his hand without crushing it bia he can also, with training, raise 400 pounds ur inure over his
head. He can descend to the bL.,ioni of the sea and live there in an atmosphere of compressed air
for a month and he can climb a mountain over 20,000 feet high without the use of oxygen
equipment. He can jump over a bar more than seven feet high and over a distance of 29 feet
along the ground. impelled solely by the force of his ow i effort, ind he can run over 100 miles
in one day.

It is only through a thorough understanding, the capabilities of the human body that an
athlete can safely achieve a high performance level Also there is need for scientific analysis of
athletic capabilities at v drains ages and for both sexes. We need unproved methods of
evaluating performance levels and of determining what ley 1 of stress is beneficial, and what
level harmful. for a given individual. Proper psychological and dietary counseling arc other
important aspects to he considered in improv.ng performance safety.

Our third challenge is to take the necessary measures to ensure the availability of quality
health supervision to all sports programs in all communities Nonii. South, East and West,
urban, rm oil. black and white, male and female. This will entail more Lomprehensive under-
graduate. graduate and postgraduate training of all medical and paramedleal personnel in the
medical aspects of sports

Speeial Lonsideration must he given to the ay ailability of trained medical and paramedisail
personnel for attendance at athletic evens A ccrtificatiun program for such personnel for
varied athletic ev ents is essential if desned goals fur immediate prompt proper treatment is tube
available for all athletes.

Another very important area for Loneern is the hospital or dime emergent.) room. All too
often athletes are sent to the emergency room fur evaluation Lit an injury and leave with little
more knowledge than the fact that the X ray w a ither positive ur negativ c Often nu treatment
is given for a serious sprat . because the routine tray was negative.

It is also important that all medical personnel dcv clop a better understanding of the phy steal
demands which will be placed upon the Organism while engaged in delis It) and upon return to a

particular sports follov mg recovery from injury ithuut such understanding the athlete IN
likely to sustain re injury due to inadequate hei.iing and, or rehabilitation

Our fourth challenge is to find ways and means of finaneing the medical care for injured
athletes. W'e are all aware of the tremendous rise in medical Lusts in recent years but to the best
of my knowledge no individual ur organization has undertaken an ev aluation of the Liaises and

effects of increased costs for medical care of the injured athlete.
Although I do not hays speed iv. figures fur sports injuries alone, I du have figures to illustrate

tile wizenitude of overall medical costs
ALLording to statistics 1967) eiteu by the L lilted States Department of Health. ',Lineation,
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and Welfare. approximately three and sine-half million persons are presently engaged in
occupations related to health serx ices. This is in sharp contrast to mu and one-half million just
sewn years preciously and tenfold more than the manpower source at the turn of the century.
According to the same source, the figure % dl rise to well over fine million in a decadeghealth
care is simply to be maintained at the present level,

In the year 1929. the United States spent three and one-half billion dollars for as medical
care. This means in the light of the one hundred million Americans he ing at that time the
average cost per person per year was 535. or less than ten cents a day In 1967-68. the nation
spent 550 billion for two hundred million people. This is 5250 per person per annum. or 68
cents daily for every man. woman. and child. For 1970 the Lost of medical care reached 561
billion. This is file times the 1950 price end filteentold that of 1930. In 1971 the health care bill
was a staggering 579 billion Health care services in 1972 were almost 588 billion. Spending
for health care is expected to rise at an annual rate of 8.5 percent throughout the sex elutes.
reaching more than 5113 billion in 1975 and almost 5169 billion by 1980.

There is a second way to le% the health economics problem This is possible by analy zing
the percentage of the national effort (the gross national product) which is utilized for medical
care. In 1929. medical expenditures usurped 3.6 Lents out of every dollar earned. In 1968-69.
'he figure had ballooned to 6 cents. The most up-to-date figure (1972) is that 8 percent of the
gross national product will he swallowed up for medical ptyposes.

There is still a third way to assess the problem. In 1929 taxes paid for 13 percent of medical
costs in the United States Today a s 40 percent Hence, there has been a greater than threefold
increase.

Fourth. there are signific,,iii hospital figures In 1965 hospital costs were rising at the rate of
8 to 9 percent per year. This was t% ice as fast as the rise in the Lost of Iii ing. In 1963 hospital
costs were projected to double in eight years. For example. hospitals like the Cornell Medical
Center were charging about 560 per day It was. therefore. estimated that in eight years (1971)
the daily Lot would climb to 5120. Actually. the projections were quite accurate. For
instance, many hospitals today charge 3100 per day The compounded rate of increase in 1968
was 15 percent_ If this trend continues, it means that hospital costs Will double again. this time
in fix: instead of eight years huh. daily hospital rates could be as high as 5400 by 1980. At
that time a six -week heart attack %ill Lost tor hospital care alone. almost 517.000. According to
American Medical News. hospital costs in, the major urban areas could reach $1.000 Per day
within ten years. A college trainer recently told nie that knee surgery for one of their athletes
had cost more than $5.(X)0

Our fifth challenge is to support the establishment Of an athletic injury data and retriec al
system.

Casey Clarke and the Ado isor) Committee lit the National .\ thletic Injury:Illness Reporting
Sy stem are to be conimendcd lor the ION: hour and hard % kirk under uncertain conditions to get

NA IRS oft ant ninning 1N, c all ooh e their any assistance that night be needed and I ni sure you

will hear more about N AIRS later in the conference
Our sixth challenge concerns correlation of financial and professional resource
In ni opinion the greatest problem concerning spun, safet, w this c ountr is Zack of national

leadership I dun t mean to imply that there is nu one outstanding in the field of sports medicine
or sports safet) ur that there is no organization that is nniking t worthwhile contribution to
,ports medicine On the contrary. I Juld stand up here all night and list people and organza
thins that haxe made tremendous Ld IblitIMIS to sports medicine and sports medicine has
adcanced a long way in recent years due to he people and these organizations nut what I
mean by lack of national leadership is that there is no oiganitation that serves :is an umbrella to
correlate education or research acti% ales rai% c to sports medicine. Consequently there is
often duplication of cost. and cft ort or coen worse nu funds and no effort in areas where both
funds and et fun are hadl needed 1 % ish f had a solution to ,,Iter tonight but I don't I hope in
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the next two days. thought will be given to this problem.
I would like to go on record hovitiser as being very mush opposed to federal regulation.

federal control. federal supers ision or an form,of active support by,the Federal Government in
sports medicine. The Federal Goserninent doesn't have the knowledge. the money. the sincere
motivation or capability to support the neels of sports medicine and sports safety

Most of you are familiar with the way the federal bureaucrats operate but just in case you
need to be reminded, let me pros ide you,wtth abstracted nyenal from a resent artiste by a
fellow physician that served vi ith me on the .AMA Committee on Exeruse and Physisaftitness.
Dr. Ted Klump. concerning the Food and Drug Administration.

PROBLEMS
1. Escalating costs, personnel, paperwork

A. Appropriations: 2 million t938: 200 million 1975-6 fiscal year
B. Staffing: 869 in 1956: 6100 in 1975

II. Inefficiency, increasing bciauracracy
A. Now takes 3 weeks to deliver a letter from mailroom to officer's desk
B. Frequent lost letters. tiles requinng resubmission by dnig companies.
C. Now takes 8-10 yeas and $8-10 million to produce a new drug (from discover) to

FDA approval)
D Most dnig somp.Mies now must /font/ deli r all important documents letters from

NYC cost $75. instead of 13 cents
UNFORTUNATE RESULTS

1. Serious "drug lag" in USA compared to other countries
Examples: Paul Ic Haen (NYC) has documented:
1. 10 ye4r delay (over Bntain) in approval of inethasr) late for total hip procedures
2. Lasix available in Germany & Britain years before USA ,

3. Cromolynt sodium (for asthma) & cotrimoxarol (for chronic p) elo) approved in
Britain 1968. USA 1973 (5-year lag)

Result: Patients who could befiefit. suffer
11. Many drug companies are inhibited from des eloping new drugs for rare diseases or minor

conditions because,they will not be able to recoup development costs
HOW DO WE COMPARE WITH OTHER COUNTRIES?

1 Britain does the same job (you don't has c to ;-_,:less careful for 100 million people than for

200 million) in less time, with less staff. and for less. money.
Example. Bntish Committee for Safety in Drugs 1970 staff. 20 USA. bDA Bureau

of Drugs (alone) staff: 900. with total FDA budget of $76
WHAT ARE THE ROOTS OF FDA's PROBLEMS?

1. Politics interferes with function
A. Thalidomide tragedy (FDA hadn't approved it yet due to beauras rani. delays FDA

emerged hero's) still influences policy. DELAY as mush as possible. perhaps some
thing bad will turn up

B. Kefauver investigations began senes of Congressional ins estigations Congres

sional harassment continues as many as 4 committees at once. constantly over the

last 10 years
Result. Interferes with day to day business must prepare for defense

II. Professional staff poor
A. Unattractive to many highly trained people too much politics.
B. Civil service jobs favor "experience" and seniority young, bnght people are

discriminated against by the system
C Civil liberties anti dissnmi nation forces make it 5 irtually impossible to fire anyone

incompetents remain in the organization
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POLICY MAKING PROBLEMS
I. Warped perspective

A. "A drug that is safe for everyone is good for no one." Karl Beyer
B Unnecessary investigations beyond reasonable ends
Examples. I Drug coloring tested extensively in ultra high doses 2. Toxicology in

pregnancy tests are not worthwhile end up with blanket warning against use to
pregnancy in all new drugs anyway

II Loaded panels of experts frequently used. "You tel. me the questions and the answers
you want I will appoint a panel of outstanding experts to give you those answers. But if
you want different answers I v ill designate an equally outstanding expert panel to come
up who those answers." Benno Schmidt, Chairman of President's Commission on
Cancer

Ill Double Standard rigid scientific proof for drug usefulness. while flimsy evidence for
toxteoligy and side effects (

Yes the need for sports safety is great but let's not allow or encourage our bankrupt
government the opportunity to do a job that we ourselves can do much better.

I started tonight by listing the Ten Commandments for prevention of athletic injuries. I

would like toe lose by reciting the Ten Commandments for car, of the injured athlete and then
the Ten Commandments for being a better coach or leader.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR CARE OF 1HE INJURED ATHLETE

The Injured Athlete is not in a normal rendition he is in a state requiring medical
attention and personal unuerstanding

II The Injured Athlete is not a routine concern he is an indiv idt.al case requiring
individual evaluation and treatment

Ill The Injured Athlete is deserving of the mist 101inelnsS and attentive treatment we can
give Min

IV The Injured Athlete is not an interruption to our work he is the purpose of our work

V The Injured Athlete is here because he needs to be not necessarily because he wants to
be

VI The Injured Athlete is not a cold statistic he is a flesh and blirod human being with
emotions arid feelings like our own

VII The Injured Athlete is not someone vs ah whom we should argue or match wits

VIII The Injured Athlete deserves to be fully rehabilitated so that he may return safely and
promptly to competition

IX The !inured Athlete is descry ing of professional treatment by personnel who keep
abreast of the latest know ledge and teL of modern medical research as it relates to
sports medicine

X The Injured Athlete is the most tinponan, person in our mission



THE TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR BEING A BETTER COACH

I. I will determine my goals distant. intermediate, and immediate and I w ill write

them down. Each day I will review these goals

II. I will teach my players to respect their opponents for a high ley el of competition w ill

ultimately make them better athletes.

III. I will teach my players Cu store for clic ellenc e tor in so doing and mei-corning klbSIaL les

the) will achieve higher goals.

IV. I will teach my players to persist until they succeed and w dl lie% er consider defeat for
ith ordinary talent and extraordinary persewrance all things are attainable

V. I will help my players to realize their unlimited potential and I w ill help them concentrate
their energy on the challenge of the moment

VI. I will teach my players that a man camonly rise, LI/Miller. achieve by lifting up his

thoughts they conquer who believe they can...

VII. I will teach my players to low their teammates fur love gives the power of working
miracles.

VIII. I will teach my players they can best scree their selt-interest by subordinating personal
pride to team effort.

IX. I will teach my players that strength can only he developed by effort ,ind practice and that

there can be no progress. no achievement without sacrifice

X. Lastly , but most importantly , I w ill ituch rely pla-yers that faith is v it.il to :ILL omplishment

that in actual life every great enterprise begins with and takes its first forward step in

faith
faith in in: as their coach
faith in their teammates
faith in the great potential in themseh es

and faith in God w her has so honored them by making them unique throughout the w hole

universe

In conclusion, the task that lies ahead for the neiit tvv o day s. and after y oil return to y our

home Is demanding But when the going gets tough, w hen y 1n, encounter the doubters. then

try to remember that the cause is worthwhile tor we arc dealing with human lives
Sir William Osier has said. Nothing in life is more wonderful than faith It is the one great

moving force which we can neither weight in the balance nor :est in the crucible I have faith

that those tit you gathered here tonight w ill be able to accomplish much to help safeguard the

health and hves of our athletes

Reference
K lump. rest, I he Food and Drug Administration More Smiled Against Man Sinning'" rhe

Journal of Legal Meth we. 4 25-31, September. 1976
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Question and Answer Period

Question Ot all the concerns that y v hie h one or t%s onLerns do y ou plaee aboce
all of the others' Vv hich %%mild you consider the most sensitise concern to you in light ot your
experiences at this point of time, in terms of Tons safety across the entire speetnnn. tootbale
and all other categones. and %% hy

Allmon. I think it's the lack ot umbrella' leadership And. the reason I say that is because
its an educational process For example. I purposely neglected naming any organizations that
hose done a tremendous job because there are so many and I didn't scant to lease any out, but

since I'm an orthopaedic surgeon. I'll take as an example. the American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons They ha% e done a tremendous job in educating orthopaedic surgeons.
those v ho are interested in and scant to attend certain po agraduate programs" But es en at this
late date. v. ith coommtee that has been around for a long es hde no%%. we still do not have
established criteria of curriculums %%ohm the medical schools or es en within the orthopaedic
training programs. inch...mug shat should be cosered in sports medicine Mans inOR iduals
graduate from these programs vcohout knov ing anything at all about sports medicine and many

of them go to eoomitanties %%here they has e a tremendous responsibility in this area. It's.
"teach me or `teach me through books or "'v. hat can I do from what's a% adable there''

rather than a formal educational program The same is true of our coaches. Very tew of them
realty hose a formally. structured program in the inedieal aspects of sport at any time dunng
their educational career Some schools. yes. but so tar as the mass of coaches ssho are coming

out, they do not Va.!, tens states has e certification ot coaches. They are certified in school
sy stems today to teaeh Lnglish. math. chemistry and ti%ery thing else Anybody v ho %%ants to.
can go out and hire a %.1)a h and usually this is sonielme ysho as kilos% ledgeable about X's and

but really they may knois %cry cry little about the medical care. The point I'm making is
that the top priority should he the safety ot the athlete E.., is number one. not %%inning. not
des eloping the athlete phy sieally si !Ulla . as safeguarding his health. excluding sonic from
participate II. but Iruhng something else that the y can do, Oniniensurate with their capabilities.
But, l4 e do not ha% e this type ot leadership 'the ANIA has tailed to take this mmati%e. The
has e dune many gilt d things but they has.: faded to get into other areas and pros ide support to
other people I he \ me rican College 11 Spurts Medicine has failed to do so Leery one has their
sphere ot interest but Mete is no mic that has congealed and brought all of these organizations
together in such a was that c cry one knoll s ,shat the other one is doing. %%here priorities are
placed on shat sill he dune. 55 here any attenipt s made to get nioney at this les el Sure. \ e
could keep tin gulag, isc could reduce injuries, isc can go into a situation like that at Vv est Point

John PIPAell s here and I in sure he %% ould be glad to ...mllein Nk ith ,in organized program. a
pt-rfeeted fvograum. the% sere able to reduce the milieuc in buries by 50'; I hi, e Mild be done in
an> community. %so!, sins team. it can he done e kilos that there are certain communities
that arc doing tlos But, the maturity aie not So it is daft.. alt to spread it trout one ;minimum)
throughout the counti. therc has to be somebody at the top looking doss n, ads skating some of
these things and seeing that they arc done So. as tar as I'm eoneerned. that is the greatest
proldeni I think next to that. the hmineial end is the next biggest. and I think it sill be e% en
more difficult to soh e than the first one



The Prevention of Injuries in Sports
and Physical Recreation

Allan J. Ryan, MD
The Physician and Sportsmedicine
Minneapolis

The relatively high rates of accidental injury are today a major threat to the further
development of recreation w hu.h Inv olv es phy sical activ ity. Phy steal educators and phy sicians

are agreed upon the desirability of a lifetime of vigorous activity as a means of promoing
greater enjoyment of living and maintaining good health. The increasing availability of leisure
time for our working population brought about by automation and other time saving develop-
ments, improved means of transportation, better general education and a higher standard of
living have all had their effect in increasing recreational activities immensely. The rapid rate
and size of this growth have outstripped our plans and means for making and keeping these
activities reasonably safe.

The prevention of sports injunes may be thought of in terms of the many different types of
problems which are presented by the universality of sport. Sport as a more specialized form of
play is a part-aide and not a phenomenon of any time or place. The role whicn it has played In
different cultures Vanes. and the forms which it takes may change. but the essence remains the
same. giv mg nse to problems of control which are common to all times and places. We In e in a
time and a place where we have developed considerable interest in the ,solution of these
problems To some we have very satisfactory answers. but to others we can make only an
inadequate response.

An accident is an unpredictable event only in the sense that the person or persons involved In

it do not expect it to occur at that particular time. If the epidennologist is given enough
information about the circumstances of any given event in volv ing people in motion, he can
estimate what the possibility of v.u-ious acctdental occurrenv,es will be and how often these may
be expected to take place over a green period of time. The National Safety Council does this
regarding the expected fatalities due to motor vehicle accidents on holiday weekends. Usually
they come pretty close to the mark. As the result of experience in many fields they have said
further that about 300 unsafe acts which would cause an accident take pla;.e before one actually
occurs, and that there are about 29 ak.,.idental tnjunes for each disabling injury, and about 100
disabling injuries for each accidental death.

Put in other words, for safety to be effective it Is not enough to try to prevent one death, you
must prevent 900.000 unsafe act, in order to do this. Multiply this by the approximately 40,000
motor vehicle deaths now ov.,.umng in the United States annually and you can see why the
problem of automotive safety is so ,.omplex. Dnv ing an automobile is one of the most popular
forms of recreation today. although a could hardly be called physical activity of a v.% high
order,unless one was involved in automobile racing.

In recreational pursuits which in olve phy sisal activ ity and especially in sports. we pc. ,orm
thousands of unsafe acts. The very character of sports and games. since they are intensified and



often competitive physical activities.'gives assurance that the risk of accident will be greater
than in the usual activities of daily living Accidents, for example, are not only the major cause
of death among both males and females aged 15 to 24 (accounting for 62% of the deaths in
males and 37% in females), but are a major cause of disability, in this age group. The National
Health Survey shows that at the present time about 7 million young people of these ages suffer
non-fatal injuries requiring a visit to a physician. one day of disability or both each year.
One-fourth of these injuries occur at home and almost as many in school buildings and on
school premises A great proportion of these accidents occur in games and sports since they are
a Major preoccupation of young people in this age group.

The range of individual and group sports and physical recreational activities has broadened
considerably in the last few decades New sports seem to appear every year. Surfing, SCUBA
diving, water skiing. snowmobiling, sports parachuting and sky diving have all blossomed out
as mass participation sports in the past 20 years. Older sports such as snow skiing, boating,
volley1-111, bowling, ice skating. and automobile racing have experienced tremendous growth.
import at lit the overall surge has been the fantastic Increase in the participation of girls and
women in every one of the sports mentioned. Just to cite a few "ball-park" figures from the
Nielsen Sports Survey For the year 1976, an estimated 103 million persons were swimming, 75
million persons were nding bicycles. 40 million playing volleyball, 39.3 million boating, 44
million bowling, 51; million camping. 64 million fishing, 25.8 million playing basketball, 25
million roller-skating. 22 5 million playing 12-Inch softball, 20 million each ice-skating,
playing table tennis and billiards and engaged in shooting sports, 14.9 million playing football,
10 million playing suffle board. 9 million horseshoe-pitching, 8.75 nullion water-skiing, 29.2
million playing tennis. 8 million 'ngaged in target archery 16.6 million golfing, 9.2 million
snowmobiling. 6 million play ing handball, 11 million snow-skiing, and 3 nullion phi lig
I6-inch softball.

Accidents, injuries and even fatalities occur in every one of these sports. Drowmngs in
recreational swimming amount to several thousand each year and drownings in boating
activities account for another thousand The occurrence ofserious injunes is apparently so high
in both water-skiing and snow skiing as to make them compar.ble with some of the so-called
contact sports such as football, wrestling. ice hockey and basketball. In sky-diving and sport
parachute jumping the injury rate is `apparently very low but the fatality rate quite high.

The beginning of accident prevention is to acquire information about the occurrence of
accidents in the activity in which you are interested and to try to identify the causes of these
accidents If this information on which some conclusions will be based is tube usefuln must he
reasonably accurate arid complete This is where the difficulties start with recreatienal sports.

Take the occurrence of accidents in snow skiing as an example. One resort area may report
that in the past five year period. 1.052 persons have been treated for injunes at the small
emergency hospital which they maintain at the foot of the main ski slope. Of these only 185
persons suffered fractures They estimate that during the ski seasons of this period that 35.0(X)
persons used their facilities for skiing What might you conclude from this? That snow -skiing
must be a relatively safe spurt Probably a is, but for whotn and under what conditions?

Where did the figure of 35.000 persons collie from? Was this the number of persons who
registered at the lodge. the number who bought tickets for the ski tow, or was a based on a
sampling of the number of t.ars parked in the parking lot7 How many persons had season tickets
for th'e tow and how many bought indiv 'dual tickets on more thanone day' How many days of
snow suitable for skiing were there in each of the five seasons? How many hours during the day
was the to operating,' How many runs did the persons using the tow tverage in a day? Were
they predominantly young or old, men or women. experienced skiers or novices.' How many
took instruction and how did their experience compare with those who did not, and with
experienced skiers'? How many used their ow n equipment and how many rented it

When it comes to the injuries thernselv es, even more pertinent questions need to be asked.
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How many persons were injured who did not report to the first aid station for help but went
home instead? How did their accidents occur. What type of equipment were they wearing' Did

the binding release during the fall or perhaps even before the fall?'
questions like this have been asked by the National Ski Safety Research Project and by other

investigators. The accumulation of material is painstaking, requiring an enormous amount of
time, personnel and patience. Much of the data which has been painfully accumulated has had

to be discarded because it is in a form which actually defies any meaningful analysis It is

doubtful whether the cost necessary to do such study properly could be justified in tennis of

what one might expect to accomplish by it.
We are left then with the information that certain types of injuries are seen characteristically

in certain recreational sports, and that their occurenee is rare, moderately frequent or quite

common. From the nature of the activity concerned and from theesperierce of the individuals

involved we can deduce the mechanisms of injury responsible and attempt to devehp perfor-

mance or skills which will minimize or eliminate these mechanisms Whet,: it is not possible to

do this adequately we may try to develop protective or safety equipment We can also establish

rules and safety regulations aimed at eliminating the hazards or procedures which create these

risks.
Let us consider an example of how such analysis can he applied to one recreational sport In

parachute Jumping it has been found that fractures of the heel and of the spine are associated

with landing flat on the feet. Parachute instructors therefore teach that the jumper should land

on the fore part of the loot with knees flexed and to roll backward with the first touch so as to

dissipate the landing shock gradually Since head Injuries are not uncommon in both controlled
and uncontrolled parachute landings we equip the parachutist with a helmet lined with a
shock-absorbent material. Finally, because severe injuries ot.cur more frequently when land-

ings are made at ground wind speeds of over 18 n, p h due to dragging of the parachute, there

is a regulation that spurt parachute jumps shall not he made into an area w here the wind speed

exceeds this mark. Actually, there are many more factors in all three categories; skifi,

equipment. and rules, to be considered in this spurt. but these can easily he appreciated by those

who are unfamiliar with all of its ramifications.
Now you must also consider the individual himself or herself from the standpoint of the

personal factors which may be involved in safety. Based on w hat we know about the risks of

any given sport as theh spejd, strength, endurance, coordination or balance required, the

environment in which it is practiced (air, land, water surface. underwater), whelQr an

automotive vehicle is involved, the amount of bodily contact w filch may be expected with other

persons or objects, or other pertinent factors, w hat can we say about the physical and
psychological qualifications which might be requo.d of persons performing it to Insure at least

moderate safety?
You may be able to enforce a licensing regulation. as for flying an aircraft, which requires a

physical examination for licensure In the majority of the recreational sports the necessity for

determining all these things rests with the individual himself, since no practical control is

possible. He may or may not consult a physician if he is in doubt about his ability to meet the

demands of the sport, but he is almost equally likely not to if he feels the advice might go

against his participation. Even if he does go so far as to seek medical adv ice. he is free to ignore

it, and frequently does. Die same responsibility rests w ith the individual in recreational sports

to seek medical aid if he suffers an injury . Here he may heimpelled by the serious nature of the

injury or earned off vv for emergency care. It is suiprising, however. how many

persons with serious injuries suffered in recreational activities will delay seeking medical

attention or fail to do so at all.
In many recreational sports the enjoyment of the activity as well as the safety of the

participant may be greatly enhanced by a prclin unary period of body training and conditioning

It is a commonplace observation that this precaution is largely ignored.especially by those who
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need it most, the young post-college age group and the middle-aged persons who enjoy the
occasional physical recreational GIL II% ity but ha%e not had regular exer...e of any sort fors long
time.

Then. too, we must be concerned that suitable and safe facilities are pros ided for recreational
sports In water sports. for example. boating areas should not impinge on swimming areas.
Adequate space should be a% ailable so that motorized craft do not hamper or endanger the
operations of sailing craft Water skiers should be kept out tit sw limning areas. Water w hik.h is
excessively .niurky and where strong or unpredictable currents exist should be posted and
patrolled as unsafe for SCUBA di% mg Surfers should he separate heach areas designated for
their use and these areas should be free of rocks ing just below the water surface. Are w here,

sharks are apt to be found should be patrolled or designated unsafe for swimming. Lifeguards
should be proided at public beaches and special lifesa% ing equipment supplied where hey
surf is found.

A first consideration of the problems posed by acciklent pre%ention in organized sports
generally might he directed tow ards those w ho super%ise them The administrator of a sports
program may gh school principal, a 1. ollege athletic director, a director of a local program
of Little League baseball. a community recreation supers isor, the manager of a national sports
team, the president of a professional sports team or perhaps the chairman of an Olympic
committee His direct approach toward the problem of injury control is to hire coaches. trainers
and phy sicians Who understand the reasons fur the occurrence of sports injuries and know how
they may be prevented as well as treated.

He is immediately faced with a secondary problem of how to identify ouch Indic iduals. Many

persons who are engaged in coaching do not ha%e this knowledge. The majority of high school
coaches has e not been trained in physical education Unfortunately , e% en many of those with a

degree in physical education ha% e only a rudimentar! knowledge of injury problems. Fully
qualified athletic trainers probably do not greatly exk.eed in number the membership of the
National Athletic framer's Association. which is less than 5.000. The number of physicians
who are familiar with the factors which produce spurts injuries. let alone how pre%ention may
he achie%ekl. is still relati%ely small. but is being increased rapidly h) the surge of interest in
post graduate education in spurts medicine. The teaching tit this specialty. hove%er. has not
made significant inroads into the medical schools as yet. The administrator must then make Jo

ith w hum he can find. and hope that somewhere in his team the requis.te knowledge may be
found If he is wise. he w ill see to it that his team is able to Like ad%antage of opportunities
offered to them to increase their perhaps meager store of inforniation.

Once the administrator has cstablisht d his team and lent them support in their approach to
injury control. he finds that he and they may be luindicapped h) the limitations unposed by the
school year. the traditional season, conference rcgulations. lak.k of adequate financing. the
proliferation of sports. inadequate facilities. and c%ca more problems. all of which can he
related directly or indirectly to injury control I need only cite the difficulties in k.onducting a
high school football program. inipksed by the facts that there is inadequate time for proper
conditioning of the players from the time school opens before the first game is scheduled. state
and conference rules forbid early starts and participaLon in .,inner camps where the school's
coaches participate, the begmaings of winter sports such as wrestling. basketball and swim-
ming us erlap the latter part oldie football season. practice fields arc ki%ercrowded due to lack of
space. failures of attendance at games to match increases in expenditures create a continuing
crisis in the athletic department budget. tr. Each one of these problems has a possible solution.
but it must be developed in reference to the particular situation.

We ha%c already indicated that the coach may enter his job without formal preparation in the
strea of injury control He learns front experience. from other coaches. from trainers and
phy sic lams, and from clinicN or c1,urses. if he attends them. He must rationalize his goals and his

teaching methods with his objecti% es in injury k.ontrol Some techniques of play which offer
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promise of success may be too dangerous for the athlete. The price of winning should no er be
the health or welfare of an athlete. Failure to keep abreast of developments may cause neglect of

safety precautions.
Coaches, athletic directors, other supervisors of athletes, and the athletes themselves

maintain as a group a suspicious attitude towards other persons. and particularly physicians,
who attempt to introduce factors into sports which are designed essentially to promote safety
This attitude originates partly from the considerable body of unthinking and unintelligent
criticism which has been directed against sports ON er the centunes by persons who never really

understood the true nature of sport and its v slue for both recreation and health We still hear of
campaigns to abolish certain sports, often led by persons who have never been active in any
sport and whose qualifications to pass judgment are trivial at best On the other hand, the
sportsmen and their leaders often place an unjustified confidence in their ability to analyze all
the pertinent facts in their sports simply because they are skilled in certain te:hniqucs They
tend to be uncritical of their own actions and to resist the expert opinion offered by someone
who may have valuable special knowledge This problem is best approached by establishing
rapport between the sportsman and the expert from another field through the cultivation of
mutual interest in the sport concerned based on experience, participation and know ledge of its
past and current history. Coaches and athletes must be encouraged to look more critically at
concepts which are purely traditional but which have no reasoned basis for acceptance

The trainer, if one is involved. should have the professional preparation which enables him
to understand the sources of injury in sports and the means of tneir prevention He should share
the responsibility with the coach for the training and conditioning of the indiv idual or the team
He must coordinate his efforts closely with those of the team physician to help bring about that

cooperation between eoach, physicianIan and trainer which is so important to the success of any
injury control program. His know ledge of the use of protective equipment, including the use of

taping and bandaging, should be superior.
Ideally the sports physician should encompass the whole range of information relating to

injury control As sports medicine comes of age as a speciality this ideal begins to be
approximated. From a practical viewpoint, the team physician may represent any level of
information in this regard from the least to the best informed. He is prized chiefly for hit. interest
in sport and athletes and his availability. It can never to possible to have ,a physician in
attendance at every sports competition, even in the so czlied contact sports The important
thing is to have the medical adviser or consultant who is available or accessible when needed

and who has sufficient interest in the program to know what is needed and then ever though he
is notable to be in attendance as much as he or the team might wish The physician may gain

much-from practical experience in the sports situation since his academic background should
have already supplied him with much basic information which he can apply to this experience

The second consideration in injury control is the athlete himself Physical examinations,
including the important laboratory tests. are a nee essity for corripetitiv e sports today in order to

eliminate the unfit and to identify the physical problems which may be correctable to allow
safer participation There are many practical difficulties in the way of achiev ing such examina-

tions en masse on an annual basis. The availability of physicians, the cost, the time necessary
and the willingness of athletes and their parents to comply with such requirements are the
principal obstacles. Vie have probably made more gains in this area, hovvever, than in any other

area of injury prevention because of the determination of sports administrators and physicians

to see that it is done within the limits to which the situation allows.
The finest athletes today are bigger, stronger and faster than their predecessors, even 20

years ago. In physical contact sports this greatly increases impact-, and, therefore, the potential
for injury, and more serious injury. This is a factor which we cannot control directly One
strategy which has not been exploited fully to eounteractihis greater potential force is teaching
of techniques of avoidance. This is not always instinctive, even with the finest athletes.
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The prospective athlete who is immature physically poses a threat of injury not only to
himself but possibly to others Certain physical defects may be disqualifying for some sports
but nu others The athlete who has already suffered an injury and has not been completely
rehabilitated may be prone to reinjury In the linger age groups. classific'ation by height and
weight as well as by age may be important in injury prevention. The assessment of the athlete's

motivation towards sport and his emotional reactions to it may also be important in injury
control The role of training and conditioning of the athlete is a very important one in injury
control In relationship to his external environment whether it be hot or cold, excessively
humid, with a low barometric pressure or a high one, acclimation is essential to prevent serious

illness and injury Muscles which are inadequately conditioned may be strained or ruptured.
Joints which are poorly protected by weak muscles may be disrupted. The individual's life may
be endangered by a failure of strength or endurance at a critical moment. The follow ing of poor
training practices such as crash dieting and dehydration may cause serious illness anti may
expose the individual to injury by causing a decrease in strength and increase in reaction time.

The problems posed by the need for better training and conditioning c anttut all be solved until

we have more complete knowledge of what training regimens are best for each sport, more
properly prepared persons to supervise these training programs, more time to carry them out,
and bette, facilities in which they can be worked out. Motivating e athlete toward the proper
and necessary amount of training and conditioning will alwas ae a problem in some cases. As

competition increases it is not always the most skillful person or team who is the most
successful but the one who is best prepared. If all athletes could learn this lesson the problems
of training would be much less.

Faddism. superstition and an excessive regard for traditional practices are characteristics
observed among athletes Thee may cause not only serious interference with proper training
practices but may foster an unreasoning resistance to change. The introduction of better
training practices based on phy siological pnnciples, the prescription of certain techniques of
play based on the ot currenec of frequent and serious injury, and the ,ntroduetion of every new
item of protective equipment are usually met by determined lesistanee from athletes, if not
outright rejection This must be expected and can be successfully eumbatted only by patience
and firmness on the part of the sports supervisors.

The third major consideration in injury control in sports is the nature of the spurt itself,
including ,he regulations that govern it. Every spun poses sonic hazard of injury, even"
shuffleboard In contact sports. the aLLeleration of theelayers determines to some extent the
number and 5eriousnes, of injunes. In motor driven spurts. the greater the speed, the greater
the likelthi Kt of injury and the greater the chance that any injury might he fatal. In non- contact
sports where the indi% idual is self propelled the ot.i.urreme of injury may be -elated to speed if
gravity is ail -wed to act with minimal faction encountered, as in snow skiing.

Important in each sport is the em ironrhent in %1/4.11ii.11 it is practiced, whether it takes place on
land, on thew ma, undo the water or in the air Each niedium poses its uw n particular hazards.
The degree of hazard depends on the particular le% c I involved Thus one may go from the risks

of eav ing several hundred Let help.. the surface ot the earth, to the top of a mountain 26,000
feet abov e sea level. from the lower atmosphere ot the air up to 71f iOJ feet to make a parachute
lump or from the surf,ke of the water down .100 feet in spurt doing In order to recommend
pri per precaution,. Liiiipnit.nt and other safeguards, the sports physic in must he familiar w tits

all risks which in..n may be exposed in these extremes tit out ear hly env ironment
The objects used in games and spurts from balls to rackets to boats to gliders, etc , etch

pose particular haz ids to the sportsmen buih in their correct and incorrect usage These risks
must be studied. aualy, d ,wJ prise 'tied against as fay as possible 1he impact of animals. birds
and other Irving creatures encountered in sports acne ity.. ur used as a regular pan ot sports
participation. such as the horse, must he taken Into account

The methods of pr tick. ot sports change 0% ei the period of years, go, ing nse to a greater ur
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lesser occurrence of injuries as they do so. American football has changed so much and so many

unit, since its origin less than a hundred y ears ago that it is now hardly recognizable as the same

game. The dangerous mass tactics of the turn of the century were abolished only to be
succeeded by the hazardous practice of butt bltxking and tackling. This has now been
eliminated from the game by the Rules Committees of both the high school and college
associations and by the designation of these techniques by the American Football Coaches
Association as unethical teaching methods The experiences of the current season will demon
strate whether or not the character of the game is substantially altered, as sonic. [we L Limed
that It would be. and whether the numbers of serious and fatal head and nctik injuries are
decreased.

Sin e the rules are enforced and interpreted by officials. the actions of the officials t annul be
ignored as factors in injury control. A eery loose application of the rules in a contact sport may

lead to very iolert action and many injuries Strict enforcement may pro, ent many unneces-
sary traumas. The ambles include the training and other qualifications of officials. pressures
exerted by players, coaches and the spectators on the officials. and the willingness and ability

of players to deceive the officials.
A fourth considerat.an in injury control Is the use of protectixe equipment in sports. In

contact sports such as Aniercan football and ice hockey the use of protecto e equipment by the

players is maximal. In socceratulrugby ,i.uwexer.bothequally cigorouscontactsports.itsuse
is minimal. In sports such as gall arid tennis there is no need for protects c equipment, although
the player may wear a glace by choice Protectice equipment may 'wry froi., the electrically
heated suit of the sky dicer to the wet Milt Of the SCUBA deer to the flameproof clothing of the
automobile racer. It may be as simple ,ts'the wrist hand of the archer or as elaborate as the new

hydraulic helmet of the: football play er It may be as durable as that helmet, or may he discarded

after every application. as the tape which a trainer wraps on the ankle.
Protectixe equipment must satisfy certain requirements in orde..r to he effective.
1. Its specifications 111UNt approach ,us L losely .11 possible 111.1X1111U111 protec c requirements

for the part to be protected:
It must be sufficiently durable to withstand repeated use w ithout significant decrease in the

protective factors:
3. It must be properly fitted it/ that it covers sidequately and stays in place under usual

conditions of use:
4, It must not he so bulky or heat y that it impairs the normal and necessary free nioc anent c f

the athlete:
5. It must not create a hazard to other comestams.
6. It must be replaced w hen ski w urn that a significant amount of its protec tic e factors are lost.

The introduction of good protecti c do ices into sport has net er been an easy matter. Both

player:, and coaches resist the introductior. of even new piece almost without exception The
history of baseball equipment from the introducti )110t the first gloe tic v n to the batting, helmet

prox ides an exi:ellent .cries of examples Part Of this resistance is due to tradition, part to a
natural desire to ieniain unent timbered. part to a desire to he east!, ret ognized by the spectator.

and part to the fear of being thought unmanly c are g iing through a eery difficult period of
transition to the wearing tit a helmet by the protessiona: etc hockey player. where all these
factors are operatic c The helmet is mandatory in high school and college hockey and for all
professionals below the National Hockey League and the %.11irld Hockc:, Association lo CIS
The European national teams. winch are technically amateur but are comparable in every w ay
to the best North American professionals. Al wear helmets. and are apparently no less
successful for so doing the tate mask fur 'Le hot key goalies. which was at first rejected by
professionals atter it tsars brought into tht NHL by Jacques LaPlante IN now used unix ersally
The Amateur Hockey Association of the United States has this y car made the tteanng 01 face
protectior mandatory for all tit its players as the 1-i:silk rit the occurrence of many serious eye

injuries.
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Research involving the improvement of existing items of protective equipment is now
proceeding at an accelerated pace, stimulated by the establishment of a Committee on
Portective Equipment for Sports under the auspices of the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), by the National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
(NOCSAE), and by the threat to manufacturers implicit in the establishment and operations of
the Federal Consumer Product Safety Commission.

The atmospheres in which competitive sports are played today is a fifth area of concern in
injury prevention It is said that %cc live in a v iolent society Perhaps it has always been v wient,

and the character of violence has only changed with the times Perhaps the area of sport did not
reflect this violence proportionately while it was predominantly amateur before World War h._
The increase in professionalism of sports since then has created situations in which aggressive
and violent behavior are more apt to occur. Inevitably amateur sport has come to reflect the
developments in professicaal sport.

The interactions between spectators and plajers appear to contnbute many times to excesses
of violent behavior on both sides It is too facile to say that the officials lose control of a game
solely as the result of their on actions or inactions. Although there is no question that we can
use more and better officials in practically every sport a.nd that it will be a long time before we
begin to approximate the requisite numbers of women officials, these people are often
victimized by factors which are beyond their control. Excessive consumption of alcoholic
beverages by spectators is only one example.

Lack of self-discipline on the part of inch% idual competitors in organtzed as %4 ell as
unorganized sports practice find competition leads to actions which increase the risks of injury
very substantially Although these actions are frequently the result of carelessness and lack of
concentration, at times they appear to he deliberate acts ,tf defiance of the authority of coaches
or others or to result from a need to demonstrate individuality as a means of ego satisfaction.
The abuse of drugs. which can reduce the ability to pnitect oneself from injury also falls into
this category.

What overall approaches to injury prevention in sports seem most likely to help us improve
our record in view of all the considerations which we have discussed? The accumulation of
better and more complete information as to how, when, why and to whom sports injuries occur
seems to be a inajor priority More effluent procedures for the screening and qualifications of
athletes might be equally important Better training, coaching and conditioning can certainly
make substantial contributions to safety Rule changes offer possibilities in some sports, better
'nforcement of existing rules in all sports and more and better qualified officials can all help.
Pro,ective devices al v 01%, mg both equipment and facilities can be improved by the application

of modern technologies. Perhaps most of all, a greater emphasis on safety education for all
persons concerned with and involved in spurts could result in significant reductions of numbers
of injuries in physical recreation activities of all kinds. ,

, Outside of particular efforts which are being made by 'tido, iduals and groups in particular
sports to collect injury data, such as in the National Football League, for example, there are
only twt continuing efforts %4 hik.h attempt to be comprehensive in their coverage of this
material. One is the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) %4 hik.h uses the National
Electronic Injur). Surveillance System ( NEISS) to collect information on sports injuries which
have sonic relation to protective equipment or products with injury potential that are used in
sports The other, which has been partially subsidized through the CPSC, is housed at Penn
State Umversity under the direction of Kenneth S. Clarke and IN .h.l.0 middling data from high
school and college sports programs.

Since the NEISS is tied into a representative sample of hospital emergency ruins around the
United States, it can only record those cases where hospital treatment on an in or outpatient
basi; 15 thought to be appropriate or necessary. The basic data which are retrieved from the
computer terminal have been amplified by several special sur eys covering limited types of
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information in a few sports. Funding is not adequate at present to extend these surveys to all
sports arid to study them intensively.

Dr. Clarke's study suffers from the handicaps of being entirely a volunteer activity, except
for a very few persons working at its headquarters, and of depending on these volunteers in the

field to mail in their questionnaires on a regular basis. It involves chiefly college expenence at
the preilnt time, although efforts are being made to extend it to the coverage of high schools.
Because the sample is not draw n to be representative of all areas of the country ..vanous sizes of

student bodies, and to be representative of regional variations in the practice of particular
sports, only limited concluskuts can be made from the results.

We do not hay e any solution at the moment for the problem of better qualifying examinations

for athletes and better coverage. We know much better than 20 years ago what to look for and
how to look for it. The difficulty is that if we do everything that we might like, it will take more
time, personnel andmoney than we have avaLlable,ye are dealing with greater numbers each
year but with an actual reduction in the financing fOr sports at the amateur ley el over what we
had a few years ago. It is quite apparent that if we are to do more examinations we shall have to
rely more and more on paramedical personnel.

We have the knowledge of how athletes can be better conditioned to help prevent sports
injuries. We have more and better qualified trainers today than ever before, but they are found
chiefly in the colleges or with professional sports teams. Many of our coaches in the high
schools do, not know the optimum methods of training which are available to them, even
without expensive equipment. Even when they do, they may be frustrated by the athletes who
typically try to avoid training as much as possible, and by limitations which are imposed on the
athletes by the schools which relegate it only to certain prescribed periods.

Progress in changing rules and wnting new ones for safety is always slow, but it has speeded
up considerably in the past few years as the result of actual and threatened suits against
educational institutions and other sponsors of sports because of injures which the plaintiffs
claim might have been prevented by better rule making The new rules governing the use of the
helmeted head In football represent a significant step in attempts to reduce serious and fatal
injunes in that sport. We have not made comparable progress in improving the training of
officials or increasing their numbers. One of the biggest problems there is setting more realistic
pay scales and secunng financing to cover them.

Progress in the development of safety devices, including equipment, both personal and
ancillary, has been most gratifying in th past 10 years In some instances the technological
development has outstripped our ability to motivate people to its use. The eyeguard for
handball and odter court games is an example The Introduction of new lightweight matenals
has been a very significant factor in these developments.

Education for safety in sports at all levels of participation, supery 'stun and observatton is the
area in which we have expenenced the greatest deficiency. One of the pnncipal reasons that we

are doing the job poorly, or not doing it at all in some cases. is that we do not have salaried
positions available in all agencies or junsdictions in which sports are conducted for persons
with specific training in sports safety . If these positions could be established, more colleges and
universities would set up programs to prepare persons qualified to fill them. Most of those who
are currently interested in this field have to go into industrial or automotive safety because that
is where the jobs are. Education and training in safety education quite logically therefore focus
on these areas rather than on sports.

Just as we are discovering the, the costs of media. treatment are enormous and appear
virtually impossible to control, so the costs of complete medical supervision and control of
sports, if we were able to attain them, and even then the present costs of what we have if we had
to pay for them in full, which we don't because so much is done by volunteer efforts, would be
well beyond our reach. The answer to the oro'ulem posed by trying to pay for the treatment of
disease after the fact is a comprehensive program of preventive medicine. In the same way, a
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most important answer to the problems of preventing sports injuries and treating their results
must lie in the development of a comprehensive program of safety education. Much of the
information and technology needed for this job is already available. We must set ourselves to
the task of applying it.
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Status Report:
The HEW Survey of

Athletic Injuries and Deaths

John W. Powell, and
Kenneth S. Clarke
The Pennsylvania State University
Universay Park

Background
On August 26. 1974. President Ford signed ,nto law PL 93-380. Section 826 of that bill

charged the Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare to conduct a study of ataletic injuries in

schools and colleges. Specifically, the Secretary was directed to:

.. to determine ( I) the number of athletic injuries to, and deaths of. male and female
students occurring in athletic competition between schools, in any practice session for
such competition. and in any other school-related athletic activ ales for the twelve-month

period . . (2) the number of athletic injuries and deaths occurring , at each school

with an athletic trainer or other medical or health professional personnel trained to
prevent or treat such injuries and at each school without such personnel.

By "school was meant essentially all secondary schools. two year colleges. and four-year
colleges/universities in the United States. The Act required the Secretary to classify and report
the above findings according to the type of institution. Funds were also authorized to be
'appropriated to carry out these provisions.

This directive originated in a House Buil. sponsored by Representative Edwin B Forsythe
(New Jersey) and was later modified by the companion Senate bill It was considered as the

preferred course of action among several recommended alternativ es for congressional attention

to the health supervision of sport programs in educational institutions National sport organiza
tions generally had agreed that a meaningful study of this nature would he helpful, and had not
spoken against the legislation. The responsibility for implementing the bill's provisions was
delegated to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).

On September 4. i 974, NCES convened a study group of staff and other indiv idaals familiar
with current national activities relevant to the bill's requirements to develop guidelines which
would permit the immediate initiation of the study. The bill mandated the 12-nionth study
Penod to begin 60 days after its enactment and w i.hin 50 day s the schools were to be requested
to maintain the necessary records to comply with the bill's requirements for data The date of
Presidential Signing was too late to use the 1974-75 school year as the study period unless
records already maintained IN the schools were adequate or unless retroactive data collection

was reasonable.
It was readily recognized that customary data collection practices in secondary schools and

colleges would not satisfy the study 's requirements The National Athletic Injury/Illness
Reporting System (NAIRSL located at The Pennsylvania State University had been concep-
tualized earlier in 1974 with the active imelsemrnt of most of the national sport governance
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organizations This sy stem had the capability of pros Kling the mechanism for this difficult task.
but was Just becoming operational on a pilot basis. The study group recommended that LACES

utilize a modified sersion of NAIRS Much, for purposes of feasibility cc uald surrey only
significant injuries i.r , those injuries that sere more serious than a minor disorder and
incidents that sere limited to "athletics." defined as c arsay or club 'sports. Under this plan a
data log could have been des eloped quickly for distribution to participating institutions for
periodic submission to NAIRS

Subsequent to that meeting, hosieser. farther dc' elopments precluded the use of this
approach:

I The definition of "school related athletics" v. as zeaffirmed as including intrainurals
and ph> slut education classes in addition to inter-institutional actic Ries.

2 The sample secs enlarged to include representatic e samples of secondary schools in each
state

The term "athletic injury" sags redefined to include the more common occurrences as
sell as the sesere conditions, although pros won for differentiation by degree of
severity remained a pan of the design of the survey

As a result of the broadened scope created by the abuse changes and since there secs no
increase in the authorized funds. the character of the study 's design and the instrument had lobe
changed Intramural and F ^y sic al education classes present different modes of safety super ci-
sion and injury record keeping from sarsity programs The state-by -state sampling concept
dramatically increased the required sample size. Attention to minor as sell as significant
injunes precluded acceptance of the recall necessary for retroactise recording if mid-October
secs to be the beginning of the data collection period. Fester data could be obtained, and data
submission from the schools could not be feasible except for the one end-of-year report.

Consequently NCES proceeded to (1) reset the target date for the study period to July 1.
1975. (21 dec elop the instrument ix Inch iiould satisfy the charges of the Act within the funds
authorized. (31effec I the sampling process. (4) elicit the names of the Indic iduals s ho s ould he
the school contacts in the respectic e sample institutions, k5) mobilize State Coordinators in
order to monitor secondary school contacts. (6) dec clop computer programs and (7) prepare
specifications for the final report

In May, 197.5dtprocedural and design considerations sere completed, In June. 1975. The
Pennsylc ania State L'nic ersity signed a contract v. ith the Department of Health Education and
Welfare which gale NAIRS specific tasks in order to satisfy the study's requirements. Among
these duties were the enhancement of compliance through periodic communication ccith
participating institutions and also to interpret the definitions and expectations of the Nutley
instrument as required In addition the surrey staff at Penn State assisted NCB in conducting a
mid year rec ley( bringing together organizations cc all expertise in the area of the study's thrust
for the decelopment of criteria and premises for interpretation of incoming data. Finally the
surrey staff Inc olced %kith the study ix as to receice and edit all incoming survey forms and
pros ide a "c lean" computer tape ti NCB The cooperation bets een NCLS and the Penn State
sure} staff was reflected in the anatiunccinent hich appeared in publications of the National
Athletic Trainer's Association, National Federation of State high School Associations and the
National Collegiate Athletic Association '1 he journal notices alerted members of these organi-
zations to the rca,on for the sun, ey and encouraged them to compl} sigh the mine} requests.

The Survey Year
The sampling pros edure y tells i reported ey sample of 21% of U.S. secondary schools

and 41 2."4 of U S is o-y ear and I ow y ear colleges. In June. 1975. all institutions in the sample

were forwarded by NCES (through the state coordinators in some states) the Sun ec Report
Form (Exhibit I) inch v, as to he completed and mailed at the end of the study period, the
optional Sun( hihd t( oriWicet (Exhibit 2) %c inch v as to pros, ide exposure data for the
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various sports offered by that institution, and the kunnmg log (Exhibit 3) which was an
optional aid for recording injuries as they occurred.

IIy September, 1975, the survey staff at Penn State had been assembled for the purposes of
the conduct of its assigned tasks and to ensure there was telephone coy erage dun ng all hours of

the working day. By the end of October, all i..ailing lists had been received from NCES and all
institutions in the sample or their state coordinator had received a follow up letter from Penn
State informing them of Penn State's role in the survey and soliciting any questions regarding
complying with the survey's requirements. A system fur logging inquiries w as instituted in
order to tabulate the concerns expressed to the survey staff by recorders in the field and to
record the need for assistance. For example, a, number of institutions indicated that the initial
forms were never received. A handbook was developet fur use among the sun ey staff to ensure

accurate responses to anticipated questions. Explanations which clanfied definitions and
formal procedures were shared with NCES staff.

Definitions and Interpretations
)

TheSurve) Report Form (Exhibit I) pros ided the w orking definitions of athletics. Injuries.
total number of participants. and sport categories. The following statements compnse some of
the special interpretations required for they were not clear in context.

Other Health Person Immediate!) Available. lnjunes were to he reported by seventy, by
sport category, by sex, and by whether "an athletic trainer or "other health person" was
present or immediately available at the time of injury." The Sun Rt port Form defined the
other health person as "professionally qualified to provide immediate treatment of athletic
injunes." The NATA Certified or Associate Member are required to has c these competencies
Relative competency aside. it was 1, onstdered necessary to have objecti% e cntena at hand for

)nquines if other personnel were in% ol% ed. The professional persons w hu met these criteria
included. physicians. nurses, emergency medical technicians. and others w ho were currently
certified in both Advanced First Aid and Emergency Care (Red Cross) and 'Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation (Red Cross or Amencan Heart Association) and who were available to the
athletic or physical education program according to some organized plan This clarification
was included in tht communication from Penn State to participating institutions

Death. Initially it was nut clear whether a sport-related was to be tallied among the

severe i njunes. The survey staff recommended that they nut be so I nOuded. it posed no problem

during the editing phase to verify the sport-relatedness of any death .ts recorded in Item 5 or. the

form and record a death total on the form. This procedure was accepted and the sample
participants were notified in January.

liars it) squad size. Varsity squads often have .t high attrition rate after early season practices

begin. It was determined that the total participants to be recorded on the Sun Report Form

would be representative of the customary squad size after the season schedule was underw
However, an athlzte whu received an early season injury and subsequently did not male the
squad was reported as a participant and as an injury.

MaporlSevere Iskiiir). The definitions of injury used in this Survey were compatible but not
Identical with those used by the Nutional Athletic injury/Illness Reporting System (HAIRS)
The HEW Study, fur example, combined NA1RS' Minor (Time loss I week) and Moderate

(Time loss I week but - 3 weeks phis dental injuries) categories as one HEWS "Severe"
category, on the other haat!, coincided with NA IRS' "Major'. category ( --- 3 weeks time loss)

Current Status
The ongmal survey report form requested institutions to distinguish among tackle football,

other contact sports, and noncontact sports in recording participation. With respect to physical
education classes. this distinction wasdeemed impossible fur must secondary school programs
and many collegiate programs. AN at result, NCES asked permission to modify the survey report
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r
form to characterize physical education classes as a single category. with the number of
participants determined by the number of different students in an institution who had enrolled II,

a physical education classes. The sample was notified of this imperuhng action in an initial
communication from the survey staff. NCES received permission in late December and the
modifiedlorms needed for the survey were mailed in earl) January. Further information from
the Penn State Staff regarding clanfication of definitions was forwarded vvith these forms.

A third general mailing was sent from the survey office at Penn State in early May. 1976.
This memorandum Ountatned information reaffirming definitions. general information con-
cerning the completion of the forms and as itemized procedure for th, return of the survey
forms to Penn State following the end of the survey period on June 30. 1976. Each institution in

the survey received an extra copy of the report furni either ducal) from Pe nn State or from their
secondary school state coordinator.

As of the end of May, survey reports began to arrive at the survey office. The change in the
form at midyear caused several problems with the forms that were returned early Some

institutions submitted their information on the obsolete form. This made it necessary for the
survey staff to contact these individuals and attempt to separate data reported for intramurals

and phy sical education The frequency of the arnv al of these obsolete forms prompted ,ICES to
again mail directly to participating schools a copy of the rev ised form in order to encourage
those who had not submittedtheir reports to use this modified form. This was successful in that
the majority of forms received after 1 July were on the correct forth.

Duri..g the editing phase of the survey the staff found several areas of potential error, and
therefore, indiv idual recorders were 4-Ontalted 10 clarify their re.pa rted data. This editing and
verification process w ill continue until the completion of the survey.

Capabilities of the Survey
With caution respecting the delimitations and Ilillitatiolls of ilk. survey design. this survey

comprised the first study ever conducted which will provide both a state-by-state and national
estimate of the relative incidence of injury and death ui sport programs offered by educational
institutions The capability of distinguishing type, of spurts. sex Of participants. and degree ul
seventy will give important perspectives to the data The capability of having a reasonable
estimate of participants at risk is -riti,11 to any interpretation of the results. The Lkimparability
of the survey 's injury definitions with those Of :FAIRS provide, the capability for examining
(e.g., in football) the relative reliability of the sample's report; on injury frequency with that of
the NAIRS schools which are known to have v. taking mechanism fur data collection.

The determination of the availability kit persons competent in modern first aid, if not the
mare encompassing field of athletic training. will illuminati_ uric dimension of the underlying
concern for responsible health superviS1011 of milieu.. progi,,is Finally, in terms, of secondary
schools. the capability of a particular state to cvauuic u. results as well as the minimal scene
vv ill pros ide regional baseline information for subsequent attentions

Limitations of the Survey
Every study not only must have certain defined boundaries in Ih design in order to collect

observations but one must be consciously aware of these boundaries when the time arrives fur
the interpretation arf the finding, The funds &allowed for this elided% or imposed profound
compromises in dc,igti in order to arms c at 11)IIIC data interpretation capability F or example, it

was found tube suppler to modify the study period to lit ath1elik administration realities than lo
tit the charges giv en the Secretar) ut 1-11:\% io the authorized funding Icvel. Some of limitations
of the study are as follow s

1 This study cannot elicit and suwmanie the types ut injuries incurred within the various
Lategones of spurt. nor 1, an the survey 1641111 ,Ircunistantial information which might
indicate certain amity stwattons or patterns which in turn could give direction to



remedial efforts. What will be gained essentially ik the time-loss significance of these
occurrences and the availability of health care personnel.

2. This.study's design did not permit the survey staff to know how an institution complied
with the survey's demands nor how well an institution complied (nor until the study
period was concluded whether an institution was even complying.)

3. This study was confined to one calendar year,. Whether the finding. would fluctuate
from year to year, and if so, to what extent, will not be known. Thus, it will be
impossible to characterize the data as either endemic or epidemic,

4. This study excluded attention to the manner in which a particular athletic program had
access to medical personnel and facilities and/or services. Since the structure of this
access is highly variable among communities, it will not be known whether a
physician's relationship to the institution and/or athletic trainer (or "other health
person") was a factor influencing the data collected.

5. This study may find higher injury rates among institutions having more qualified health
supervision due to the conservative reliable reporting habits of some personnel.

6. A philosophical limitation concerns the denominator of the calculated risk equation, the
benefits justifying the administration of athletic activities. Since sport and its hazards
are offered to students for health and educational reasons, one must remember that these
epidemiological data do not reflect the degree to which the benefits justified the risks
involved. It must be noted in this regard that this design will not provide actuarials
perspective in terms of injury/death incidence figures for'that population fromalterna-. tive activities during the study period.

The majority of the survey data collection has been completed. Final editing of incoming
forms and the preparation of the "clean" data tape will be achieved this fall. The final report of
the operating procedures of the survey staff along with its recommendations will be submitted
to NCES as will all other appropriate material developed in the fulfillment of the contract.

Robert Kirk Don Herrmann seated in background.
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DEPARTMENT OF HELTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
EDUCATION 010111011

SNINCI TON, D C 1C101

SURVEY Of ATHLETIC INJURIES AND DEATHS (Report form)

PONsr APROv110

O.M.S. No, 11474011

INSTITUTIONAL IOENTiiiCriON
Please UM this form tor post on Injuries of deaths occurring
in yoot athletic program during the petted (tom Joh 1, 1576
to June 30, 1106 An e Hs copy of the form ts Premded for
your reeolds. Submit the form to the coordmatOr (In the ern
dope provided/ by July 5,1 75 If your school yeti ts over,
and all athletic activities are completed before June 30. 15711.
submit the form then

DEFINITION& The rot/owing definitions Me to be used in respond
Irli to UM surety

Athletic se *Nve OCtlyttNIS UT razuty, club, and aitransural sports
(tneludInE phyocal education classes) that ate orpnired onsuted,
or appeased by the school (school distket) or Institution or Asper
educabon for its sNdents. TTUle and/or female Secondary schools
should only include activities dealing with grade: 10 to 12 tor 9 to
12. if your school Is organised that way)

AtlaNtie astarhem me to be dassifted in three poops

I Athletic tornpetitson between schools tintercollepate and
club sports)

2. Practice for athletsc compentson
7. Other (intramural, and physiCal education cusses)

Soon' unworn* include the following three pours

.Tictle football. only
2. Otha contact vats including baseball basketball Wain,

tida hockey, touch and other football (except taclik) me hockey
Judo. Isciosse. rodeo. rugby. soccer, softball. water polo. wrestling

Noncontact 'polls, including archery, badminton, bowling,
cress country, ,nthni fencing, golf tymnastws, riflery skiing.

'quash. swarruningidivIng, tennis track. and volleyball

Ferhopents should include students enrolled in grades In to 12 in

. secondary schools No 9 to 12. If yout school is organIzed that way)
and all 'hide., enrolled In colleges and universities

For phystcal education classes. report the total number of students
me enicakd (Ike umluplIctted count of mdr.14.11.1 dunre the Year

lissom,. to be reported in this survey should hove resulted directly
Irons one of the above types or athtette UtIvities Last each Injury
orJy once, In either or the following two categories

MINOR/MODERATE INJURIES Ale those aduch mutt in
the participant missing the athletic activity (whether competition.
prsetice, or tristruchon) or scheduled academic activities or would
have missed gt (had It been scheduled) from one to twinty days fol.
lowing the day of onset or the injury

SEVERE. INJURIES Ale those which result to the puts&
pant miming the three or more weeks of scheduled ptsetwe or
athletic or acadenuc activities foUovnrij the date of onset or the
'man,

NOTE For insoles winch occur at the end of a spots sew
son respond on the basis or the Tone wt,eh the wimp.' would
hae missed had the season been continuing

Mr. aehleke wow or other heeith person onremishatesly sealable
ref.. t.. the avialabdity of a person professionally qualdiut to pro
lode onntehate treatment of athletic injunns If not actually plc-
sent on the Mte, the person Rant have been capable of attending to
the stricken pattinpall within five minutes

I TOTAL NOME ER OF PARTICIPANT. IN TOUR THLETIL AND SPORTS PROGRAM DURING THE PERIOD JUL( I, WS TO JUNE V, 1,76.
DUPLICATE COUNTS SHOULD BE U ED COUNT ELH STUDENT ONCE FOR EACH 11,"1-..CHOOL COMPETITIVE SPORT IN WHICH THE
STUDENT PARTICIPATES, IN THE F Rai SECTION BELO., AND COUNT EACH STU(' ENT ONCE FOR EACH SPORT IN WHIcai NE/SHE
PARTICIPATES IN INTRAMURAL PI AT OR IN PHYSicL EDUCATION CLASSES. IN THE SECOND SECTION

A COMPETITIVE
NUMBER 0 INTRMURALS NUMBER

41 ..LE 10 FELILf (el mLE (IN AAAAA E

It) TCKLE FOOTBALL 001. III TACKLE FOOTBALL ONLY

IV OTHER CONTC T SP,. TS III 07 KER LONTC T SPORTS

III NO...CON T C T SPoNS 4 SI NON-CON TC T SPORTS

at RESERVED FOR EDUCATION
DIVISION USE

C....'0101. EOUCTION
CLASSES

2 NDICATE Of.THE
orya

PR ltbl.INCIPAL PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PREVENTING AND TREATING ATHLETIC INJURIES AT TOUR INSTITUTION
)

Cl2toLcE.NZV177A.27NIATtI ILTat5 c STOOL"' ASSISTANT fooealtIlv 111014)Ass0c: ,jr
S. FlATKLE TIC TnINEN, 07.1.

OCOACN ON SSIST KT COACK

O. L ; SCHOOL NURSE

I ,0 not R lop ttttt

NAME
PERSON COMPLETING :INS FORM

TITLE

REA CODE
TELEPHONE

NUMBER

NAME

INSTITUTION (1I .la..)
ADORESS fouled: eddr... moot, Cl,,, S ttttt And

fodo)

OE FORM 23734, tv,ss REPLcts of FON., 2373-2. SITS. 00100 IS OBSOLETE
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3. INJURIES

ATHLETIC. ACTIVITY

WITH ATHLETIC TRAINER
OR OTHER HEALTH PERSON
CCCCC NT OR ImmEOIATELY

AVA1 AT TIME OF
INJURY

WITHOUT ATHLETIC TRAINER
OR OTHER HEALTH PERSON -
CCCC NT OR IIINCOIATILY

AVAILAIll.t AT TIME OP
INJURY

.1 HALL to IHALC fel MALI 10 es. ALI
A. ATHLETIC COMPETITION IITWIIN SCHOOLS

III TACKLE POO CCCCC . MiNOR./110011RATE

it TACKLE POO LLLLL , SEVERE

It OTHER CONTACT SPORTS, miN0P4/m00 LLLLL

illy0THER CONTACT S.OWTS. SEVEN:
i

(SO./0;4.CW. TACT srootTy. ,A,0,,,,,A00,,,,,,,

It) NON.CON T ACT SPORTS. SEVERE

01 RESERVED FOR EDOCATIO1 DA MO% 050

B. ATHLETIC PRACTICE FOR COMPETITION
II, TACKLE FOOTBALL. NKNOR, IAODER ATE

ID TACKLE FOOTBALL. SEVERE

ft OTHER CONTACT SPORTS. MINOR MODERATE

141 OTHER CONTACT SPORTS. SEVERE

IS) NON.CONT ACT SPORTS. miNOR/AtOOERATE

(t) NON.CON T ACT SPORTS. SEVERE

Ill RESERVED FOR EDOCAT10". DIVISION, L'SL

C. IHTRAHURALS
Ott TACKLE FOOTBALL, mINORPAODENA YE

(2) TACKLE FOOTBALL. SEVERE

..--

ID OT NER (DONT ACT SPORTS.m)NORtmODERATE

141 OTHER CONTACT SPORTS. SEVERE

IS) NON.CON T ACT SPORTS. MINOR/MODERATE

(Al NONCONT AC. SPORTS. SEVERE

0. PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES

RESERVED FOR ED(ICAT1O.R D111510V (.50

4. DE AIHS.Fo ...M.. tn .port drojn
...I In Onondant, al .nr.1 ,,h .h . r.. "0" .

au a of 4.1r5. Rna I p. .1 PRItn

S.COMMEHTS
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De PARTmEn1 OT of76.1, To EDUCATION ANO 64(
tOUCATION DIVISION

SURVEY OF ATHLETIC INJURIES AND DEATHS

SCHOOL WORKSHEET (Optional)

Ow) No $157415)
RPRovt. 67. lo 76

o Ifs Murk -Feet 11 optional It tic used to aid in totalling the number al male and Iemale students panic!.
pat in: 10 V011011, kind, 0( athleti to pio,idc ilo total, requested in Item I of the report form) It also may
tt uccil to tetord Inturic he LIL it:id in dt c loping OIL tutals n quested an Item the report loon/

Aurksheet, if used need nut be submitted 7ht only report ncttssao, is tht summait (min, to be submitted at the
ol the t2 month reporting proud 1 June 30, 197b, or rather J the .o hoot teat I, oer and athletic octivities

ha, e t eased)

646.104 SPORTS ACTIVITIES
NUMBER OT

PART,LPANT , INAjOR SPORTS AC To vt TIE S
NUMBER OR

PARTICIPANTS

MALE EtMAt1 MAZE FEMALE

A TACITte rOOTOAtt TOTAL C NON CONTACT SPORTS
No.o 6

lIk ...'INER CONTACT SPORTS I
I

JA0wo.ro,..
065(8666 I

06$66 7066..
I

;

jt

806,..1.

MOXI4.,....--- i

f

Nt *

-
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0

oNM APPROVED 0.11.. No. 51.4140$3

RUNNING LOG OF INJURIES AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION
AOR Noel ER ;LIMP OF

STUDENT C A T TION
U'Lg.. .. cot.... on env- dewed,
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Question and Answer Period

Question #1. On point brought up this morning was the lack of validity of a one-year
survey. In your dosing remarks, you 4. ummented on how much data had been collected and so

mi. You also matt, - very strong point of how many things had not been done, and also how
much data could be relied upon sate it was just a one shot. There has been a tremendous
amount of work and effort gone ,uto this as a ore shot projeet, and as you described through
your presentation the onginal concept No as altered due to eer:at n things that had to be changed

time after time after time to facilitate what was necessary. M, question may be rather
impertinent but "what was aeeomplished besides getting the s' )nsonng Congressman's name
on the record as having done something?"

Powell. I think several points have been accomplished by the program. It is the first attempt
at a project of the scope that this one entails and we all learned by ow- efforts. It is an extremely
good learn ie expenenee And we will be able to distinguish some incidence rates by sex, for

example. 'ill be some parts of the program that will be useful. There are things that we in
the sports field would like to have seen accomplished that were not aeeomplished..1 think the
project will be beneficial as a stimulator. We will be able to see from this project what has not
been done. what needs to be done and what kinds of things programs are going to have to do aad
follow through on in order to develop the kinds of answers that we want. I have had many
comments from people say ing this was a worthless study that should not have been done and
that y was a waste of money. And they are entitled to their opinions. I don't feel that strongly
about the fact that it was a wasted effort. I have been with it since it came to Penn State and I
hav e worked for a year on it rt, and am still No orking toward its completion. I see it as havfng

limitations but I also see it as having some very profound impacts on the area of injury reporting

and the injury prevention field in the years to come. So I don't think it has been wasted.
Question #2. How much more could have been accomplished with a bit of cooperation

toward the type of work Casey Clarke has done privately and much less expensively than when

the government was inv olv ed in the progiain' I think a bit if assistance for his type of pnvatel)
developed Well thought out process would h ve been worthwhile. If he could have had that
much money poured into his type projeet, how much farther ahead would we be at this time?

Amen. There are some very obvious answers to that question. Now that we know w hat the
NAIRS system is like and what it will do, and what its capabilities are one could make the
general statement that had the government put that money into NAIRS we would b.- much
farther Juts n the road. HOWCSder, with the scope that was finally deeded upon and at the time
that this project was designed. NAiRS did not he . that capability It was programmed for it
and we all believed that it would at some point develop such capabilities and now it has those
eapabilities. But the dtIMUnt of money that was available at the time the project was authoriud
would not support the kinds of data eol!,:etion that NAIRS has now at the levels that were
projected with 3500 schools and to design and develop a complete eompe ritation system
fins could not be done at that time

Qi i.gtili #3 There has been a lot of euntrov ersy developing over disqualifying physical
factor Um example. the athlete with one eye, the athlete with an undescended ti tide. etc.
the eourls have been stepping in and putting restraining orders add temporary injunctions on

fling the athlete partieipate Could you eornnient on what you think as a team physician?
Ryon. When the AMA Committee on Medical Aspects of Sports began to prepare recom-

mendations v. hi-h it would issue to pe, tole involved in the supervision of sports programs, one

of the fast things they turned their attention to No s the phy meal qualifications of athletes.
Neal a member of that Committee at that time and in this respect I think I was a minority

ounce because the majority of the members of the Committee Were very conservative physi-
etans. AN ,onsequerke the first series of the reeommendations that they put out indicated that
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certain conditions were absolute barriers to participation in sports. As a result of these
recommendations, many state high school athletic associations which did not hace any specific
requirements adopted these as requirements in mu and made them mandatory Wisconsin cc as
one state where these requirements were put into effect by the School Safety Commission. As a
result, there was much controversy at the speakers hake pointed out. with regard to the
administration of these,rules. Many athletes probably were barred from competition who
should not have been. There was constant agitatic a between the parents, the athletes, the
schools. Roberts of the Wisconsin Intert..holastic Athletic Association told us finally that if
sonic changes weren't made in these rules, that he would [lace to double the Mie of his office
staff just to handle complaints which were coming in with regard to them. And so the
Committee on School Health, of the Wisconsin State Medical Association discussed the
situation, reviewed it and I think, fortunately. decided that the restrictions which had been
made mandatory were much to restrietice and that there should be a greater opportunity for
individual judgment made in these cases And as a result. we changed our state high school
rules and Don Herrmann who is here now and who represents the AlAA. I think could couch
for the fact that since the rules hace been changed. the complaints hake gone dow n to c 'nudity
nothing. isn't that right Don? "Yes."

Now what we did was state that these things which had preciously been mandatory
requirements for elimination, from sports are things that the parent. the athlete, the coach and
the physician must regard as serious problems. But the resolution of the problem col ether the
athlete will partietpaie or'nat. must one about a.. a iesult of the meeting of minds of the people
who are invoiced. The physician is aliocced discretion with regard n; his recommendation.
Even if the physician feels that his recommendation might he f ,r the athlete r. it participate in
the particular sport, if after a conference with the parents. the athlete . s the coda
involved. and so forth. ece:-:me is fully Int-tinned as to the possible dant., such may he
encountered then, if it is still the desire of the parent of the athlete that thi .alete should
participate, then the athlete will participate.

We heard some dire predictions as to what cc ould happen with regarit to this change in ruling.
but I don't think eke seen any unfortunate effects from this as yet. Our injury ratio in
WisconS'in ltd not increase. we didn't It ice latalates, we didn't hake people going blind we
didn't hate people dying from renal f,ulurc because one kidney (their only kidney ) w as
damaged and so on. So I think our experience w ith this show ;.that these original recommenda-
tions were too consercati cc: and they were not thoroughly considered in terms of w hat the
impact on the whole population would be.

In some states, they still hate these % ery rigid restrretions. I [lace bee,. getting loquines. I
would say at the rate of about 2 per month. trot]] ph> skiers, school adnunistrators. and NO MI,
from other states. a, king w hat are we going to du about these regulations' I answ er all inquiries
the same way by explaining to them cc hat we did in A isconsin and tell them that our expeneace
showed mat if you use these reetanmendations as guidelines and not as mandatory law s. y
can lice with the situation and that you won't have problems with it and that is all I Lan say.
Many states still hake not taken action to change their guidelines and I think they should.
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Round Table Discussion
Education and Supervision for Safety in Sports

Moderators: C. Everett Marcum.
West Virginia Unbersity, Morgantown

and

C. Frazier Damron, University of Wisconsin, Madison

The content of major presentations at the Conference were felt to have been so overly
concentrated upon injury idennfivation, classification, emergIncy vac, and rehabilitation that
preventive aspects were almost completely forgotten. Hopefully, persons engaged in the daily
practice of athletic coaching and administration would not be so remiss and fail to emphasize
before -the -fact procedures to help assure erevention and mitigation of athletic injury losses.

Sport situations are usually felt to provide such a wide range of changing scenes that
incorporation of safe performance as part of skills demanded for each of the different tasks
selected may be extremely difficult. Coaches and other kinds of activity directors have already
adopted the techniques of motion analysis, however, but have failed to include safeness or safe

performance in their plans for achieving productivity Perhaps, a suitable philsophical back-
ground regarding the need for safeness, safe performance, and safety programming has not
been incorporated into tile preparation of coaching personnel and even athletic directors
Fulfillment of duties that in °lye practice and game dui% dies, equipment and facilities, contest
scheduling and management, business and financial matters, and community and school
relations may be overshadowing the need to give emphasis to safety related issues. Prionties
arp always Important to any organization. Yet. whatever progress that has been accomplished
to date regarding safety matters seems to be ftxused. primarily, upon after-the-fact emphases
mentioned earlier rather t n estaKshing adequate athletic injury countermeasures.

There seems to be only minimal leadership among athletic coaching and administrative
personul that is awned at avoidance of injurious losses. Virtually any effort, .n fact, is usually
directed at env ironmen 1ta. facilitiesaviaties and equipment items. However, 100 percent success in
such efforts van. usually, result in only about 5 to 15 percent reduction in our overall injury
losses. Furthermore, injury record keeping and analysis activities will always be after -the -fact
avtiv Ines. V hat about the need for before the-fact emp lases upon injury avoidance? Should we

not stress more suitable and productive measures such as analysis of tasks, behavior modifica-
tion, tips on safe performance. elimination of nsks. and improved surveillance of activities
through the medium of better supe eision?

Coaches may not be aware of the overloads that they arc subjecting upon athletes because of

failure to fully understand safe performance applications of tionievhanivs, physiology, and
behaviu i psychology. Injury prevention and avoidance measures must be built into the sport
perfta man,: This may require new .onditioning techniques and modification of training
strategies. There does nut sec-.1 to be sulTivient participation by safety- specialists in the
preparation of athletic coaches and uihIctiv Jirevtur personnel, however. Often, safety related
courses are vampletely lacking in such preparation. In fact, safety specialists are seldom



included in the planning and offering of these preearatory programs and these persons
frequently find that their suggestions are rejected as being detrimental to "winning" perfor-
mance by the athlete. Athletic trainers, who usually perform after-the-fact functions, seldom
have adequate background in safety related subjects. Thus, severe preparatory discrepancies
seem to exist among the entire "team" of athletic related specialists.

Entrenched ideas held by coaches may be soden ult to change that incorporation of safeness
into improved supervision of athletic performers may be delay edlor many years. Discussions
of problems inveving undesirable losses being sustained may be permitted, at times, but such
subjects are usually shelved or delayed for additional study. It is very difficult, apparently, to
get sports personnel to accept safety as a plan for achieving curtailment of errors and
substandard performances plus mitigation of harmful agent contacts and, therefore, an approp-
riate means of minimizing a variety of losses. Actually, dec.-easing mistakes should be
recognizable as valuable and desirable. Record setting pole v aulters achieve their objectives by

perfecting performances rather than taking chances or risks that might, logically, result in
permanent disability Perfect performances are achieved. in part, by advanced planning.
analysis of tasks, improving conditioning and training standards, elimination of hazards, and
compensating for potentially injurious contacts. Thus. safe performances are also ai.hiev ed.
The average supervisory person, how ever, may not look upon these things as being relev ant to
safety Rather, their interpretations are likely to include only the minimal components of injury
sustainment, first aid, and rehabilitative procedures. Preventive measures are considered, too
frequently, only after a large number of injunes have occurred, and adequate before-the-fact
focus upon safety related problems remains grossly lacking.

Who should be responsible fur solutions to safety related problems How can these iespon-
sibilities be effectiv el:, interpreted for athletic coaches and directors in a manner that they will
be motivated to accept them' Since the need to maintain safeness and safe performance cuts
across all activities of schools. .olleges, and comparable organizations that might sponsor
athletics. each person who serves m a supervisory role must accept ths.ir safety collateral duties
more seriously. We are often remiss for not studying the "near misses" with greater interest.
because the same undesirable patterns of performance arc revealed and can, be used to help
formulate improved injury avoidance measures.

State supervisory personnel Ind college and university safety specialist,. particularly, must
provide more in service developmental opportunities Actually . it might 1,-,e found that athletic
coaching and director personnel would be highly interested. That which appears in the
literature, alnne. may not be sufficient. Rules and regulations. especially , have seldom become
the basis for safe performance patterns. Safety specialists must be willing to go further in
working with both pny meal education and coaching personnel to help assure that their
preparation. whether pre-service or in- service, is dramatic illy iniprov ed. One my ta which
exists, of course, is that an emphasis upon safeness. safe performance. and safety programming
is already being included in certain core cocrses of most preparatory cumcula for these
individuals. Such is not, really, the ease.

Schools and collTes are still reluctant to employ safety coordinators. Therefore, the
presence of safety specialists in most school settings would be unlikely. Perhaps. a cntical
approach that might be used effectively would be to actually .form the American citizenry of
the devastating effects that sport none!. are wreaking upon the youth of our countr} . Dr. Fred
Allman, the Conference "key rioter." suggested that two large problems were facing the "sport
safety movement First. an appropriate organization has }et accepted major responsibilities
for leadership of the movement and. second!) sport mita} losses arc becoming so great that
costs of rehabilitation actry ities alone arc 'rater than the "ands available. We no ..roger arc
able to completely .over up our mistakes than lead to these costs Apparently, our safety related
problems are 'already ourof

Physical educators may be more al% are of the need to emphasize safeness and to promote safe
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performance in at 'ties that they super, Ise than athletic ccaching personnel Since the former
are not motiveted, basically, by "winning." since they do not have to make their activities
self supporting from a financial standpoint, and since they must meet specific certification
requirements, these individuals seem more likely to have both professional and avocational
interests in some form of safety programming. Perhaps. the certification of coaches by our
Nanous State Departments of Education would be a logical beginning, pros 'ding that a portion
of the requirement incorporated a suitable component that dealt with safety

Finally. proposed as one means of achieving a .nuch lower number of sport related injunes
was the following list of "supervisory procedures for k. u rt Jill ng substandard performance
injunes." Rather specific efforts may be initiated to curtail substandard performance These
may be somewhat universally applied, regardless of task. Examples are:

I. Analyze each task to be performed in order that essential cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor behav iors are revealed regarding (a) basic segments or preferred steps. (b)
nsks which require compensatory adjustment to avoid harmful contacts, and (c) human

and machine factors known or suspected as being possible sources of error.
I Formulate desk nptive standards, regarding performance of basic segments or preferred

steps of each task, w hich suggest behav 'oral actions that should assure compensation for

nsks and avoidance of errors without adversely affecting the productivity desired.
3. Train and educate personnel to perform steps of each desired or required task in

accordance with the descriptive standards formulated and the accepted principles and
techniques of instruction and learning.

4. Provide super, ision which includes (a) regular checks upon the extent that tasks are
being performed as suggested. (b) motivation of personnel involved to follow the
prescnbed standards. end (k.) assistance fur individuals who experience difficUlty with
compliance efforts expected.

5. Base evaluations, and follow -up corrective measures, upon success achieved in per-
forming tasks in thc productive manner desired as well as within the parameters of the

descriptive standards prescnbed.
Obviously, these procedures are applicable. with only minor adaptations. to the essential

tasks that must be performed in relation to virtually any activity.
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The National Electronic Injury Surveillance
System (NEISS)

t

Robert D. Verhalen
Consumer PrOdUCI Safety COMMisszon

Washington, D.0

The National Electronic Nur; Surseillance Sy stem (NEISS) w as designed to come up with
an acronym close enough to its immediate predecessor system so that all of the people w ha hae
been using national data would be able to recognize it. There had been a system known as

NISS, the National Injury Surseillance Sy stem. but w hen we same up w oh NEISS we decided
to pronounce it as you would in "edeliceiss' for a couple of reasons.

1. It made it distinctly different from the .4ISS system
2 It was truly one of the nicest th logs that had happened in data gathering in a long time.

Now seseral of you perhaps may has e heard of NEISS but if 1 could just begin by asking fora

show of hands from any body who know s any thing about the NEISS, how it operates or what it
consists of. This is a fairly well informed group. For those of you who are reasonably familiar
with NEISS, you may find many of the things I say not s ery enlightening. There are enough of
you who are unfamiliar with it that I w ill outline the sy stem fairly quickly to describe precisely
what the system is Well. let's call it Genesis. Exodus and Les amis. here it came from.
where it is now and where it is going.

The NEISS is essentially a network of 119 statistically selected hospitals. which report on all
injuries treated in their hospital emergency rooms and represents the 48 contiguous states. That

is, all except Alaska and Haw an. The reason these two states are omitted is by no means
political, it's purely logistical In addressing the problems of collecting data on injuries, as you
all know, most injuries arc not anything that could be construed as. Among a legal commit-
ment to reporting The need to collect data. how es el-. is urgent and the attempts that had been

made prior to the establishment of the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System were of

necessity usually limited to sery small geographic areas. This is for the simple reason that you
always have to start any data collection effort with getting together with the organizations, or
associations which represent the people from whom you are trying to collect data. You must get
their endorsement and then go on down the line until you are finally dealing with the groups
who are going to pros ide you with the data. There had been no Acct.,stul attempts to get
through to the hospital administrators on a nation-wide les el prior to this time. There had been
some attempts and there had been %cry short-lised programs. but the ,inly reason they were able
to be sold was because they were short lined. The predecessor system to the NEISS which I
alluded to, the NISS, was indeed a national sy stem. There were 130 hospitals nationwide
reporting to the Food and Drug Administration. How es er. there had been no attempt to make it
statistically valid. It was purely a solunteer reporting system. Now , this is not all together bad
because there is a certain amount of face s Aida) that accompanies any data that conies to you

from a widely dispersed sy stem But it is very difficult to really interpret what you have got.
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With the NISS sy stem ,for example, out of the 130 hospitals that were reporting to tae Food and

Drug Administration, some 42 of them were in North Dakota I believe. I think there was one in
New York State and if you try to project from any data coming from those hospitals to the
nation, you can see v. hat this is going to do. Particularly, if you have a wide scope of rnjury
interests.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission has among its many interests, sports. But we
regulate an estimated 10,000 -odd products, As a consequence, the system that we were to
develop would have to be much more representative than any other system had been previous to
that time because of the high level of interest and visibility of sports injunes and the fact that
many of what we could call consumer products, are used in playing sports. We also were
required to try to do something about gathering some injury data on sports accidents. This we
found to be a far more difficult job than we had originally anticipated. Sport injunes just do not
happen the same way as they do in your home.

The 119 hospitals in the NEISS System each have a trained admitting room clerk in the
hospital emergency room who probes the victim as he comes in for treatment, for some
indication of the product associated with his injury. I use the term "associated" advisedly here
because we have no notion on vv hether the product was causally implicated in the production of
the injury or just associated with the injury.

For example, if a child falls off his bicycle and hits his head on a curb. It is clearly not the
bicycle that caused the injury It may not have even caused the accident, but it was certainly
implicated in the accident.

The hospital room admitting clerk makes a concerted attempt to get the victim to identify a
product or series of products which were associated with his injury. Each day, another person in

the hospital (usually it's a different person. but occasionally it will be the same person, who
took down the information) will screen all the emergency room records for that particular
hospital on that day They codify information for those injunes which do involve products of
concern to the Commission They put this information on a closed teletype network which will
be transmitted later at high speed to Washington. This occur five times per week, Monday
through Friday evenings, weekend data comes in to us on Monday.

When the data arm e in Washington. they are spilled out of the computer each morning. One

of the div isiuns of the Bureau of Epidemiology screens the 1200 to 1600 cases that Lome each
day and decides which. among those for that day . will be subjected w an in-depth investigation.
The reason we conduct in-depth investigations un some of these, is precisely because of what I
just said about the fact that we have no notion as to causation once we get the surveillance data.
Only by in depth investigation of an event. can we begin to determine what the etiological
elements are leading up to that injury In depth investigations are tar more expensive than the
original surveillance data Since we are talking about a tax-supported sy stem, I can tell you that
the Lases received (about 430.000 last year) cost you. as taxpayers, a little over 52,000,000 for

the entire ,y stern. including in depth investigations. Of the 430,000 Lases reported in a
12month period. about 7.000 cases were investigated in depth.

The average cost per reported case was something over S 70 from the hospitals The average
cost of an in-depth investigation was around 5175. a substantial differential in cost. Clearly we
cannot Inv estigate all of these cases just for the sheer economics of the situation. but it would
also be a logistical impossibility,

As caves are investigated and intelligence is built upon particular product of interest. be it
pacifiers, refrigerators. football helmets. snow mobiles, hockey sucks, or whatever. we de-
v clop .a hazard analysis based upon the surveillance data from the NEISS system, the in-depth

investigations. plus all other data that have come to oar attention More recently. we have
begun to receive sonic information from .AIRS I think we have an initial report We v. ill be
getting more In any event. these data will also be woven into the analytical reports of the
Commission The data that are gathered from the NEISS as a matter ot routine surveillance are
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fairly limited. We collect information on the product involved, that is, specifically what generic
class of product it is, the treatment date, the age and sex cf the victim, the principal type of
injury, that is, giVen very often that the accident victim sutfers multiple injuries which is the
single most serious injury and what kind of injury it is. Is It a laceration, fracture, contusion, or
what? Also the body part thus principally injured and where the accident occurred. This is our
only way to get at sports injunes, because v. hen we are talking about looking at sports injuries.
we have obviously got two major categories. There could be other discrete categories, but. we
have got both organized and unorganized or sand lot sports.

We have an interest in both because sometimes equipment Is used in sand lot games. But we

discriminate between organized sports and the unorganized sports activities generally on the
basis of location. Obviously, if the injury occurred at home, It's not organized, if it occurred at
a public place, it might be. And that is about as far as we can gc here. Based on a telephone
interview with the victim, we can usually determine precisely where it occurred and whether or
not it involved organized sports. Then, finally, we get information on the disposition of the
case. Whether the individual was treated and released, whether he was treated and hospitalized,
or whether he was dead on arrival, and so forth.

We do not normally pick up fatal injuries through the NEISS, however, because of the way
the system operates. Unless someone is either dead on arrival or dies while he is in the
emergency room, we either do not get them at all, or we get them as a serious injury, but not a
fatal injury. When the data are taken at a point in time, we hav e that patient's disposition at that
point in time, in point of fact, most tatal injuries are fatal bey ond the point of which people are
treated in the hospital emergency room. As a 4. orbequence, they pass through the emergency
room, and are listed as a serious injury. If they die two to twelve hours later, we do not know
about that. Obviously those who arc dead on the scene and are pronoon...:J dead on the scene,

very often don't ev en get to a hospital. so we nev er hear about those Lases at all. except through

another system which we have set up which is very to the system used by the National
Center for Health Statistics.

We have contracts with all 54 health junsdiLtions to provide us with death 4. ertifitates for
some 150 selected 1CDA 4. odes. Through this ineLhanisrn and press reports and the like. we
tend to get much additional information. particularly in the area of sports. Most of our sports
fatalities have 4.0= to us through either the press or through the death certificate system. We
have no consistent reporting network for that.

The NAIRS system, however. which you will he hcanng more about has mud' greater
potential in this regard. But Dr. Clarke will be talking about that system later and its strengths
and weaknesses,

One of the principal difficulties we have when we are trying to 4. ollet information through
the NEISS system as it relates to sports injuries is the fact that often w hen we get injuries
reported to us, there is no indication as to whether or not a product per se was involved. If a
y oungster is playing football, baseball. basketball, field hokey or whatever. and is injured, he
is brought to a hospital emergency room. The admitting room clerk asks a few pertinent
questions and finds out that it was footb ill. and so the injury comes 4. Jded to us as football.

Now, by the definition of the way that most of the data Lorne to us. the would suggest to us
that the football was assotiated with the injury. If you make the quantum IL ap that people want
to make. people w ould declare that footballs. per se , are hazardous. We do not really look at
sports injunes that way. Vle see sports injuries as they emanate from the NEISS system as
pnmanly activity- related for two principal reasons. First. it is very difficult. if not impossible.
at emergency room ICN CI to consistently get information as to what speLifiL product or piece of

protective equipmeat may have been invuhed in the injury. SeLondly, the same kind of
logistkal problems exist that we have with 1.011E% tang injunes in the first place. That is. there are

such a myriad of different types of spurts protective equipment used in different ways. in
different areas. that we would have to considerably expand our soling manual and then do an
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awful lot of train ng.in.the hospitals to get the coders and transmitters tube able to effectively
translate this information from what is reported to them to us in such a manner that we could
develop a basic picture of what is happening.

I guess that pretty well outlines the NEISS, a few of its pnmary strengths and some of its
weaknesses. But I would like to point out in conclusion a couple of the differences betty ecn the
NEISS and some of the other systems that do exist.

The NEISS accepts. any trauma treated it a hospital emergency room. That makes it by
definition, emergency room treated injunes from any cause. Ninety seven percent of all
patients emanating from or going to hospitals do re. clue some degree of treatment in the
emergency room, even it it is only first-aid treatment. Asa consequence. we have a relativ ely
good picture of w hat is occumng in the emergency room But this injury definition pros ides no
retrospective or prospectiv e charactensucs. There IS no way for us to have any idea of what the
long-term chronic effects of any type of injury may be. There is no attempt, nu possible way at
this point in time, to follow up these injuries or develop a long term prospective cohort, which
would permit us to determine the cumulative effects of minor insult. By the same token, there is

also no way since we are using point incidence data, to look at the injunes, retrospectively. If
someone comes in and we find on the basis of in depth Investigation that the individual has
suffered previous similar inju nes, there is no way for us to really relate it to the current injury
even though it may at the precise same location to previous ;Nunes. Very often these injuries
will have occurred 2 to 10 years before and there is no way fur us to determine what any
intervening vanables may have been which would h.* e mitigated or aggravated the situation.

We cooperate with most of the governing bodies of sports but our efforts sire not geared to
individuals or specifiv lions. As stated earlier, we collect information on all injuries going into
the hospital emergency room. When we do try to "zero in on a specific sport, we generally
find ourselves having to do this of necessity dunng the season. We start receiving football
injuries, for instance, in the Jpn ng with spring training but they don t begin to reach their peak
until November. The logistical system of the Consumer Product Safety Commission is such
that we cannot investigate injunes in football accidents during the spnng. The priorities of the
Commission are such that we're generally looking at things like fireworks and other kinds of
injuries that are related to products that are particularly in our jurisdiction and have aver), high
level of interest to the Commission. With very limited resources we arc stretched too thin to do
the kinds of investigations that we Should be doing. That is why 1 lovk forward to systems like
NAIRS as a harbinger of something that will perhaps jointly work together with us and will lead
us to some answers to many of the questions that are facing us w ith regard to sports hazards.

We use standard demographic age groups rather than trying to approximate a level of
competition according to age. W e adopt an age grouping w hlch It consistent with the National
Center for Health Statistics purely for purposes of statistical convenience This is because most
of the products with which we deal. are involved with injuries across all age groups. This is
contrary to what we've seen in spurts injunes. As a consequence of this, sports injunes are not
treated separately and it requires su bstantial additional effort using resources we don't currently
have, in order to Lull these out separately and break them doss n by age groups w Inch would be

more meaningful to sports safety professionals.
Our definition of injury does not address itself to w licther or not ind iv 'duals miss games, nor

the practical aspects of injury definition that are often used by spurts safety professionals,
because we are dealing only w ith whether or nut they received treatment As I understand the
NAIRS system, if an individual doesn't miss any practices or a game, it doesn't matter tf he has
been treated. It is nut considered an injury because he didn't miss his succeeding practice or
games. In our case It Wuuld be an injury On the other hand, if the indiv 'dual was not treated by
a medical professional within the medical care delivery system, we would treat it as ro injury
even though the individual may by direction of hisLoaa hav e been forced to miss the next three
practices and two games He would, normally m sports injury medicine. have had that
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classified as an accident
I think that pretty well display s for the NEISS system. some of its limitations and some of

differences from other systems that exist or that are des eloping I think that you can see
possibly some of its limitations in terms of h y our ow n interests might be. But I hope by
vinue of the fact that were dealing with a total uni erse of injuries treated in hospital
emergency rooms which represents user a third of all injuries coming to medial attention, that
you'll see that there is potential here for defining or indexing cases for subsequent follow -up
Precisely howlhese cases can he,used to get at the questions of chronic injury or get at the
questions of injury as they relate to specific pieces of spurts equipment, we don't know
Howeser, your ow n fertile minds may lead to suggestions to the Commission as to how we can
better use these.data.

The data are routinely made a% ailable to any of you tree of charge through the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission's National Injury Information Clearing House I think
most of you has e the addre 3 or it can he made aailable to y ou It you are interested in the data
that we hale on any seer of sports acti% ales, wnte,to us We'll be glad to send this sup. eillance
data plus all the ins,esugational data we has e related to y our inquiry W e would welcome any
suggestions that y ou hae for way sin which we e might modify either the initial collection of data

or the imestigation of cases. Very often w hen we cannot find additional resources to do the
work that y ou might suggest, we can certainly find way s to redirect sonic of the iesou.ces we
have already applied to this program.

*

Everett Marcum with Herb Appenzeller seated in the foreground.
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The National Athletic Injury/Illness Reporting System
/ (NAIRS)

Kenneth S. Clarke. and Sayers J. Miller, Jr.
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park

Millions of boys and girls:men and women, are participating in a ariety of sports to obtain
the assorted benefits associated with participation and training for participation. In doing so,
they are accepting a reasonable risk of injury and assuming that those who govern and assist

port programs are using professionally defensible methods fur keeping the risks reasonable.
Practitioners, program directors. and rules committees wifn such responsibilities, however,

face many decisions concerning spurts health and safety problems with conflicting recommen-
dations and without data to,,ver,fy or refute respective contentions. During the Winter of
1972-73, both the National A..ademy of Sciences' Workshop on Injuries of Adolescents in

, Sports and Recreation and the AAPHER's First National Congress on Sports Safety affirmed
that available spurts injury data essentially were incomplete, obsolete, or uninterpretable.
Studley were confined either to short -term investigations (usually one season), to a particular
sport (usually football), to a particular area (usually no larger than one state). and'or to a
particular injury (usually the sprained knee).

This state of affairs existed because sports injunes and illnesses ,.re not as rt adily adaptable
to routine national reporting as other medical problems:

1. They stem from an environment in which injury is expected and tolerated.
2. The athlete challenges the injury and the persons w ho ec aluate and treat it because of the

profound motivation to perform.
3 The "health care system for handling the athlete's injury is organised differently than

for traffic, industrial, or home it Junes.
4. The criteria for evaluating an ath,.:tic injury arc related more to performance disability

(tune loss from cc inpetition) than t.) type of medical care t e.g.. hospitalitation. surgery ).
5. Formally trainti' medical records personnel are basic to hospitals and industry but not to

sport.
These factors make it difficult for deLiNion makers to be aware of norimitire data, prevailing
factors. the influence of particular changes in the sport or injury patterns. trends. or the
significance of a publiciied occurrence or isolated study They are stuck, with opinion.
Anyone's ()pinion

Despite the aforementioned lin ,h1LLI1S. courts and legislatures are calling for evidence of
institutional accountability It the prok non of the athILtc iron undue risk The Occupational
Safety and Health Act (OSHA .which has been functioning in industry since 1971. is edging
toward the sports arena with it. L vdes. inspeLtions, and compliances. More reLently, the
Consumer Product Safety Conunission t CPSC) Littered this arena s, ia its National Electronic
injury Surveillance Sy stem t N LISS) Further. federal legislation has led to a national survey by



HEW as an expression of public concern for athletic safety. Finally, high award litigation on
behalf of stricken athletes is on the brink of establishing precedent for what constitutes
negligence in this setting.

The efficacy of applying OSHA's procedures and critena to the athletic lung has been
seriously questioned While CPSC has revealed its potential for serving the public's safety
interests, the imaginative design of National Electronic Injury Surveillance System is approp-
riate to the sports scene as an investigative mechanism in pnnciple but not in access and
capability The federally mandated HEW study in 1975-76 of athletic, intramural, and phy sical
education injuries in schools and colleges. now completed, will yield little decision-unented
information because of its design constraints. As for litigation, on October I I , 1976, we
received our first documentation that by using its N AIRS data, a college was able to stem an
unwarranted suit against that institution for an injury expenenced by one of its athletes.

Phase I (Conceptualization)
Early in January, 1974, a small group of individuals who collect's ely reflected the interests

of national sports and sports medicine organization. affected by the preceding legislative and
legal activity were convened at a meeting, supported in part by The Pennsylvania State
University and in part by the organizations represented, to discuss the potential ment of a

conceptualized National Athletic Injury; Illness Reporting System (NAIRS). The essentials of
the plan had been shared with the Executive Director of the National Athletic Trainer's
Association earlier in the year Inherent in this approach was sensitivity to the preface of the
Joint Commission on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspect, of Sports' National
Football Injury Report 1970:

"The data from the Fall of 1969 was considered preliminay and developmental and
therefore was not published, . . The changes in the reporting formats and an
apparent lack of reliable definitions in 1970 . .. have diluted the potential value of the
present report.
Also contributing to this dilemma has been an apparent fractionating of varposes and
goals among those who compiled the form, and those who analyzed it. An unfortu-
nate end result has been a mass of data with no one person or agency continuously
responsible for the resulting report.-

The outcome of the meeting at which this report was officially received, was that the group
agreed to sere as an Advisory Committee to NAIRS which would be housed at Penn State
University until fully operational on a national bois. On the next day, the NCAA Committee
on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspccts of Sports voted to ensure continued progress
by awarding a research grant to The Pennsylvania State University cownng the expenses of a
second Advisory Committee meeting Later in the day. the Joint Commission an Competitive
Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports discontinued its impending connuittec activity along
similar lines in favor of this plan.

Later in January. consequently. the NAIRS Advisory Committee reconvened to assist in
refining the details of the plan and the developmental steps toward its operational readiness.
Consensus was reached on all essential considerations and encouragement was given to the
Project Director (the principal author) to pursue the funds necessary to hnng the system and
pilot year into operation. Needed in this regard were funds for:

I Sy stems analy sis and ensuing computer programming to accomodate NAIRS' pnnc +pies
efficiently.

2 Codes of characteristics to he recorded on institutions. athletes, selected sports, and
medical terminology which would be appropr.ate for ranous interests.

3 Forms. with instructional guidebooks. consistent with the data processing requirements,
codes, context of the recorders

4 Work conference for Ads isor) Committee and ins ited consultants tures iew the prototype
system and materials.



5. Certified athletic trainers willing and onented to serve as NAIRS duster coordinators for
institutions willing to participate.

6. Staff to operate NAIRS at its central location.
Funds to achieve these goals were slow in coming and insu Moult to develop operational

capability pnor to use. Nonetheless, with patience and faith demonstrated by many, NAIRS
has emerged faithful to the premises established at the initial Advisory Committee meetings
and with data in the bank.

Premises Underlying NAIRS'
NAIRS is a survedante system for Lulletting meaningful athletic injury /illness data con-

tinuously in a nationally uniform manner. Surveillante, as in detective and spy stories,
constitutes tailing the behavior and associations of a respected culpnt. It is a mechanism for
obtaining information on such events as they occur. The analogy can go further in that
surveillance is not in -depth investigation, but is utilized tu see when and with what focus an
indepth investigation is justified.

NAIRS is designed to be as much a service to institutions, with versatile capability and
low )st operations, as a research tool. Coded forms tall for descriptive detail on whatever
illness or injury keep an athlete from partiupating in sport. All forms, codes, and statistical
analyses are onented toward the decision tasks in sport and the Lonstraints of scientific inquiry

It is not enough tu know the frequency of knee injunes or the rclati-Ve frequency of different
kinds of injunes. DeL ision makers need to knout patterns of orcumstantes at the time of injury
and the actual effects of a particular course of remedial action. They also need to be protected

from unsubstantiated conclusions and from poor or incomplete data.
Athletic injury expenentes notoriously vary from year to year in a given school as well as

between schools. One year's findings do not constitute a base-line. Further, since sport
Lunstantly thanges, any study is obsolete within a year or two after it.. completion. Only vilien
-trend-lines- ur patterns are established through continuous surveillance can it be learned
whether a pant ular expL, iente lies within a normal range of .anation or demonstrates a shift :n

frequency. For this ii. cation, NAIRS analysts distinguishes the potentially significant
minor injury or illnes ,...- athlete is hack within a week) from the demonstrated significant
Lase (a,..lete is out more than one week), and from the severe Lase (the athlete sustained a
permanently disabling injury of significance, si th as paraplegia) For perspective, NAIRS can
also classify significance by actual days out. medical management (surgery, bed rest, etc ) and

action taken (hospitalization. etc.).

Phase II (En.ciy Experience)
A vanety tit urganized sports. male and kaiak. sthuol and college, have been followed by

NAIRS since I-all 1974 on a developmental basis Spetifit inquiries into spinal cord injuries*,
spnng football practice. and artifiLial surface have been LonduLted and completed as well. The
same set tit NAIRS forms is used for all sports. enabling a school to shift from one sport to
another4vittElogiLal and logistical convenience. A ReLorder Handbook with instructions and
the respeMe codes for cash sport is given to each participating school By a series of
pre coded turnis. NAIRS I connects within the computer many putential factors of influence in
its search tor patterns of injury and patterns affectmg a type of injury. Injury rates can be
expressed epidentiolugitally using squad size. number of games. number of practices,
substitute-shiner ur regular. age height weight. etc. Rates can further be expressed by propor-
tion of athletes using, a panitular product. playing a particular position. engaged in a particular

attivity playing Oil .t pal-Ilk-111dr surface etc. School site, Loath characteristics. and other
descnptive information alsc can be utilized for examining related contentions.

NAIRS-1 is the designation given to the prototype system in operation. NAIRS-II. an
abndged version tit NAIRS I. is fur schools that are without the assistance of an athletic trainer
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and/or for sports which have little product-safety t'elatedness. NAIRS-II asks fewerquestions
but uses the same codes as NAIRS-I NAIRS-Ill is the designation for modifications to suit a

particular situation (e.g., pro football). NAIRS-IV (total school coverage) and NAIRS-V
(clinic setting are being readied for use.

Data Reports, Confidentiality, and Costs
With NAIRS-I, the information desired is distributed over several occasions, Data on the

administralion of the sport and the eharactenstics of the athletes is collected on e a season and

computerized At the end of each week, throughout the season, all reports of in)unes incurred
submitted to NAIRS with a weekly transmittal sheet identifying information on nu mber of

games, practices, and average squad size that week. The respective identification numbers
previon.iy given the institution, sport, and athlete connect all the associated factors w ahin the
computer, not on each injury form Not only does this ease the burden on the recorder. it avoids
the research problem of relying on post season memory and pros ides mid-season awareness of
injury patterns NAIRS-II constitutes a log of injunes kept during the season and submitted at
the end of the season. Any conscientious student associated with the institution's varsity
program can handle either NAIRS-I or NAIRS-II procedures under the u mston of an
athletic trainer or physician with a minimum of onentation. The forms and their codes are
designed to make the work as painless as possible yet y ield information w hich must be in hand
to be used for decision purposes.

NAIRS-I is designed to return penoaic reports to each participating school. (a) monthly
reports which display inventory information of its experiences to date, and (b) case reports
which display cach athlete-patient's record for the files and for a reliability check. and (L) teeI

hoc reports on matters of episodic interest (e.g.. artificial surface relationships). The monthly
reports include for reference and perspective the average expenence of all schools combined
(of its type) as well as that particular school's experience.

'r
Phase HI (From Capability to Increased Data Base)

NAILS is now fully operational as a prototype system. Rules committees alai qualified
investigators as well as participating schools are now able to obtain current data of relevance
within days of the inquiry.

At no time are the experiences of a particular school released to another. Further, at no time
does NAIRS know the identity of any athlete in the system. Each school is given a log sheet fur

giving each athlete a N.-ORS code number, only the code number .s forwarded if that athlete is
injured.

Until experiences are stabilized and a thorough systems analysis of the data processing
design are cc moleted: operating costs cannot yet be determined. Operational cost is affected by
the number of schools participating plus the annual degree of success in locating supportiv e
funds; however, a school year's subscnption to the service should be no more than $50 for all
the male sports and $50 for all the female sports the school wishes to Lover. NAIRS is designed
for continuity through versatility and frugalit Further. it is a non-profit activity with
capabilities for receiving supporting grants

Why NAIRS?
Recording data faithfully on any form is work. Such work must be justified. delegated,

supervised, and research-worthy Aittcipating all the potential areas of interest requires
assimilation of data concerning a variety of potentially interdependent factors. Traditional
univariate analyses of end-of season recall must yield to milltiv anate analyses of a continuous
flow of cases.

NAIRS really is of three natures functional Lodes. computerized system, and resource for
inexpensive adaptation to customized need:, It is hoped that institutions will avail themsel: es
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of whichever nature of NAIRS fills their need. Unforttziately , it is customary for some to
believe that its exper'ences are reprcsenflatke of others'. Preliminary analy ses of NAIRS data
to date already refute that assumption.
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NAIRS SPORT-RELATED INCIDENCE CHARTS
I 975- I 976

LEGEND for tables 1-4
(1) Number of teams e npleting NAIRS-I or NAIRS -It for entire season, this sport.
(2) Average squad size per team x number of programs
(11 Number of significant injiries/illnesses (cases) per I (X) athletes

Significant = at least one week absence from participation, or dental injury.
(4, Number of reportable cases per 100 athletes

Reportable = at least one day absence front participation, or ont.ussion or dental
injury.

(5) Number of different athletes experiencing a significant injuryiillness per I (()athleles.
(61 Number of differcat athletes experiencing a reportable injury, illness per 1(Klathletes

***(7) Number of significant cases per la,0 exposures
Exposures = racerage practice squad site) x (number of practices) - (average

contest squad size) (number of contests)
(8) Number of reportable cases pct 000 exposures

'preferred Imes for comparative purposes
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Table 1
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY SPORTS (MALE)

(1)

Pro-

(2)

Ath-

13)

Sign
Case

Rate/

(4)
Total
Case

Rate/

(5)

Sign.

Athl.
Rate/

(6)

Total
Athl.
Rate/

(7)
Sign.
Case

Rate/

(8)
Total
Case

Ra'

Sport grams letes 100A 100A 100A 100A 1000E 100(i

1. Wrestling' 12 300 48.6 128.9 38.2 66.1 v 6 12.1

2. Volleyball t 10 39.9 89.8 29.9 53.9 3.1 7.7

3. Football (Fall) 42 3738 27.9 9S 8 23.7 55.1 3.3. 11.8

4. Ice Hockey 9 225 25.3 117.3 21.8 58.7 2.2 9.4
5. Gymnastics 7 140 22.1 39.3 19.8 30.5 2.0 3.5
6. Basketball 30 450 21.6 82.7 19.2 50.2 1.9 5.4
7. Lacrosse 4 124 18.5 56.4 16.8 40.3 3.1 9.8

8. Soccer 15 390 15.6 59.7 13.8 37.0 3.0 8.8

9. Football (Spring) 23 2001 14 5 39.5 13.8 32.8 7.1 19.8

10. Baseball 11 352 13.6 27.5 12.2 23.0 1.6 2.6
I I. Track & Field. Ind. 6 252 9.5 15.4 8.3 11.8 1.6 2.6

12. Track & Field. outd 8 288 8.3 13.5 7.2 13.0 1.5 2.5
13. Cross Country 11 143 6.2 17.3 6.1 15.2 0.9 2.4

14. Swimming-Diving 7 168 5.9 I I 2 5.4 9.8 G.5 0.9
15. Rugby I 36 5.5 47.1 5.5 38.8 1.5 12.6

16. t-ening I 2" 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 Q.8 0.8
17. Tenms 6 1 8 7.3 1.8 7.3 0 3 IA
18. Golf 4 36 0.0 0 0

. Table 2
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY SPORTS (FEMAL71

(I)

Pro-

(2)

Ath-
Sport grams letes

I. Gymnastics 9 117

2. Basketball 20 320

3 . Volleyball : 3 195

4, Track & Field. and 2 60

5. Softball 10 2(X)

6. Track & outd 6 156

7. Cross Country 3 30

8. Ice Hockey I 15

9. Fencing 3 33

10. Tennis 6 78

11. Id Hockey 14 308

12. SwInuning-Dwing 8 136

13. Lacrosse 4 W8

14. Golf I 10

(3)
Sign.
Case

Rate/

( 1)

Total
Case

Rate/

(5)
Sign.

Athl.
Rate/

(6)
Total
Athl.
Rate/

(7)
Sign.
Case

Rate/

(8)
Total
Case

Rate/

100A IOOA I(X)A '100A 1000E 1000E

22.2 42 7 20.6 32 7 1.7 3.2

17.4 60 5 15.3 41.5 2.2 7.5
1 1 7 31 I 10 7 27.5 1.8 4.9
11.6 23 2 11.6 21.5 '2.3 4 7

10.4 28 5 10 4 25.0 2 I 5.6

10 2 15 9 8.9 12.7 1.5 2.4
9.9 19 8 9.9 16 5 1.5 3.0
6 6 6 6 6.6 6.6 2.3 2.3

6 0 9 0 3.0 6.0 0.8 1.2

5.1 11 5 4 5 10 2 1 0 2.5
4.8 25 2 4 2 21 0 0.9 4.8
2 2 15 4 _ 2 13.9 0 2 1.7

1 8 8.2 1 6 8 2 0 5 2.2
0 0 0 0 - -
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Table 3
HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS (MALE)

(I)

Pro-

(2)

Ath-

(3)
Sign
Case
Rate/

(4)
Total
Case
Rate/

(5)
Sign.
Athl.
Rate/

(6)
Total
AtI)l.

Rate/

(7)
Sign.
Case
Rate/

(8)
Total
Case
Rate/

Sport grams letes IOOA IOOA IOOA 100A 1000E 1300E
I. Football (Fall) 13 650 16.9 55 3 15.6 37.9 2.4 7.4
2. Soccer 2 50 11.9 44.0 11.9 34.0 2.2 7.8
3. Cross Country I 19 10.5 26.3 10,5 26.3 1.6 3:9
4. Wrestling 5 150 9.9 24.0 8.6 18.7 1.4 2.1 '
5. Basketball 8 96 8.3 36.4 8.3 27.0 1.0 4.1
6. Ice Hockey 12 252 6.7 43,6 6.3 31.8 1.2 7,6
7. Football (Spnng) I 51 '5 8 7.7 5.8 7.7 4.2 5.6
8. Lacrosse 1 27 0.0 33.2. - 25.9 - 2.2
9. Baseball 4 60 0.0 4.9 - 4,9 0.8

10. Track & Fte Id, outd 4 96 0.0 2,0 - -
I I. Tennis 1 15 0 0 0.0 - - - -
12. Golf 1 12 0.0 0.0 - - - -

Table 4
HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS (FEMALE)

(I) 0) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Sign. Total Sign. Total Sign. Total
Case Case Athl Athl. Case Case

Pro- Ath- Rate/ Rate/ Rate/ Rate/ Rate/ Rate/
Sport grams letes 100A I OA 100A 100A 1000E 1000E

I . Tennis 2 - 24 4, I 8 2 4.1 8.2 0.9 2.0
2. Basketball 3 36 2,7 2,7 2.7 2.7 0.2 0.2
3. Field Hockey 1 28 0 0 17.8 - 14.2 - 3.9
4. Volleyball 1 165 0 0 t 2 1 2 - 0.3
5. Gymnastics 1 20 0 0 0 0 - -

Figure 1
EXAMPLE OF AN.EPISODE INJURY REPORT

NAIRS ACTIVITY REPORT FOR PERIOD 07/01/76 to 10/11/76
INSTITUTION /CLUB 0(X)50518 Date I 0/11/76 PAGE 0006

CASE ABSTRACT
Sport (05) Football
Participant 5049
Episode 01

Date of Onset Month = 08 Day = 13
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Date of Return
Time of Onset
Season
Diagnosis
Extremity
Primary Mechanism
Occasion

Source of Diagnosis
Position
Activity
Situation

Surface
Protection B P
Climate Condition
Equipment Involved
Nature of III/4
Action Taken
Principal Management

Sport
Participant
Episode
Date of Onset
Date of Return
Time of Onset
Season
Diagnosis
Diagnosis
Extremity
Pnmary Mix harpsm
Occasion

Source of Diagnosis
Position
Activity
Situation

Surface
Protection of I B P
Climate Condition
Equipment Involved

Type
Brand
Vintage

Nature of III/hu
Action Taken
Principal Management

(3)
(I)
(33413)
(2)
(4)

(29)

(22)
(80)
(93)

(33)

(42)
(5)
(3)

(I)
(1)
(4)

Month = "8 Day = 22
Evening
Preseason period
Hams -tram. med belly. 1st D
Left
Stretch
Varsity Sport
Practice/contest
Team D C Community Based
Tight End
No Contact. Spnnung
Passing Play
3rd Quarter
Astroturf. 3 Yrs Old
Customary Uniform
Warm. Moderate Humidity

Ness Problem. This SportSeason
Not flospit. Not Confined to Bed
Formal Physical Therapy

CASE ABSTRACT
(05) Football

5059
01

Month 07 Day 19

Month = 07 Day 27

(I) Morning
(1) heseason period
(4(1413) " d Hamstr Strain. Distal. 1st DG
(40052) nstring Tendmins
(I) Right
(6) Overuse
(27) Varsity Sport

Practice/conditioning
(71) Athletic Trainer. NATA Cert Mem
(1 ) Running Back Halfback
(94) No Contact. Endvrance Running
(64) Running DnIIs

4th Fourth of Practice
(II) Grass
(5) Customary Uniform
(7) Hot. High Humid:v.,

Shoes. Lowcut. Standard Cleats
Riddell. Inc
New T1 6s Season
New Problem. This Sport-Season
Not Hospit. Not Confined to Bed
Formal Phy steal Therapy



Example of Report Obtained from NAIRS Data

National Athletic Injury/Illness Reporting System
(NAIRS)

Artificial Surface: College Football and Soccer Injuries
1975

The attached tables are presented to put in preliminary perspective the association of
artificial turf to turf related injuries in ,ollege football and suLLer as an exeruse to demonstrate
the computer capability of NAIRS Has mg good turn-around time at the Lomputer, the data for
the'se tables were retrievable within two hours.

The football data were obtained from 41 college-university to tins from across the country
which subscribed faithfully to NAIRS I procedures for the enure 1975 season. Fifteen learns
contributed a full season of soLLer data NAIRS-I is the sermon of the system which accommo-
dates the optimal arnourt of variables feasiole on a surveillance basis. Variables within
NAIRS-I include surface. helmets, shoes, and other protective products.

For this exercise. partiLular injury problems alleged to be associated with artifkial surfaces
were chosen To display the data, the injuries were selected by two respective cntena.
REPORTABLE cases and SIGNIFICANT eases.

Except for Loth. us_aon i REPORTABLE Lase requires an absence from partiLipation fur at
least one day after day of onset This permits cautious osLrnight medical observation of a

potentially limiting izrury pnur to a deLision as to Lunn nued play. ConLussions require merely
cessation of athlete's dui% it; for valuation. whether fur ten minutes or ten days.

A SIGNIFICANT injury is a reportable injury which keeps the athlete out of partiLipation fur
at least one week This classification helps aL_oinniodate the widely variable reporting and
management of the athlei, with a minor injury some w ill be kept out of praLtiLe until the game
while others w ill be ;okl to work it off It is the SIGNIFICANT injury that should receive
priority attention in Inc search for problems and patterns. For this report. fractures were
displayed as MAJOF, as well (participation internipted for at least three weeks) to provide
better perspective in evaluation of this type injury

The tables were displayed as to SPORT RELATED (games and practices) and GAME-
RELATED (offkial games only ) for further perspective The GAME-RELATED data are

considered inure meaningful hen. use "the game equalizes the intensity of aLtiv icy. The use of
practice time varies widely among coaches, and the tort may play a coincidental role in this
regard NAIRS is also capable tit delimiting interest to home games. away games. praLtiLe-
skill training. practice-conditioning, and practice-seninmages

Finally, the data an. expressed as rates per athlete-exposure in order to pro% ide perspective in
this regard as well Ntliletc exposures arc calculated by multiplying the average practice squad
size times the numbers id practices un a surface andior the average game squad size times the
number of games oil a surface For rates. these calculations were di bided into the cases
experienced and multiplied by a Luninion number to arrive at an interpretable whole number.

For this report, the unit of 100 athlete-exposure (games) w as utilized tor GAME-
REL ATED data, while I 0(100 athlete exposures (games and practices) was used for normaliz-
ing SPORT-RELATED data

All injuries were npurted on a weekly basis to NAIRS, with the weekly reports 'Wilding the
frequency of practices and games on respective surfaces that %%eel, plus the average squad size
at praettLes and games that veek Consequently end tit season recall problems were as uided.
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Delimitations
'.. These data eimstitute the results trom but one season. Wh.le the number of athletes

constitutes the largest number followed to date with such detail, one year's data have no.

Isno'vm stability. Lnsuing years will have to determine whether the patterns displayed
here will prevail or fluctuate widely.

2. These data cannot be used to provide evidence of cause and effect They only 'how the
association of selected injuries with surfaces which, with defensible logic. may be
sharing to the mechanisms of injury or the severity of the injury far more sensitive (and
expensive) procedures would have to be utilized to examine with validity the direct
association of a surface to an injury.

3. These data do not aeeummodate the possible influenee of various helmets and shoes on

the incidence of injuries associated with respective surfaces Sue h considerations will be
pursued in the near future by NAIRS

Comment
It is not the purpose of this report to pros ale a studied conclusion o,i the hazards or attributes

of artificial surface. More (actors warrant analysis and more seasons are requirfd to arrive at the
advantage of trend line examination. Nonetheless, Chi Square analy sis was performed for each

category of injury to eXannint. the stansueal significance of the injuries associated with natural
and artificial turfs in terms of relativ e exposure to these surfaees, and the attached tables do

permit a few generalizations
I Artitmal turf did not constitute any imminent hazard to the colicgc football and soccer

teams experiencing it in 1975 When attention is limited to significant injuries, no
essential surface- relatedness was found. In fact, the spuriousness of interpreting injury
data which um minor and .:gnificani eases is revealed

Artificial turf' is too general a concept for decision oriented examination of injury
data. Different wanidaeturers produce different sur:-aee sy stems by different patents and

processes. To pursue discernible patterns of reportable or significant injuries, it would

oe best to set aside the generic term fm.'respecuve brand names
3. More subscnbing teams are needed to gain a respository of mimes of sufficient site to

permit examination of brands and multi-variable associations To break down sonic of
these initial tables to examine associated factors Ic g vintage, athlete eharacterishes,
equi2ment characteristics. specific diagnosis, etc ), more cases are required to have
usable N in a matrix Len To illustrate. because Poly turf accounted for only 0.2qc of all
sport-related exposures. it was excluded from Table 3 Sport-Related Case Rates)

4 The considerable variation among respective team's injury expenenees prei lude
generalizations on artificial surface based on a particular team's experience or a small

number of teams' expenenees

NO IL. This project has been minted ,n part with I edcral funds from the United States
Consumer Product Safely ( iinnuission tufa contraet nuniber CPSC C 70-111150 The Lumen(

of this publication di nut nee e ssari ly re fleet the sieve, of the Cullum ssilin. tier dues -mon
of trade names. cum yna,. i.il pri dm. t s, la organizations imply endirsement by the Commission
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'National Athletic Injury/IIInm Reporting System

Table 1
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1975 SEASON

SURFACE EXPOSURE BY ATHLETE-EXPOSURES (41 TE1.MS)

Game Exposures

Natural
turf

Artificial
turf

Astro
turf

Tartan
turf

Poly
turf

N 14214 9588 5920 3007 661

60 40 25 13 3

(Home Games)
N 7344 5115 3067 1712 336
% 59 41 25 14 3

(Away Games)
N 6870 4473 2853 1295 325
% 61 39 25 11 3

Practice Exposures
N 157270 126666 91201 35455 0

55 45 32 13 0
Total Season Exposures

N 171484 136254 97121 38472 661

% 56 44 32 13 0.2

Table 2
COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1975 SEASON

CASE RATE PER 1000 ATHLETE-EXPOSURES
FOR SELECTED GAMERELATED INJURIES

Natural
turf

Artificial
turf

Astro
turf

Tartan
turf

Poly
turf

Reportable fractures 3 2 - 2 - 2

Major fractures 2 1 I I 0

Reportable abrasions I I 0

Significant abrasions 0 0 0 0 0

Reportable concussions 3 6 4 7 II
Significant concussions 0

Reportable knee injuries 11 13 13 16 8

Significant knee mjunes 5 6 5 8 5

Reportable ankle injuries 7 11 11 10 12

Significant ankle injuries 1 1 3 3 3

*Reportable foot Injuries 3 4 0

Significant foot injuries 0

p < 01. Natural s Artificial 9/8/76
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Table 3

COLLEGE FOOTBALL 1975 SEASON
CASE RATE PER 10000 ATHLETE-EXPOSURES
FOR SELECTED SPORT-RELATED INJURIES

Natural

turf
Artificial

turf
Astro
turf

Tartan
turf

Reportable fractures 5 5 5 6

Major fractures 2 3 2 3

Reportable abrasions -- 1 1

Significant abrasions 0 0

*Reportable concussions 6 8 5 11

Significant Concussions 1

'Reportable knee injuries 20 25 24 27

Significant knee injuries 9 I I II 12

*Reportable ankle injuries 14 20 21 R.

Significant ankle injuries 5 6 6 5

`Reportable Foot Injuries 3 5 5 5

Significant foot injuries I I I

*p < .01, Natural vs Artificial 9/8/76

Table 4
COLLEGE SOCCER 1975 SEASON

SURFACE EXPOSURE BY ATHLETE-EXPOSURES (15 TEAMS)

Natural t.-tificial Astro Tartan Poly
turf turf turf turf turf

Game Exposures
N 34;,1 749 498 0 251

% 82 18 11 0 6
(Home Games)

N 1747 371 140 0 231

% 82 18 7 0 11

(Away Games)
N 1671 378 358 0 20
% 82 18 17 0 I

Practice Exposures

.. N 17167 2405 0 0 2405
9i- 88 12 0 0 12

Total Season Exposures
N 20585 1154 498 0 2656
% 87 13 2 _ 0 II



. C
Table 5

COLLEGE SOCCER 1975 SEASON
CASE RATE PER 1000 ATHLETE-EXPOSURES
FOR SELECTED GAME-RELATED INJURIES

Natural
turf

Artificial
turf

Astro
turf

Tartan
turf

Poly
turf

Reportable fractures I 3 0 0 8
Major fractures 0 I 0 0 4

Reportable abrasions 0 0 0 0 0
Significant abrasions 0 0 0 0 0

Reportable concussions I 0 0 0 0
Significant concussions 0 0 0 0 0

Reportable knee injuries 2 3 0 0 8
Significant knee injuries I I 0 0 0 4

Reportable ankle injuries 2 3 2 0 4
Significant ankle injuries I 0 0 0 0

Reportable foot injuries 2 I 0 0 4
Significant foot injuries 1 0 0 0 0

Question and Answer Period

Question #1 Has there been an attempt to use,Standurd Nomenclature of Athletic Injures.
I notice you h, se "hamstring", "charlie horse" and so forth on the forms Is this because there
are student managers doing the reporting of information?

Clarke The Standard Nomenclature of Athletic Injuries was a product of two years' effort
of a subcommittee of the AMA back in the mid-sixties. Its purpose was to bring some sense out
of the "garbage" words and other non specific terms used by medicine and tho,,e associated
with sport, to make sure that when people used the word, it meant the same thing to the next
person It was also used in the programs of athletic tiaining and I understand some medical
schools as a training des ice to make sure people were more precise. The AMA promised, at that
time, after on,. year's experience, to put the subcommittee back to work baseJ on the feedback
and then do the job right in the second edition That first edition is still the only one available.
NAIRS built the medical terminology around that publication so there would be a reference but
it did not confine itself to the standard nom,. ,e. It fitted in all sorts of improvements with
medical help which would have been included in the nomenclature book, had there been the
chance to revise it It is our goal to find some "angel" that would allow us to get the copyright
release from the AMA and put a second edition of standard nomenclature out and put the
NAIRS codes with it so that both would be available together. We have found out from the
athletic trainers in the school:, at least the ones that produce the student athletic trainers, that it
is very helpful to have a reference so they can teach the student what a word means and then
show how to apply it in an actual setting But, we are nut confined to this standard nomencla-
ture, if we find deviant), s from it helpful Also, there are a lot nom things that go wrong with
an athlete than what we have in the standard nomenclature book
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Question #2. How do you handle the injuries sustained by an athlete not Indigenous to play

such as assault? A fight, for example?
Clarke. The first injury that came to NAIRS was a fight and w e immediately pit it in tiv codc

and it's the same code number now for all sports men and women Again, we make sure we

have the capability, of coding whatever can go wrong On the Case Abstract, which is that one
sheet of paper when if somebod:, sets hurt, after the diagnosis is given, the first think I put dow n
is the occasion using a simple check. The t0 -series under occasion IS non sport related If Ithad

nothing to do with the sports program. it has to be within the 10 serves and that would include
getting hit by a car or a passenger in a car, or in school setting non-phy sical education. etc If
it's pan of the varsity program, it's in the 20-senes and the 20 i s a home game. 21 is away game.

22 would be in the locker room, and after you get to the higher 26-27-28-29 during practice
sessions in order to capture where within the varsity program that injury occarred But again.
the computer can look for that "2", and say sport related or it can look for the 1". non-sport
related, and then within that we have a breakdown. Going to the 30 series is sub-varsity sports.
especially in college football there is a lot of exchange between sub-varsity and varsity It

required a loi.g discussion at the beginning meeting to capture all these things, so it was very
obligate at the beginning. Club sport, I think is the 40 series and 50 is the phy steal education,
60's is recreational sports, etc., on down the list. Occasionally. we still get an episr 'e that
doesn't fit and we modify the code. But, I think we now have captured virtually any way that
somebody can get hurt and record it meaningfully.

Question #3. How many institutes do you have participating and what do yew project after

that point?
Clarke. I don't know how to answer that because that slide shows we have 42 colleges

following football and maybe 18 following hocke; and they may be different Institutions or
they may be the same. Once in awhile I do ask Bud or John, how many different institutions do

we have, but I can never remember. I'm guessing that we have 100different colleges and high

schools volunteering to use the system at this time in maybe 18-20 sports Then we deal with
male or female and in some of those sports like basketball, we have male basketball and female
basketball. But, we have the horizontal coverage now to some degreelo test the codes I would

like to have, a minimum of 50 institutions following a given sport before I get comfortable in
being able to analyze the vanability in experience as wel, as the meaningful mean rate Shortly
we will have a coefficient of vanation attached to the mean case rate to rev eal in a very succinct

fashion the amount of variation there is around that mean. That mean may not represent
anything other than an anthmetical calculation or it may mean, that is where every body is A
coefficient of variation, is a very helpful tool for a single index for the amount of variation
between mstitutions on that injury rate. If different institutions have different experiences, then
you cannot generalize. You have to go deeper to find out what's the cause.

Question #4. The in-depth surveys on some of the different sports have been summarized
from time to time, is there any plan to put out an annual summary of in depths' It's a pain to go

through them one at a time.
Verhalen. I'll have to say that if you t ive been following the budget process in the Federal

Government at all, "No", there is no plan to put out an annual summary However, when I say
that there., is no plan to put out the annual summary, I'm talking in terms of a routine

dissemination data. If you have questions, whether you have them quarterly. annually. or
whatever, all you have to do is call the Clearing House or write to us and we'll give you
everything we have, including the in-depth investigations.

Questioner's response. Let me say that CPSC has been very cooperative anytime I ever
needed anything, its just that a trip to Washington to go through the files and pick out
information on the summaries does take some time.

Verhalen's reply. I think that is one way to do it, if you have an opportunity to get to
Washington. We very much appreciate it when people can, because it reduces our workload
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They do their own search and we make the xerox facilities available. But, let me say that we do
not want to discriminate between those of you w ho Lan get to Washington and those of you who
may be in the Northwest and can't get to Washington. If you wntc us, or call us, we'll do the
same thing We'll xerox the in-depth investigations and send them to you. We used to du all of
this free of charn. Now in point of fact, because of the case load, we generally du charge
beyond the first $25 wotth of search. But, if you will call the Cleanng House, you can work out
with them a way to reduce your single requests down to perhaps 7 or 8 requests, each one of
which would by themselves be less than $25. Were happy to cooperate with you.

Question #5. One of the things that you deal with is reasonable nsks. Would you please
speak to that point, and how do you determine that?

Verhalen I wish I could. The concept really is unreasonable nsk and it's wntten into the
Consumer Product Safety Act which Congress in its wisdom failed to define for the Commis-
sion They failed to define it because there is no practical definition which can be uniformly
applied across all products The concept of unreasonable nsk obs iously embodies a number of
sub-concepts. Thew would include the possibility for an engineenng fix, for instance on a
particular product Either a desq,n fix or a quality control fix can be implemented. It includes
the possibility of developing a reasonable fix within a short penod of time. Let me use w nnger
washers as an example. For years, there has been a lot of injuries associated with wnnger
washers, some of which you have heard in a "junk yard" context. The problem is that a
wringer washer has an average life of 27 years So any standard that might be developed unless
it would have substantial impact on the production of injuries by substantial I mean
approaching 100% effectiveness is likely to have a very low net effectiveness on the injury
rate because of the slow penetration of new products meeting the standard. Therefore, e' en
though injuries may be relatively severe if they are relatively infrequent it would not be
considered an unreasonable nsk in this context IseLause it would take upwards of 14 years
before you would es en approach 50% of the problem. On the other hand, if you are dealing with
something like a pacifier, where the life span of the product is very short. As a matter of fact,
most families probably own more than one, for any particular infant over that infant's time
when he would be using it A standard would be effective conceivably within the first year to
year and a half and even though the injunes nay be relatively slight. In some cases, of course,
strangulation and death of the infant, but there are also minor lacerations and sometimes
choking incidents, but not fatal injunes T.tis might be considered an unreasonable nsk because
its a very easy engineering fix to make a single piece molded unit rather than a multiple piece
unit, its a fairly easy fix to make it a relatively soft plastic instead of a hard one that can break,
develop sharp edges and injure the child's sensitise skin, tic . So, a relatively slighter injury but
much more frequent, would be considered an unreasonable nsk. Su each product icLonsidered
independently We also take into account the economic impact whether or not there are
substantial re tooling requirements On the part of the manufacturer. The mattress flammability
standard which was generated by the Commission, for example, Was applied to an industry
which is very much a "mom and pop" type of industry. While there are major mattress
manufacturers, there are an awful lot of very, very small manufacturers who put out just a few
hundred units a year and the flammability standards test which are required as destructive tests
are very expensi s e to the industry So, when y uu are develops ng standards like this, you have to
take intu .count the impact on the industry, the impact on the Lust of the product, and the
impact on the Lost of medical are So. it's something that has to be redefined for each and
every product and I will I ontend that we will never Lome up with a definition that something is
or is not an unreasonable nsk a ithououtnebody taking the opposite side of the issue You are
never going to he rig`it to everyone.

Choke In the world of sports it gets more complex than just in the ordinary public situation.
We had one experience List winter, I'd like to share with you that shows how peuple Lan, when
they talk to c.a..h other. get something done Through almost sunultaneuus interest between
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some things that were coming into CPSC, to which an individual was assigned 1 don't

remember who spo.ifiLally, , but this involved a Hooker bleckoniatic-tacklematic machine
Those of you who don't know what that is, it's a suspended dummy apparatus but it's on a
spring loaded device. It is prclielled at the person You can put tit hack on one spring and it
conies at him equivalent to a 100 poilad object and if you put it onein another one, it comes at you

with 200 pound force. You can NA them on together and it comes at y ou as a 300 pound object

As a result of the use of that device, some very severe injuries began to ox cur last fall Joe
Torg at Temple. CPSC and NAIRS sent a card or telephone inquiry to the people using the
apparatus, requesting any experiences they had with the Hooker apparatus This was in the fall

We got all this information compiled. The NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and
Medical Aspects of Sports reviewed these data in January Two day Water, the Committee came

out with a very firm position say ing that it was unreasonable risk. Instead of the particular
apparatus. they used a more generic terni of any spnng loaded device or any kind of self-
propelled device is unreasonable nsk because of unnecessary additional risk There arc other
ways of teaching blocking arid tackling that do not have an additional hazard of that dummy
coming at them at that speed Therefore, the Committee took the position that it should not he

used in football as an unnecessary additional risk and they also recommended to those th,tt had
them, to disconr,,Lt the self-propelled dev ice «e did not formally request or suggest that they

do anything but notify, these people because this would require a lot of legal process
The National College Football Coaches Association picked that up and put it in the front of

their Lurrent football book this .!, ear as well h Is part attic ethical conduct listing and hopefully
the people will read the beginning of the book ,o well as the rest But that was one way that
showed unreasonable equals unnecessary additional risk
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Round Table Discussion
Epidemiology of Sports Injuries

Moderator: Norman Johnson
Lincoln University
Jefferson City. Mo.

A. Discussion: NAIRS AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
I Weaknesses of past studies of injunes compared to NAIRS were pointed out. These

included such things as: di

a. Multiple definitions of injury
b. Lack of consistency in recording data
c. High variability of injury definitions
d Literature searches have indicated that the most "notable" at.t.omplishment of

past studies was that the sprain was the most frequent sports injury.
2 A point was made regarding the misuse by the media of the kind of data that was

furnished by the limited studies of the past dealing with sports injunes.
3 Cost was cited as a reason why a system such as NAIRS was not undertaken before this

time For data to be of real value. one must have information for a penod of several
years Also a change in the staff and/or leadership dunng a study of this type often
!cads to reduced ;vriority and effort.

4 Definition of epidemiology was dist.ussed Most studies do nut meet the t.ntena in the
strictest sense of the word. The last two years of the Blyth-Mueller study met this
eritena better than,in the beginning years.

5 A noint was made that data such as that furnished by the issonsin Insurance Plan
could be helpful in .,tudying epidenuologit.al factors. However, these data may not he'
used to make inferences to other states because of geographical differences in patterns
of injury

6 It was also pointed out that epidemiology will provide the data that will enable
responsible safety, groups to make correct judgments regarding sports injunes and to
recommend necessary and desirable changes to those responsible for sports as well as
to sports participants.

' A feeling was expressed that coaches would appreciate obtaining valid and reliable
data such as NAIRS will furnish to help them handle the injury problems.

B. /Melo tam: HEIV Survet
I Purpose of the IIEW suiVe> k al% to obtain a Lompilation of high school and Loney,

injunes and fatalities on a national basis It is the first epidemiological study ton -
ducted on a national basis

2 The study sample was rant:mu/LAI and me schools m the sample were stratified by
state. A total of 3S(/0 schools participated in the study

3 \ feeling among the discussion group was that tht survey might stimulate high
schools and even colleges to improve their injury recording systems.
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C. Do. toston. Utilization and implementation of data as furnished by NA IRS and the HEW

survey at the "grassroots" level
I. It is important to 1. onimuniLate %%ith people at the "grassroots" level so that they

receive injury information. are able to interpret a, and then implement appropnate
changes in their respective programs.

2. Terminology and analysis techniques of the researcher are not always easy for the
practitioner to grasp and understand. particularly in small out-of-the %%ay schools.

3 It should he the responsibility ot those in professional preparation departments of
physical education and sport to prepare future teachers. coaches. and athletic trainers

to understand the sports injury problem including data sy stems such as NAIRS. They
in turn will disseminate such information to others at insututiuns %%here they will
eventually teach or coach.

4. It %could be helpful it a %%ay could he found to effecti% ely pool the knowledge of
researchers and make a available to the pracationers

5 Certification ot coaches appears to be a realistic step in order to have persons qualified

t understand the nature of the injury problem and do something about a
D. Discussion. Points related to epidemiology of sports injuries

I. T%%o examples %%ere given of the importance of a strong data base in order to make

correct decisions They are:
a. Our lack ot kno%% ledge in such areas as predisposition to injury of participants For

example light versus loose pointedness.
b The instances arising where young girls (14 ..,rs of age) are participating against

boys in a collision type sport such as football.
2. The importance of understanding the.beha%ioral patterns of spans participants and

their relationship to sports injunes,
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Safety in College Athletks

Mel Blickenstaff
Indiana State University
Terre Matte

It is a distinct honor for me to be asked to spear, to you about a subject that indirectly I have
been intensely interested in most of my life. that of safety in athletics. There is such a fine line

between what a trairm does, and what you people believe in that I hope the points I am about to
present will be of interest to most of you.

I feel certain that you as educators and administrators in the field of safety have similar
beliefs to those of us v. ho are in the field of athletic training. The only real difference is so bail..

the it is a question of which came first the chicken or the egg? To an athletic trainer. safety
means tr)irg to prevent injuries lo a safety educator, safety means trying to present an
accident. 1A, hat is the difference" If we have an accident tne end result is an injury, and this is
what we are both concerned about

If we are to do the best possible job of attempting to promote safety and present injury, many

aspects must be taken into consideration. Athletic trainers spend approximately 607 of their
time in this effort so it would seem logical to mention many of the ways listed in Klafs ar
Amheim (7). It is extremely dif ficult to list these factors is their order of imponance, but my
personal opinion would be:

I. A good physical examination.
2 Must have a complete medical history
3 Trainers must be utilized in all schools that have competitive athletic programs
4 A doctor should be present at all major c, mpetitise events, and on call for all other

events including practice
5 Good coaching techniques must . _lode. «nntnon sense
6 Strength. eunditioniny, and flexibilit> routines must W. a pan of each day 's routine,
7 Adequate lu les 1.1ust be Institut-1 to promote safety and there must be got,d oft-mating

to enforce these rules

Careful treatment and Lonsid,ration of the injured athlete can present further injury
9 Careful attention to the selection and fitting of all gear and equipment that the athlete

will be using
10 Constant supers ision of sill playing tskilities, playing surfaces. and dressing rooms
I I Taping. padding, and wrapping should be used only w hen needed iproba'oly used too

meeh h> trainer~)
The Organizing Committee for this Conterens.c iggested that lily speed] include recent

trends in the des elopment of sports equipment. fitting equ In. and caw. other speetalty
dei.11.CS pnnian:, in the areas, but vs Ili at so continent on several others

Before getting around to specifics the are ses eral questions I would like to ask. Dues
anyone know exactly how many serious injuries are caused by faulty equipment' this same
qe.:.tion could be asked about the automobile In answer to th _se questions. I don't think we
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know for sure. I once heard it said that it only took one loose nut behind the steenng wheel to
scatter a 1000 pis over the country side. I feel there is a parallel here with some coaches I

refer to the aches that plat.e. IN Inning above the athlete's safety and future health. In answer to

my first question, we must keep good Neords so that at.eurate information is available I feel
that manufacturers are constantly approving their products, but how tan we know for certain
unless we have statistics for purposes of compar1son?

In an attempt to gain further insight into the eause of athletic. injuries it w as nece r1 to
review some of the more eurrent liteTature. Blyth au.. Mueller ( I) presented a three part series of
articles which covered a study of high sellout football injures during the years, 1968-1972 The
North Carolina High School Football Survey helped answer some of the where, when, and
bows of athletic injuncs The report substantiated mat knees and ankles ranked the,highest of
the more common injuries. Head and neck injuries rated Irma higher than anticipated. C -s

Could be traced to faulty or ill-fitting equipment, tors' : from twisting movements. colFotc. s

or contact, inadequate tare, improper eoaehing techniques, illegal acts, and a host of oth. r
factors. Part three stressed coaching as a oossible factor, amt I personally feel this aspect can't

be stressed enough.

The Phstt tan tend Sportonedn the Lamed a special report on "What's the Story on Sports
Equipment?" (9) This is an excellent article indicating that there is a joint effort by the ,NICAA,
NFSHSA, NATA, team phy ,khans, manufacturers of sports equipment, and utters to form a
research organ .r.on know n as NOCSAE The purpose being to establish performance
standards for sports equipment. So far standards have been set for football helmets only The
government's Consumer Produet Safety Commission is beginning to enter into the picture.
Some funding fur studies of quality and safety ut sports equipment has been offered Examina-
tions of special spnng loaded training devices lithe been made, and .t.ommendations to

eluninate the dangerous can ptruetioi, of al unimum baseball bats It is hoped that more money
will be made available to help do research in sports safety

Numerous people feel that manufacturers hake improved thea equipment to the point tnat the

wadi and the a.hlete have a false sense of security This feeling has been echoed by Dr. Donald

Cooper, Team Ph:. !elan, Oklahoma State Univ ersity Ina speech as part of the Medieal
mposiu in at Indiana State Un v ersity this past summer, Dr Cooper stated that good headgear

and filet; guards have advanced to the point that it is ca,.sing head and neck atones. His point
was that if the )ace guards vv ere taken off see how many athletes k% ou Id eontinue to use their

heads as "battAg runs

Dr. Cooper also ,tared that it there are very many other law suits of the magnitude o. the
Riddell ease, $5.3 i iillion ease was lost in al Ion da Court but is now being appealed) ftritbal I
will be a sportot the past It is obvious that manufacturer , cocts will rise as more and more
safety is built into the equipment and the cost of liability insurane e eontinueS to rise. Dr. Cooper

further stated that the game of the future. which w Il reploee ftiotball, will be sorer These
omments brought a strong rebind' troth a leading nianufaeturer and pioneer of the fwee guard

Many sports have the own indik idindlied equipment probleins, but this discussion will be
confined primarily to football -I he greatest cone ern seems to center on headgear, face guards,

shouldtir pads and ,hoes Ott'ertliscussuaiwlll ii k. hide k.Oalk. lung techniques. rule ehanges, and

officiating

To insitz. the maximum sat ety ut catch llImpeting athlete the best quality equipment whit.h

the school earl at turd should be purchased. Proteeti huu Id he mdiv idually

and should be pure hased based oa the eonibined thinking if he coach, trainer, team phy Sll.
and the equipment maul Regardless of the price, the best piece of equipmen, is worthless if it

doesn't fit fhe following suggestions are of feted as an aid for fitting the most essential pieces

of football equipment:
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Headgear
Headgear may he Llassilled into one 1)t three bask typLs liquid -.whiled, padded, and

suspension 11,,, personal prLIL:LikL LLoulu he the liquid-airlillcd it the problem tit maintenkuke
ould he chub' led Our prohlLin LLah thus typn 10 headgLai is a repair problem 11e Lan't get

spare parts LL hen 0 need them Regardless of type. the hesidge.ar must he indiL Mustily titted to
the athlete', nead L minim The headgear !Oust he plaLed so that ..hen properly positioned the
ft-2,a portion `Lill rest apprommakl, one linger kLidth aho%e the eebro s Lai holes must line
up %kith ear openings SuspLiisions must he 51111U/11,A al speual sponge padding to proL ide
uniform LontaL t at all points All luting, must he made bet ore the dun strap is adju aed Cheek

pads must he "irre,:-IY sued, and the L hin trap may nou hL adjusted Double L hin straps,
forehead and neck pads an pro ide added safety

When lining the liquid air type al ...ay till the top first to assure thL Lorre, t height. The top
Lord of the suspension type helmet Inas, he Lonstantl LheL IA to see that it doesn t LL ork loose.
Tuf -skin applied to the knot v. alt preLem this

AILLay s take into aLLount thL long haired athlek that has Just Lome tram the barber shop
Routine %veal) L tteL to must he made to see that all parts of the headgear are in tip-top
condition

iiLellent draLLings and titling instruLtions may be obtained Irons an artiL le %%Melt appeared
in the January 1971. issue of Cramer's hint tide, (-it

Face Guard
the tale guard has probably had a dual elteL t on the game of toothall Not only has it

pro. ikktf thL desired pit neL tion for the taLL. but also has added a nets dimension to taL Kling and

bloLking Curren ruk Lliangcs should help to return this speLkallied pieLe of equipment to its
intended purpose

\latenals and styling Lan LLith thl manutaLtuici, but tli k. original intuit .Las to pros ide
inammuni la L lal proILLtion I o attain this proiLL Ulm the mask must be aukkhed ui souk a say
that it Lan be re1110% ed in Lase of tn.! the best method is a Lut-aLL Pl ut
dUltallik. HI Ili guard [mist bL stalkd at a tLL 0. kith I 1-0111 the nosL Great care must be

takk. 0 to L ...nkr the titlark! on thL headgLai to prLL cut misting ( enter bars e added proteLtion
v. :Mout sa.roking thk held of %111L,11 .1114.1 athletLs should he encouraged to use this type

Shoulder Pads
Shoulder pad are usually Ilassdh.d into thee basil types ilat, LaIlllitI% Cr. and

V. rap around I he !hit pad is LUUUiia uik corn by ithatk tha1ks. it is light and does not re strkt
the passer s throu non has 1-,1 en saLritked and many shoulder intones iesult
to the aL ronnkik. kik 'Lula lout beL all a: Mk pad rests threL Hy on the shoulder

antdeL Lt pad is used by 'mist ha ks and !tunk a Its LonstruLt.on alloLL. the force of
impaL t lk dissipkaLd to Ill , hest aid to Ilk balk radio than din:Lily to the shoulder The on'
pad ,Lts ah,t 111,,Lddll IL,LI 141 a ipL 40 spring. thus Filo% iding added proteL non hen ore the
Itnal unpaLt is oansnotted to the shoulder

I he Vb Lit' around ty pt. pad is Liskally a moditiLd L,mtilLLei LonstruL non it is tDsigned to
distribt.b, mipaL ,t 1111...11 ;. IC.0r arLa by a sp...Lial s stem of poLkets !mated in the trout
and rem I Ins pad ha, a spcL IA lilting ts.,. haulm in LL luC h the all 'etc .Luau sue determines the
pad sve

\lost should,r pad, ale Mkd one Anger ..L 10th twin the !KA Lind tyro huger. hum the deltoid
Lap V. romitiL laL ulku L flannels slanild be properly locale,! LL hen the pad is in t. LorreLt
position and as ht 110, Li, ..1 or sliappcd ata p1.1L Pads should be Carefully seleL led aL Lording to
till pla.er s position. and should linkup& T;att. those LaitilLs V.tiidi gise inamnikini proteLtion

Shoulder Dads shkuld bk. s. het. ked ki tut t 1.1k, s, I . 11..1)ed laleS, and an> other

loun of LLeal that ;mild prose haiardous



Linebackers and delensix e linemen could probably reduce the "pinched tierce" syndrome.
by the use of collars. The collar must be correctly positioned. The air type gises better
protection than the usual solid sponge type.

Shoes
Probably no piece of equipment is more important than the athlete's shoes. Many factors

must be taken into account Ili determiniag the efficiency and safety of the athlete's perfor-
mance. With the des elopment ut. ani tie turf many nzw shoe types has e been used, and it is
not uncommon for an athlete to !lute as many as three or tour different pairs. depending on
weather conditions and the types of surface on which he will be playing.

The general rules which apply to toot:..ill shoes are as tollott s. Uppers must be made of a
good grade of leather, nthetic. or cant as Soles should be flexible in the shank, but firm in the
cleat area. Heels should fit snugly The at crap: football play ei needs a wide sole to aid in
balance and stability, and also to present the tippers from losing their shape

Shuns should uc fitted so tha. (hue is a quartet to a halt' inch between the end of the toes and

the front of the shoes. Correct w idth can he tic:ermined after the shoe has been laced and the
athlete is standing is uh lull weight in the shoe There should be one halt to three quarters of an
inch width of lacing, and the ks I .k st part of the shoe shodd pulse slightly when squeeLed
together.

Many studies has e been m.ide in an effort to reduce knee and ankh, ununes Most of ti ese
began in the mid-sixties. and' ate continued periodically since that time Hanley t6) recut]]
mended the remit al of heel cleats The Hart ard study iS) used a bar to replace the rear cleats
The New York public schools .2) experimented with a low disc heel and also soccer type shoes
Cameron and Ls...is (3) performed a controlled study all a N.,. is el type forward cleat

a rangement and a skid type heel bar /stem t..t teels that heel cleat. are worthless, and are only
worn because of tradition. Klein has posed a rather interesting question What players run on

their heels?"
The combined thinking t.I team phy smalls. trainers. and researcher, and. tie that cleats are

the most important single factor in th.: pre% entum ot ankle and kme injuries Attempts hate
been made to reduce the gripping power it Ilea the toot is planted by reducing the length 11f the

cleat, clanging the shape of the cleat. adding additional cleats, special cleat arrangements.
sw Rel attachments, heel blocks. t 'I he must widely accepted trend in the past few years
seems to he the use of the soccer shoe with a molded .ole and ',8-itich cleats

Mouth Guards
Mouth guards hae been used for years by so ire coaches, but unto 1i:cella) they were not

used by all. High schotils were the first to adopt a mandatory rile, and later this rule was
adopted the colleges

Many different mouth pads are .o.ailable with the cost %drying from as little as one dollar to

as much as S35 The type made by dentists requires Liking impressions and build ups. hence the
higher cost. Custoia lit mouth pieces utilise a nay and putty like tiller which makes perfect
imprints when the teeth bite JON II Suction tits are easily made by immersion in boiling watcr
Boxer types require no special fitting. and are least efficient

Regardless of the type tit mouth piece :,ou prefer, most carry an insinance policy The
purpose of the mouth piece is the pret ention ot &awl injuries and t1int Us slOns

New Football Rules
The Rules Committees ot the :s ('AA and the National I ederation of State . ugh School

Associations tNFSHSAt hate made sett:tat important i sic changcs that deal ith tackling and

blockinu techniques The purpose of these changes was to pre t cat the *Ise of the he.:d and
helmet as a primary means of making contact



Man;, coaches hate taught head blocking and tackling nor ears Medical researcher, hire
leanly shown that this technique is the major Cause tit he id and neck ununesind for this

reason the 1976 rule %Acre changed
Coaching techniques must nu V. include the rase tit the chest, shiinklers, anns, and hips rather

than the head ASSUMIng the coach does a good job of eondmoning his athletes. head and neck
injuries should decrease

A third in Ltrediert µ hoc his user looked by mans We field tit safet, i, goc.c: Not

only must the officials knoµ the reles. but must be able to interpret a .d enforce them under
game conditions Officials that lose control o.t the ganic ccrtaml% endanger the safety of the
competitors Good officiating is a must'

Conclusions
We knock that in all competiu e spurts. there v..11 be sonic injuries. Safe'> educators,

researchers, coaches, team ph!. sic huts, and trainers are in an exec:nein position to reduce the
number whrillIdo occur. if sic use common sense

A,SlImini.; that each athlete has been gi% ca. a thorough ph> examination, the next logical
step would be to start practice estop a squad of 1.4 ell condi tuned athletes. Conditioning must
start during the 141-seamnI and in many schools has progressed to a year round program

Athletes must he outfitted firth the best possible equipment that the team can afford It must
he fitted correct!), and vetl maintained or its protecto.e calve may he rendered isurthless.

Ethical coaches µho teach sound fundamental techniques should he employed Winning
should not he placed abuse the tuture health of the athlete

Lich cod athletic program ,Miuld Moe an athletic hauler to aid in tne protection of
the athlete's health

Rules, officials, and of fie iating are of nuieh more miportance than most people think Rules
shouLl he constantl changed t11 protect the athletes. and good officials must he hired to enforce
the titles

Last but not least is the area of se arch Studies utilizing caret uliy kept records 1.4 ould
eertainl he helpf til ui ansv.1 ring the many questions of the past, V. nth ope+ that ic er mistakes
still be made in the future
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The High School Program

Donald E Herrmann
Wisconsin Inter schohisne
Athletic Association
Meulison

Introduction
People concerned about athlete satety add in rams ular the injury situ num Lome from

almost es er walk aide The Itk athletes. a. liaelies. trainers. darents doctors. educators,
legislators, news media, equinment nutaourer s. law y ers, insuanee companies and authors.
Examples of some of their cOilleFILS 11,-Illde. / professional athletes expressing concern oier

,PlaYmg games on antic IA turf. 21 the nienean Football Coaches Association going oh record
as being opposed to the use of the head a, a pnmary point Of contact faxitball. 3) team
physicians expressing strong feelings that they should I:lase a :mix in ruhiq on proteence
football equipment. J1 representatives and Neaators in trodue mg legislation intended to goc ern
amateur sports in ecery dimension. 5) the (ION Media but more on what they have been
doing la a moment. 6) equipment manilla,. turers. one .4 w tueh has dropped its entire line 1)1
protectie equipments in part I am told. beexise of litigation problems. 7 ;mums the way
from athletes and Lame hes to psychologists and na,as James A N"....hener himself

The subject of sports injuries is an ClIlln1011.11 one regardless of the lea el sports being
studied Perhaps the hit..h se -la )1). .II IC% C. Is wore emotional than most because ut 01 two scry
simple facts First, the athletes Ina ob. ed are of a rain% ely young age. See kindly . there are far
more people watching high school teams than any other lea el Injuries t. a proiaNNIinal athletes.
for example. are sieved not Iliad) so emotion,' I!, esen though their ;antes are watched by
large portions of the general public Perhap MI, is bee ause the athlete, ma ols.Ld are older and
arc being paid for what they arc doing

To dramatis, how emotional the situation an bee &ue at the high se hoot le s, el. I need unis
site one actual we. lent that ix coned nn 11 isconsm during our high se hand lootball program not
more than four weeks ago I he initial report in of the Inc ideal was IL\ LI% Cal at illy home late one

Saturday night in the tom a phoneI all from the pare nt, ut the boy in ol eel I he first reports0. nii.

indicated that he had Ira,. hired his 'leek in a finnball game and ,8as in the intensia a. care unit of
one of our state hospitals a traehon and with a serious possibility of being a quadriplegie for
life Subsequent reports. sk tie scntotllit,il. some rulillIrs Ck. Cl% Cal !rano spectators. the patents

once again. newspapers that beeame instil,. cal and seaCial well Oiled Linens. mathlied
all of the following. the boy w a, sac aring shabby equipment, the Atte oiling in the game was
cery poor, there were repeated incidents of dirty tactics used by the 1ppoccm, the boy aftei
being injured. was poorly handled ii that tic lay on the tic Id lc. nearly 35 minutes before being
remoced and the final msult oe cm led whet he as as put into the emergency vehicle I here was
so little concert. for Min as a Is11111 that the door ut the a duel,: was slammed on his
foot. as he ; is on a makeshift suetehtt

After nomer-as h urs of ma estigation by letter. telephone and pct soma isitahon the tae is
were found z, r . as tolIow, the equipment the boy as as wearing was perfectly adequate, the
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oft-mating vsas excellent, it was hard hitting contest, but there uLas no dirty play he was
handled extremely %ell in that he vsas IL itiou ed kiln the field in a minimum amount of time
with all necessary piccautiolis ineluding the 1101.1111g ot the door until he vs as completely in the

vehicle The final bit of information is most signdieant The boy .s is back in +dux)! the
following y.tonday morning uur eannf nothing more than a small .011ar as a nee k braee

Not only is this an eniotional sobjeet, but it Is also au extremely e simplex one It is complex
not only because, of the us ide tarscts of ,leil%tie, 111 cd tin our sporting ss odd. but because of

the wide range of programs in I ed a, well ROL renees arc made Ist injuries liLLurnng
programs all the stay from pre,snlool through profess mats, including age ranges Iruin under 5
to bey um] 50 years The subject is I urther coniplicated by the tact that injuries can be discussed
from so man) dots:rent approaches, I kir example. one Lan discuss the anatomy, the pre% e main,

the recognition, the ealuation. ;he immediate care, or the follovs tip are of injuries Injury
data ean he divided by spurt. by body part, by seventy , by type of injury . Perhaps the most

Lomplik.ating tat tor of all is the sunple question of host dues one tlef,ne an injury ' Because
different in%.estigators has c ch sen ditterent way, to define what comaitutes an injury their
findings often appear to be in Lonilict ith one another and in illy opinion are often grossly
intsleading in terms of the magnitude of the injury situation as it actually exists

Do not mistake us hat I ani say ine to iniply that there Is no problem ro he sure, use do !lase a
problem As a matter of Liu, in my opinion, use has_ more than one problem Vs, e has e, of

course. the problem of the injuries them se is Ls. but use ha)e txult additional problem, that I feel

are perhaps es en Wort serious 1 hey ale I / the e Naillph. that is being set for our young athletes

and 2. the way the media FL pot, the prubletu ot spurts rhe!Se MO problems are in

thent,else, further compheated. Hie first, the example being set for our young athletes, is
eompl .,iced by the fa. t that s..e can de xcru little ,butt some of these examp. Nlany high
,.foul hoe key players haue been cii the 11111)R...0.a/11 that tht, 111051deL site nose a play er ean

.,sake in a hockey ga lit Is to Lill Ills opponent-, skull with stick Young football players
learned out than sAL.:ks ago that the best say to haildie a pc sty %side filets el Is to !lase a
deteIlsIS e halfback ire lulu a well piked elbow to the tav, The whole scene is further
eonipheated by the yet. real question it us hat does the general public really want to see in a

spOtts LODI, S,111 LSILICULL it us hat the) us tilt may he found in this quote I rknii a resent issue.,
tit.SpOrt% !ibis!, aft a t i 9) I lie phrase makes the hit -eelioing the mobsters tern) fur murder is

much in segue I \ph IsISL cuulast, %Sail the im plied promise tit caned ttbs, gut. head, legs or
oates. et, Is one of the most aurae tiuc features of the game for some +pee tators Listen to

I lovsarkl ( k 'sell Heel Ith L L L LItellIL III atter .4 dOcti.R lint...wan has L oldok. ked a

quarterbae 'K. or a title iis, back has all but destroyed a v. ide rceciu er Brutal eontaet is one
thing pro h,ituil Is selling. s us 11,11 the crash teaches his player, to exec.- %kith %Igor and

elk lent.% It bad enough that the example is being set and had enough that certain
sc nlelitillourst Iet sk alit to LL this kind kit heti.% tor. but the ultinia,: vs rong is that some of
our high se hoof Ade tc LS ,outs of out high sLliot 1 LOaL 11L.S ne strong indications that
they .11 to emulate this kind of !what !or

I lie see ond probl-iii that t !lase added to this LOilipIL IS inn niy opinion the most

signif ant one of art ILIL, lists' 10 alt. sLas Ilk iusdia hailLIIL the plohleiii and %kill disc uss this

in so i: detail In .1 moment

Be, or. I di sk. ii1N sl flat I L olIsIdL I tO he some ill tht, mann- issues and deuelopments in spurts
saki, 1 the high school IL el. kt ills k. t tins 01 tut" gismilt1 rules I list I hat e dealt largely ,Init
1101 e C aslsslu. %Sall the situation as it exists in the 'state of Vs i seonsin +Ince this is the seene
usllh wl In I ,Ill 11101 1.1111111,AI )LL Otidh I has., .hoseti to teolat t the word. Issues. with the
word. N 'Urns

I %%rot. like hi pit sell us hat I L onside( to be tour tit Ilk 1110st pie- sing Li)MC(11S and

developments that relate to them



Concern Number 1
"'Injuries in the high school program are rampant First, let rr give you the scene as it is

presented by our news media I will at the same time be addressing myself to the problem I
mentioned earlier, that is the manner .n which the mass media handles the reporting of the entire
injury situation and right along with this the irresponsible remarks by some individuals
who should know better.

From the Chicago Tribune (2). Title of the Ankle 'NH. I njunes Cost Money Too." The
article deals primarily with professional football, however, th -re is link doubt that as the
typical reader goes through it. high school programs suffer. if in no other way from guilt by
association, Some excerpts from the article. Quoting the physician from the San Diego
Chargers: "By the second or third game of the season. I find everybody is hurt."

Quoting the author of the article "Without radical rules changes. and an equally improbable

altering of coach and player attitudes, Amman football will continue to be the world's most
injurious team sport With a casualty rate of I 00r4 ." Now all of a sudden. the article is dealing
with American football as a whole, it started out dealing with professional football. At one
point in the article, the authors used their "freed..an of the press" to make comparisons with
England's rugby The comparisons, by the way, were based on the opinions of one British
physician.

Again from the Chicago Tribune (3). Title "Annual Epki-mic in Prep Football.'' In spite of
this title, over 75( of the article, to be conser%atie, deals with injury reports at nd statistics
from football at the professional, college and unis,ersity levels In addition. many of the qt JICS

regarding what exists at the high school le el art. once again, found to be nothing more than the
opinion of a single individual.

The Wis( onstn State Journal (7). Title. "Football. The most Hazardous Sport." Reference
is made to 300,000 adult and child injuries requiring emergency treatment ecery year. as well
as about 20 deaths The ankle deals w ith football all the way from the sand lot le% el up through
the professional level No distinctions are made regarding injury frequency at one level or
another,

Now fu. ne granddaddy of them all ABC .Netts Close p ( I i, 'Danger in Spurts. Paying
the Pnce.'' Broadcast 0% er the .BC tele% ision network on NIonday October 14. 1975, 8.00 to
9:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time

The intent of this one hour national broadcast was. to me. suspicious. IA hen I saw the script as
published by the American Broadcasting Company Those of you w ho N,1% this (Nicest) may
remember the opening quotes

Opening line from the actual script' Speaking inks Bergman "More than
800,000 American youngsters are injured in high school t iotball ewers year. Why''"

"You are looking inside a damaged human knee . One 01 hundreds of thousands injured
each year Of those injured scores of thousands eau -up being operated on. Thousands of
those are high school football players. No one is cure how many."

"We let our sons play football with equipment that too often is dangerously inadequate.
Why?"

but enough of that"!!
Unfortunately, what the viewing public did nut knom, is that these opening statements.

inherently over dramatized and misleading. all appear on the hi st page: of the script. under the
one word heading "Tease

If one looks up the definition of the word "tease" in Webster s New Collegiate Dietionary it
reads as follows "To sex, harass. or irritate by petty reoie:sts, or jests and raillery" That last
word sent me to another page in the dictionary Allele I found "raillery joking ndieule,
pleasantry touched with satire, banter So much for the opening

I will not bore you with the sensation seeking contents of the balance of the program expect to
point out that the title to the next portion of the sLript in my opinion says it all. There at the top of
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page 3 is the testimonial to the validity of the entire show That title. Act I.
The unfortunate thing about all of this is that ev en though there are numerous valid statistical

reports available on sports injuries at various levels and for the various sports, these reports
receive very little atteiltion. The reports highlighted by the media are the isolated cases
Inv of ing the quadnplegi, or the death AIL but alas! Such is the nature of our "free press.''

Yet anotner very misleading and unfair dimension to all of this is that frequently w hen one of

these articles appears. it is written as if no one cares or is doing any thing about athletic injuries.

The net result of all of this is misunderstanding by the general public This misunderstanding
is perhaps best summed-up by the tallow ing t rout flu f orlon in an issue of Tune Magazine (6),
w here a reader writes to the editor I have a time saving idea Why don't we speed-up the
course of the National football Leagues apparent ev olution by next year giv ing all defensive
linemen battle axes and maces and all offensive linemen shields and spears, and throw out the
football since it only gets iii the way [hen sound the trumpets, drop the handkerchief, and
cheer the carnage while American football, character nand sportsmanship, burn

Even this observation made by one reader was prompted by an earlier article dealing with
professional football, but ended in an indictment tit 'American tootball, character and
sportsmanship

If reports of this kind are exaggerated. what are the facts?
The most accurate look I can gi.e you concerns the athletic injury picture in Wisconsin

f rum the data collected in our insurance program or Benefit Plan, which isconducted by our
State Association office, we are able to draw the following conclumons regarding football
injunes in Wisconsin public high schools during the 1974 season.

The odds of a high sellout football player being injured were approximately 16 out of 100
Yes, in the State of W Isc0111111, a player s chances of being injured during the 1974 season were

approximately one out of six
But lees look a little closer at this one chance out of six.
The injury a football player was most likely to sustain was a contusion The next most likely

injury was a. sprain
These Iwo %.411111:01-1,s rhardly serious or permanently disabling injunes) together comprised

nearly 75't of the ..lances of injury of any kind In other vs orils, the odds of an injury that was
more serious than either of these was something less than five out of ev cry one hundred injuries

to take the renaming categoric, only some of which are more serious, the odds were
something like this

Fract ures 1 out of every 7 mimes or
I out of every 46 participants

Lacerations I out of ev cry 27 injuries or
I out of every 170 participants

Dislocations 1 out of every 44 mimes or
I out of every 281 pat ticipants

Contusions 1 out of every 44 injuries or
! out of every 283 participants

Dental
Invoices I out of every '0 injuries or

I out of every 444 participants

Knee

Surgery I out of even 74 injuries or

Abrasions I out 01 es en,

1 out of eser),

110 injuries or
I out of every

478

707 participants



Punctures 1 out of every 220 injuries or
1 out of every

Burns I out of every 4860 injuries or
1 out of every

Hernia 0 out of every 4860 injuries or
0 out of every

1.414 participants

31,108 participants

31,108 participants

Don't let me do to you what sonic of the sensation seekers have done with their statistics. In
order for these figures to be meaningful, some explanations are necessary. First of all. what

does the Benefit Plan consider an injury' The system includes as an injury any incident that
results in a clam being paid by our Benefit Plan This means .he athlete has seen a doctor and a
bill has been submitted Another question that has to be answered is what percentage of our
schools ana athletes are Included in our data baser Slightly over 935E of the public high schools
are involved in the Benefit Plan This inv olv es over 30.000 football players. Because 7( of our
schools are not involved, and not all football players are covered by our Benefit Plan, our
30,000 plus data bank represents approximately 85ri of the total public high school football
players in the state Unless the injury picture is astronomical in the 15% of the players who are

not included in the data, it is relatively safe to assume that our figures are valid for the entire
football population.

Are there any possible flaw s in these data? Certainly one could theorize that some athletes
suffer injuries that should be seen by a doctor but because their coach is concerned that they
will be kept out of compention they are not sent vu the phy sista!). On the other hand, one could
also theorize that the numI er of athletes that go to see a phy sicien is LAM sisit.rably higher than it
would be if there were no financial coverage for the doctor's services The point here is simply
that we are not tnaking oursels es s J !Rabic in W isconsin by making unw arranted claims on the
basis of the data we has e We are reporting factual information from a large data base that
seems to be an excellent indicator of certain types of risks involved in the sport of football.
Incidentally, these figures were made as ,tilable to ABC. pnor to their telecast. but they chose
not to use them.

Remember, these figures are for the injured who see a doctor What about those who don't
see a doctor" Quite honestly we have no data

What trends, if any. have we seen in football injuries in WI sl onsin over an extended period
of years^ We have seen v irtually no change in the percentage of injuries falling into each of the
categories of contusions, sprains, fractures, (11 Similarly. we have seen no change in the
incidence of injury as related to games versus practice. «e have. however. seen a steady
decrease in the injury ratio over the past ten years. The 1964 injury ratio was 20.25. The 1974
injury ratio was nearly fist: full points below this 115 62) Incidentally, this steady decrease in

the injury ratio is paralleled by the steady decrease in the number of fatalities per 100,000
participants. as reported by the National Federation of State High School Associations over the
same ten year period.

Concern Number 2

Conditions, facilities and services surrounding amateur athletics are poor at best. Develop-
ments dealing with this problem include D topmcnt Anntber One A recent survey
including responses from over 8.2r'i of the 424 high school, in the State of Wisconsin indicated
the following. a) less than 12% of the schools have a specified team physician. If the school has
over 1000 students the likelihood of the athletic teams hav ing a specific indiv idual as their team

physician is doubled and almost tripled. b) user 55% of the schools have a phy sic Ian at some of
'their athletic contests Those contests are most frequently. football. hockey, wrestling, c)
approximately 80'4 of the schools indicated that they Away s rely on a physician to determine
when an athlete can return to practice or competition, it 63% of all schools indicated that they
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do have a set policy regarding immediate first aid in the event of injury. er tar less than IN of
all head coaches have no training of any kind in connection with athletic nones. f) slightly less
than 40"c of the schools responding had a student trainer. g) nearly 5O' of the schools indicated
an interest in hiring a certified trainer within the next two to six years, h) over 70ii of the
schools have a training room, 1) over 63ri of the schools have a specified budget for athletic
train.ng equipment. supplies. et, j) nearly 60C( of the schools do notify a ph> slum' in advance
of their home contests.

The details of these data incidentally show clearly that the larger the school, the more
adequate are the facilities and services.
Develop:nem Number Tito The State of New York is in the midst of an extensive
experimental program in w hich athletes, both boys and girls. are placed into competition on the
basis of their phy seal abilities and physiological maturation as opposed to their chronological
age and year in school One of the stated purposes of the program is to determine whether or not
such classifications and placement of athlete, will reduce the incidence of injuries associated
with various sports.
Dec elopment Number Three In Wisconsin as I am sure is the case in most states no
indiv 'dual may participate in interscholastic athletics without the benefit of a thorough medical
examination before doing so.
Detelopment Number Four In Vv isconsin as I am Sure-again in many states we are making
extensive use of a Medical Ads isory Committee. This Committee made up of nine physicians
from across the State of Wisconsin, advises the Executive Staff and Board,of Control of the
High School Athletic Association on any and all matters that haul even the slightest health and
safety ramifications This includes regulations concerning seasons, game rules, conduct of
tournaments, physical examinations, ete
Detehmment Number flit Literature dealing with sport, injuries and sports safety could
currently fill a small library To name a few we have, Coaches Guide to Safe Football.''
prepared by the National Federation of State High School Associations. 'Current Sports
Medicine issues. Selected Problem', in Sports Satin; both published by the ASCSA of the
Amene-an Alliance tor Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 'Comments in Sports
Medicine published hy the American Medical Association rhe Encyclopedia of Sports
Science and Medicine' prepared hy the American College of Spurts Medicine published by
McMillian Company 1 he ion and Sport smidn sue, I 1110111111), journal published by

McGraw Hill Incorporated
The list goes on and on and includes literally hundreds it publication) as well as position

statements by such organirations as the American Medical Association. the American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, the American College of Sports Medicine, the National
Athletic Trainer's Association and the American Academy of Family Practice
De telopment Aionber Sit In the State of Wisconsin athletic trainers have organised
themselves into an association Admittedly this currently includes primarily trainers at the
college level. but will no doubt trickle down into the high school level in a short time
De ehTment Vumbe r St Icon As %vas indicated in the Wisconsin survey, over 50'; of our
schools do have a phy sician present in the sports that arc 111k1st likely to produce lajury Perhaps

the reason that there arc still nearly 50(/ that do not have phy sic ians present is siinply the age
old problem of not enough I 1) s to go around I am not sure what the final solution to that
problem is unless it is Slitiply to involve paramedics or certified trainers instead of M.D.s
Another rout, of course, vc uuld be to incrvase the anniunt of training that the coach must have
to qualify for isconsm v. ith the help of our State Department of Public
Instruction We 1110A have a I'm inissic coaches c end ic anon program. OW' lOaches are not

required to he certified this is definitely a step in the right direction
And finally. is far as super% Ishii' or guidance from the slate athletic association in general are

concerned. .11 Wisconsin. we have had numerous workshop,. meetings and publications



directed toward the subject of athletic, injury and treatment. Last year. we conducted ten
workshops throughota.the state that were attended by nearly 500 high school coaches represent
mg nearly half of our member school, that dealt with injuries related to sports. Ede h w orkshop

was conducted by an athletic trainer and a physician. In addition, there have been similar
workshops conducted by trainers' organizations, pm ate insurance companies. pm ate physi
cians, our Athletic Directors' Association, our Coaches' Association, etc

On the national level. there are similar efforts. Examples include meetings of the AMA's
Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports. the NATA and the countless other similarly
interested organizations The pm ate sector has show n its interest through such efforts as the
Wilson Sporting Goods Company 's film on football safety Dr Kenneth S Clarke, an educator
currently at Penn State University has formuiated the National Athletic Injury; Illness Reporting
System (NAIRS) The United States Government, through its Consumer Product Safety
Commission has included in its National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS), a
category in which injuries associated with sports and recreation are tabulated

I am concerned. however, that there is what could be called a know ledge gap or credibility
gap in the area of sports safety Kelly and Kale nak (4) in a recent article in the Journal of Sport,
Methe le have fairly conclusively documented the existence of such a knowledge gap. Of
those coaches that are not phy sical education teachers the vast majority would probably suffer
front an even larger knowledge gap

The credibility gap that I refer to may he a figment of niy ow n imagination. I do. however.
sense as I move around the State of W iN4-011.1111 a feeling on the part of the people dealing directly

with the athletes that the people from the "I% or) Tower. that is the research people and;or
administrative supervisors do not know w hat they are talking about Perhaps this is simply the
old resistance to change. but whatever it is. it does in niy opinion present a significant obstacle
to the necessary adaptation of new tumid information that could help reduce sports injuries. A
perfect example of this is the Philadelphia study that show s without question that knee anu
ankle injuries can be reduced by 50r; in football by simply adopting the use of molded sole
football shoes When presented with these data, a significant number of coaches. at least in the
State of Wiseon,in, ebise to ignore the data. W e have, how e%er. adopted a rule that will require
all schools by 1980 to use only molded soles of soccer sty le football shoes

Concern,Number Three
Finances may become a factor contributing to unsafe conditions `se have all heard of

counties, 'situations across the Enited States that indicate that the tightening of budgets in every
phase of our society including the public schools may have a SCr1011., effect on the athletic
program and sRecifically on the quality of safety facilities. equipment and services available to
that program. The budget problem,, are a very real thing It you don't think they are, check with
the citizen, of Rockford, Illinois. a community not over 75 miles northwest of Cmeag, that was
forced to drop its entire offering of ex,tra eurriculai atm% ties including the athl..tic program
et fecti% c this year In my opinion athletic programs can he conducted safely without that
dimension causing a signifieant problem There arc many frills and fancies that could he cut
from even the typical high school athletic budget that would have no negative effect on the
eon lawns of safety surrounding that program 1 o mane a few. pre and post game meals. new
uniforms e very year or even every other year. travel by charter bus instead of school bus and
awards programs

Concern Number Four
The last area of concern that I %%mild mention is that of litigation
This too, w ill he discussed later in this conference I would. therefore, limit my remarks

simply to an expression of deep persk nil uniecrm when I hear if judgments being handed dow n
by the coups in the amount of five million dollars in one single incident.
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Conclusions and itccompendations
I personally Lan eon& w no other conclusion after having viewed and reviewed the overall

sports safety situation as it now exists in this eountry except to compare it to an explosion in a
feather factory. The present approach to the study of this subject show s hundreds of individual
efforts moving in their own individualized and uneoarinnated directions Each of these
feathers, or efforts, if you will, when viewed individually has a very neat, orderly and precise
path it takes in arriving at its destination. but cad' is a very small part of the total picture
On the other hand, the v iew of the total is something less than orderly and is in fact ehautie. Not

only are all of the feathers taking their own route, but the mosaic meludes feathers from
chickens, turkeys, pheasants, pigeons, robins, eagles, and probably a buzza,d or two.

As my 15 year old daughter would put it, I suggest that we "get it all together... Cervinly all
of the answers are not available within that explosion in the feather faetury. Many of them,
however, are and we have been derelict in our duty and are now paying the puce. Unless we
"get with it" we may pay an even higher price in the very near future.

Specifically, I would repeat the reeommend,;tions I made at the midwinter Executive
Committee meeting of the NaiionalSederation of State High School Associations in Portland
Oregon on January 6, 1976.

If we really believe we have something good going here in athletics, ineludinghe game of
football, as intelligent people vie should be able to sc.: that there are threats to its existence as we

now know it, and should be able to du something w reduce or chilli nate those threats In v iew of
the ominous rumblings Leaning from legislators, the mass media and certain influential
individual's and in spite of ,lie fact that more often than not these rumblings emanate from
misleading or misinterpreted information, it is my opinion that some agency should formulate a
task force to deal with this problem. Being 4 bit presumptuous and in the great Amencan
tradition of acronyms. I would suggest that the Committee's name be C I-D-S, pronounced
"KIDS" and standing for "Committee on Injury Data and Safety Whether CIDS is a
Committee of its ow n, or otherwise organized. is of little eunsequence.

What! am aboia to recommend is somewhat speeifie. Let's not lose the war or even a battle
because of a nail If there arc details best added, deleted or atfercd in the recommendation, so be
it. But, I feel strongly we must begin NOW! We Lan nit pick later if necessary.

I would reeommend that the Committee on Injury Data and Safety ,CIDS), eompnsed of
selected knowledgeable individuals. be formulated to discuss the situation in depth and that the

Committee be given the following specific charges.
'I. Meet as soon as possible and on an ongoing basis.
2. Construct a schema for defining shorts injemes in a meaningful way
3 Construct appropnate data col'efaion tools.
4. Construct a systet.i tat will gather accurate and meaningful data km athletic injuries of all

types, in all 'ports. and at specific program levels.
5. Provide for the analysis and interpretation of the data collected
6. Make these data and findings, Ain g w ith reeonimendations, available to appropriate Hiles

committees as well as equipment manufacturers
7. Assist the sponsoring agency with the immediate implementation kit an aggressive Lam

paign to:
a. Disseminate information regard, ig the Committee and its functions
b. Disseminate information dee doped through thL work of the Committee in an effort to

insure that legislators. the mass media and the general publiL reeeive a tair and ai.eurate

deccnpuon of conditions its they exist
To eontinue as we have in the p,t, %%e can at he expect shin/111144 situation That is. we

Lan continue to hear outbursts from the mass media and others regarding our lack tit concern
and lack tit down to in.pro. e the situation 1%, e, in turn, can coatinue to be defensive whenever

attacked. At the v i rst, we Lan expeet a draniatie Inerease in aetion in two areas The lust is
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litigation, Our courts will become more and more crowded with lawsuits mvulsing sports
injuries The second iN legislation Such legislation may be somewhat unpalatable to many of
us in the business of athletic administration!

I am being somew ha, selfish I need thn, system Just descnbed to answer the questions put

tome by, administrators, coaches, parents and athletes' W hats ac adable now does not give me
the opportunity to give intelligent and conc in ng answer, to the questions :hat are being asked.
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The Program for Girls and Women

Marlene Adrian
Washington Slate University
Pullman

The recent expansion of girls and women's sports programs in the scimels has resuite in
many changes in program organization and school and public philosop.., aboet the female and
athletics The trend within the' :gh schools Lonsis_ of local league Lompetivon culminating in
district and state championships Intercollegiate competition includes local leagues. state and
interstate (regional) c omttietitions culminating in national tourna,-.ientsin almost a dozen sports.
More and more women are actively pursuing a degree or educational specialization in athletics.
specifically in coaching, administraticm sports news broadeastin , acid athletic training. More
monies are be.ng made available to finaree the women's and girls' programs. The recruitment
of high school girls for college team., and the . arding of scholarships are increasing. All high
school athletic star' av probably expect to be Lunt toted by at least one schoul interested in her
potential for an athletic scholarship.

Concomitant , ith this increased competition and Jar, :r number of competitors is an
increased interest b, the mass media This may be due ,n part to the improved quality of
performance, but most likely is due to the advert of TITLE IX and the realization that girls and
women deserve or will deniani) equality of coverage Publ., interest and eonLern is at a new
'igh and the commercial capitalization on this interest is astronomical.

I believe that these dev elopmen s of enhanced sports opportunities for girls and women. th,
drive for equality and the attainment of Lie male lode! of sport may eat.se those in athieties for
the female to igno: baste safety lasues. With this in mind. I have ehosen to discuss seven basic
sport safety issues c unnee ted with th status and future direction of girls and wo nen's sports.
Other persons nngat state these issues to other ways or group them differently. I have ehosen to
present the oa' ... issues in the form of questions similar to the way a coach or administrator
might pose the questions.

The sere -. issues will be discussed separately in the follov ing pages. but are listed prior to
dr,cuSsion.

What arc safe lengths of seasons. auniber games per week. and adequate Londitioning
for female athletes?

2 Flow should competition be grouped. used. age or site of participants. site of schoo'.
etc.')

3 What constitutes tfe equipment and facilities?
4 In IA hich sports and lin.f.zr which loud 'thins are special protective t.'.ev K., required. and

what should be tit iandards for mese devices'?
5 Do the rules of the sport promote,sale play?
6, Are the kinetic aspects of movement patterns dangerous enough to exceed human

tolerances?
7 What should be the qualifications Yid Nilo*: of wadies. trainers. medical personnel.



officials, and administrators so that safe sports programs for girls and women can be
maintained?

What are safe lengths of seasons, number of games per week, and adequate conditioning
fpr, female athletes?

Increased emphasis on winning, recruitment and athletic scholarships have .ed to longer
seasons and more games per week for the female athletes NAOWS, AlAW, and other girls'

and women's sports associations haveovnttert i.hilusuphical statements and policies concernin&
the length of season and number of games per week ark' per day Pressures. however. to get
more competitive experience and therefore to change these policies are great As it is. w len

tend to play more contests per two-day period than du many male teams Possibly this is a Larry
over from the days when lack financing necessitated "nviking every trip count"

There is Inadequate physiological research to indicate tne .afe time intervals between
contests. Different athletes respond differently to the same stresses of a contest Indic Ida s are'
at different levels of conditioning and recover at different rates Recall, for example. Olympic
cou.peutors who have won all the long distance events of a particular year. a woman who
earned three gold medals in hack events spanning three day s, and anothe, peson who earned
seven gold medals in swimming events. It would be v ery difficult for us to .,ay what the specific
limits of a particular person are at this time.

Concerning physiological stress. one nt..,t ask the question. Hpw much conditioning is
necessary for girls and women to participate in certain prescnbediengths,. of contests and
seasons? Similar to the past history in male sports, many women have been 'all stars" in all
sports. They finished plic competitive season and went immediately into the next sport There
was little in the way of specific conditioning. The natural kill ai, I fitness levels of the athletes
were assumed to be adequate for the start of the season. Now, howev er, therc is evidence to
indicate that -ontests arc being lost by the team which is not adequately conditioned ph> siolog

to perform at high speeds and:or for long durations This may be the reason for the
prevalence of new conditioning programs, new publications concerned with conditioning of
women's teams, and of single season ,ports pet formers

The answer to the question of frequency of competition may well rest in other areas
Research into biorhythms of female athletes suggests further need to evaluate the relationship
of biorhythms and :,putt., performances In addition, there is coacern for the mental health or
safety of wo,nen who are camp:wive athletes and lull time students There is also concern for
the male athlete and his student status.

Efforts are being made to plan cientifically the optimum lengths of seasons, the most
appropriate conditioning programs and other factors for optimum preparation of each athlete
for competition. Mere are two aspects. however, whicb need more research (a) to what extent
will the athlete be conditioned for later life, the p-ost-ethletics period, if single sport emphasis
becomes the pattern, and (to to what extent have the requirements for the sport been adequately
assessed. This latter point will be discussed under a subsequent tonic

How should competition be grouped: coed, age or size of participants, size of school,
etc.?

This is an area in which much precedent exists and some research has been Ignored Sports
for males have been highly ortian.zed for many years. There tee groupings ac .aiding to age,
school size, and weight classif.cations. The trend in sports programs tor girls and women is to
utilize the traditional male model. From a biomechtuncal research and safety point of view
sports should be equally safe for all participants. Therefore, competition .thould be based upon

weight, lean body weight. or phy Nik logical age of athletes or combinations of these
factors. In seine sports, forces and energies v. be abs. lbed by the athlete's body are pendent
upon forces and energies imparted by dn. opponents. Bearing this in mind, is the traditional.
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more comer ement method of group.ag athletes the best methad from the standpoint of the satety
of the athletes in all ports or is anew model ne,:essary?

What constitutes safe equipment and facilities?
Women coaches, athletes and administrators are demanding the best or highest pnced

equipment, or equipment comparable to that of the men There are two directions that I belfee
these indie 'duals must take in the future. They must demand that manufacturers. ,i) design
clothing which allows perspiration to eeapurate, b) use fibres which resi.,i tearing. c) dee elop
specific shoes for spe-itie play ing surfaces su that the shoe surface interface will be safe. d)
make equipment which is sirtually unbreakable. e) use colors which facilitate response of
perceptual processes to -fast play'', and 0 insestigate a multitude of other safe designing
schemes Secondly. the athletic personnel must esaluate constantly the new equipment and its
effect on the sarrous aspeets of the snort. They must become aware of the role of the ASTM
Committee on Sports Equipment and Facilities and utilize its findings.

In which sports and under which conditions are special protective devices required, and
what should be the standards for these devices?

Traditionally. girls and women hale show n less concern fur, or have ignored the exi.tenee
of, a need for spec tat proteetie e equipment Exceptions are eye glasses guards and field hockey

shin guards, as well as those body protectors specified by the rules of softball, fencing and goal
keeping type sports The use of mouth protectors. wrappings. knee pads. heel cups. etc.
been minimal The present women coaches "grew up" without many protectiee dee lees. They
didn't need them, why would today 's female thletc:, need them? The issue IS compounded b,
the fact that ads erasing of Irian) of the protec ee dee ices includes lists of benefits su lung thc.t
they appear to even "cure the common cold". Coaches arc skeptical.

The approach that I would propose is that women coaches become 'neutered in the research

process Data must be collected with respect to the possible dangers to the female athlete, the
requirements for protectise des lees, and possible litigations which could ensue should these
deer lees not be worn Data from the NAIRS data yank, coupled with bitimeehanteal research,
may pro side informatioli needed to relate causes ul monies to pack of special protective
devices Conferences in ;$ ing researchers, lawyers and athletic personnel should be planned.
so that instances of undue nsk to the athlete will be decreased.

Do the rules of the sport promote safe play?
The National r.ssottation of Girls and women's Sports, NAGWS (formerly DGWS.

NSGWA stk. ) has had a long history of rules construction, cealuatiori, and modification. The
organization has usually been entieized for being too consereatiee, which In essence kept the
game 'too safe" for the participants The motto of the urganitato qi has been ha the good of
those who play" Toddy there is increased pressure for !IAGIVS to participate in the standardi-
zation of rules. either adopting comparable rules used by mien or adoptmg international rules.
These p. es reflect the possible new rule of girls and women's school sport programs for
the preparation of prole ssumal and Olympic competitors How will these pressures for such
rule, change the philosophy of spurts for fen tales' This seems to due to he the mann danger to
the safety aspeets of sports W ill the philosophy 1,1 w inning alter the manner of play ' The sports

rules for males arc inundated with penalty clauses as a result of participants' deliberate
circunisention of rules and perhaps eeen deliberate attempts to injure opponents. We sec
eeidenee of these action. appearing In V, omen',, sports competition This suggests, then, that
research i neeJed which Lan predict the future philosophy of spar. t a girl, and women in our
society and thereby p ciente guidane, m the mothfieation t sport ri., before unsafe conditions
occur, rather than after t' ey occur
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Are the kinetic aspects of movement patterns dangerous enough to exceed human
tolerances?

Sine athletic nuunes occur in situatums where all safety precautions have been taken with
respect to medical examinations. equipment, facilities, proteciiv e devices, and equality of
competition, this raises the question of human tolerances. Are we exceeding the lamb of the
human body, for example, exceeding the strength of bone, muscle, ligaments and tendons, or
exceeding the ability of the nervous system to control and regulate interplay of muscular
activity? Possibly the answer Ices in the conduct of more research concerning the forces and
moments which need to be withstood by the body and then the design of comparable
conditioning activities. Further, possibly the answer can be found in the identification of
psychological resputsea to the competitive stress and their effects upon the control of muscular
activity. Whatever the reason, coaches must be cognitant of these possibilities as they present
new techniques for performance, or improve an athlete's performance to such an extent that
acceleration rates cause high increases in forces and stresses upon the athlete's body.

What should be the quilifications and functioris of coaches, trainers, medical personnel,
officials, and administrators in order to maintain safe sports programs for girls and
women?

This question would be answered if all the problems discussed under the firm six basic safety

issues were solved. One of the pnmary functions attic coaehe:,. health care and administration
personnel is to make spurts safe for the female athlete From this general statement, I would like
to restrict my remarks in tins discussion to what might be termed pri_ no, qualifications and
functions. Other speakers at this conference have elaborated un many of the responsibilities of
athletic personnel. Therefore, I will not repeat their continents except as I ,iew them as priority
needs for the women's program.

The pnmary qualification of athletic personnel should be knowledge of anatomy, phy mol
ogy, , biomeehanics, and sports medicine topics. I believe that, although the women coaches un
the average have had a better background and more interest in these areas than haN c he men in

athletics, the women are still ill prepared to meet the challenges of sports programs for girls and

women. However, as evidenced by the leadership in the Association of Intercollegiate Athlet
les for Women (AIAW) and NAGWS there is evidence that w omen athletic administrators
agree that these know ledges are important qualifications for athletic personnel, especially the
coaches. Hopefully this w ill become a required qualification. and nut remain on the optional
list, as sports maybe take on a greater urgency in binning and greater public concern

The doer particular pnonty qualification I %mild state is that some of the leadership
personnel or some of the athletic coaches aid administrators should be women. Now I am not
saying this purely as a NNUmcn's libber. but I , ay to y ou that if the men that are available, have a

background as athletic tiainers pnmanly in the foutball area. aie they any more qualified than
women who have experienced many t es of competition. to actually serve in a capacity with

tennis and basketball teams: omer know a little bit about what kinds of things happen.
cause they have been through the program
In addition, stanctimes the philosophy differs between a particular male coach and a

particular w omen athletic departmer.t. Wiien a person w ho is going to coach a men's team
happens to be a woman. that woman has to Nee things roin the viewpoint c the male. so to

speak. If she is givng to Loach fencing, she has to learn how to fence the saber. and the epee as

well as the foil. She needs to fence against men She needs to be able to watch the males in
competition, she needs to get a sense of a feel of the sty le and the kinds of things that are
happening. Therefore. at this point we probably need io make SUE.: that some of the women are

still taking the leadership roles in the women spurt's world N11 that they wdl be able to continue
to bulk, athletics for girls and women without expertencing a vast demarkation in philosophy
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Conclusion.

These seven issues of sports sato., resolve theins Ives into one question. Do there have to be
sports injuries physical or mental' It is not enough to copy the male model. since that model
has rot solved all the safety problems and there has been an over emphasis on safety. in footl,all.
Rather, in those instances where answers have been found through the history of male sports
programs, we need t' determine whether or riot these aiweis call be applied to the female
programs If so. they should be applied If not, a search fo, new approaches must be made. The
whole question of sports safety must he Audied cooperatively by those interested in sports.
Efforts of the spo.isonng agencies of this conference, and groups involved with the Joint
Commission on Safety and CompetitiNe Safeguards in Spurts need to expand with other
organizations The NAGWS Research Committee might place greater emphasis upon encour-
agement of research. specifically in sports s tfety Their forth owing publication, NAGWS
RESEARCH REPORTS VOLUME 111 will contain several articles related to this topic.

Safety is safety, the principles are the same although the specifics will differ w an respect to
the sport, level of skill or style of play. and environment of play Those in athletics must take
action to instigate a scientific approach to anal:, zing safety aspects of sport. Possibly the model
for evaluating sport safety in field hockey. appearing ,n the new safety of sports publication
from AAHPER. might provide a model for\u"te in all sports Using this model one can identify
the participants. the env ironment and possible unsafe factors. One then plans the research
design to determine possible causes and ways to alleviate the uns,te factors or practices.
Implementation of a plan of action to reduce the unsafe situation is the next step. The final step
is to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan.

Athletic personnel must slaw the des elopment, rccognizi. the issues and determine the best
way to make sports safe for girls and women
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The Recreational Programs

Ben Harris.
's,attont11 Sah-t1 Couto

(ho toze

The resseational programs in ho h 1 Afil about to speak range from team competition to
indo. idual assomplishinent. tram hard hitting somas t sports to passi% isUlt Fitteen years

of resreational adminilt14111011 and Oa, hing arc southwest ..nth extensis L National Safer.

Counsil N SC.) desk and field sork uI tornang 11)111Ions and the Milos.. mg perspestis e

National Safety Council Recreational Safety Program
Within the National C ouni.11's stitit.Mre. re....tcalq,11.11 safety responsibilities are

s.)ordinated trout Salo, Department u:lish t, N ithin the nes.I created Community

Satety Resourses (ifotip irtually all ssurational and non OA. upattonal departments ss 'thin

the Cuunsil aid constituent, of the ( 01111,11 LAMA: res National safety programs and sirs Ise., of

NS(
o date. IL: National Sale( . Cttutt.II s rc.m.ttu nal at ct, programs. Foie,. t. and set.% ices

has e been quits e rs Med . \quailsasu.one ins lu test:ash 011 attitudes regard' ng personal

flotation des ices. utspe.ttun of state and tedera; resrsational areas. partisipation on the
Consumei Product Safety Cumuli National Si'. limning Pool institute's SIAIII1l11111t! Pod

Slide SI.Ilidad elopineilt (_oninnits.L. Nork 011 a study to determine sate slo. mg llerths

publisation of se era) neu nithais satiny )ols s and rssently the sr stabil slime nt of a repository

of bt...ung satet edusationa' naterials Additionally. members of NS staff has e st.'0ed on

somminces in allied or .mtta Lions utt ludutiths Coilu. tlturNationalCoolierationinAquatics.
National Su miming Pool f mind ''on. National -% ,sosiation 01 State Boating Lass Admmis
trators. National Sate Boating C ,Hats International Su miming Nall o: I .one. anti others

In sinus mobile sat et . NS( staff is semi 114; sal th,: Silos+ mobile SafetN, ant. Certilis awn

Commutes. sompiling and publishi.i. an annual S11111111.11, of SE related

at.t.tdent staostiss. and currently %se ate uorking On .t satety guide Camping. oft road

recreational chides and shouting tiLIR ities ate closely monitored In addition. v. e's e main-

t ned an as ti. e interest to the Nankin if Athletie I.cuiry Illness Reporting Sy stem of Penn State
(.no.ersity and ilia N LISS program ill the Consume! Produst Safety Commission A Resit:a

tional Safety Ness stetter is published and sent monthly to member and not member siCosi.1

ers
the Counsil s Pubh. Safety ( ontcrensc ins nibership of 75 men and %omen .(linkers had

from 23 states and Canada f hese prof essomals epre sent nutty areas ins !Wittig education.

industry. business, gukerlillItill. 1.I1 s OiLellit. Pt .11151 puhii ers Ite agenoes The

Conterense members set' e the National Safety C ou i.,: as sonsultants tsars for specific

accident countermeasure program identilisation. des lopment and implementation Certain

sub publiss has e been '.114,,,led out lot sons cried P..opl ins ol.ed m uater, an- 1g.

shooting. V. inter and oft -road rssrsatnnial s ehis le leisuts and s »rung aLtR Ines (101N has 'he
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benefit of Conference Standing Committee action
Committee deliberations ri Ia.. Lkinsiderations Ilk lude selection. use. niaintenanee, storage

and proper disposal of products, teehniques and qualities of dui% ay super, ISIOn, cfteL(ISC
facility secunty, soluntary and mandator} performance standard, for merchandise, personal
protective apparel and equipment, rules and traditions that gos,ern ity eonduet, enforce-
ment policies and procedures. ens ironmental and economic inipaet, and facility design. The
Public Safety Conference actisities also Inc orporai., I..IOperato,c efforts with the tither Confer-
ences of the Council In this regard. Congress program, arc r intly planned and presented
annually by Conference members.

Many Have a Stake in Sports Safety
It was not until I left coaching that I fully realircd the extent to which non-tzat.hers mid

extensive commitments to sports safety tc recently met with doctms, lawyers, manufactur-
ers, distributors. legislators. :statisticians. lesearchers, tournali,ts and many others who hase
deep comet ns for the safety of the partieipants It may unusual to just recently discoser
many of the studies, programs and conferences,being conducted throughout the country that
directly affect participant performance in recreational actisities in which I was so closely
invoked But, after careful examination and diseussions with former coaching eolleagues. I
find that this is not an unwind situation Coaches nu. A niONliy with other euai.hes, doctors
attend meetings with other doctors. manufacturers meet with either manufacturers, and so on
The end result is that the recreational participants, the person, w ho would benefit the most trout
application of the late,: information, never receive it

Scarcity c f time and trat el fund, arc etnnuton impediments to periodic inter-professional
meetings But. communication difficulties that inhibit technical understanding between its o or
more professions may he a stronger reason for mirequent contacts I know that when the
National Swimming Pool Institute iNSPli,Consumer Product Safety Commissioh Swimming
Pool Slide Standard Del, elopment Committee met, we were fortunate to hate as project
coordinator, Mr Larry ['Julie., of NSPI, a man who has an engineering background tout the
Skills to interpret engineering and manufacturing tout ept , to people Irian other professions
Medical, legal and recreational concept, were also continually being explained as required
Our positise progress as a heterogenetni, tumintttee of consumer,. doctors, physicists,
engineers. manufacturers. last} rs, human factors everts, resea-c hers, tourr.alists. educators.
and others was directly attributatle to continuous effort, at titter professional interpretation In
fact, the most emensIt e deliberations were about decisions relatit e to water depths and
swimming pool slide placement Final deka skins for the standard were based on a etmibination
of scientific onneiples and mathematical calculations as they applied to expected human
behat tor These decisions could not liaise been equitably cstabhshcJ unilaterally the ,arse
type of interpretRe efforts arc impottant at tiltire meetings it multoprotessional groups

Present Recreational Programs
ReLreanonal pmgrains and accompanying safety (actors are eo,nlplex they are interrela-

tionships of people, product,. facilities. ens ironments. attitudes. and tradition. I hey are
combinations of physiological. psychological, kinesiological and all other
factors Current school. park ,licence. its and pirate recreational protalli, arc inure popular
than eter These programs arc, fur the ..cost part. excellent in contey mg to the participants
basic skills required to quality people. as hi:gimlet-, !lowest-I. 1110s1 sports and reereatim.
programs tall .hurt of a,teptabilli) ui too related areas First, many set the programs do not
pros ide the incenti. panic p setts It acquire ails aneed tralning and klow ledge I he minium
rate is high after .1,111pletwii of an intrt kk. t try or beginner s ctiur,e The second met Aleut
program shortcoming is the lack set tune devoted to teaching students how to recogniie
cont'ations that eontributi to accident frequency and set erity I 4X) often these are matters that
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require full explanation and discussion, but are dismissed as common sense items not

worthy of attention. Lchleatoi s caul assist students in risk recognition and recommend means by

which risk can be minimized as desired. Note that I'm not ad c ocating elimination of all risks
from recreational activities. There are apparently many people who participate in certain
activities because of the associated nsks and the benefits dens ed fri m challenging adversity
Recent popularity of skateboarding. hang gliding. parachuting, hot dog skiing, and similar
activities is not attributed to the absence of risk or accident potential. Sonic of these sports
partietpants have a very explicit safety message mai simply says. "Don't go any higher than

you're willing to fall.''

creational Programs and Special Considerations
Recreational program administrators and others concerned with sports safety should address

some of the problems that may not ordinarily be associated with sports or recreational attic
sponsored by a school, park district or city A problem that has not beer. precisely defined but

that is generally recognized IN the role that alcohol play s in accident frequency and

seventy Few studies to date has c been directed toward determining just what effects alcohol
consumption in y anous quantities influences judgments. skill; and reactions similar to those
required in recreational boating. snowwubilmg. sw camping. hunting. and other
activities. Some people !save suggested that blood alcohol concentration tests applicabl to

motor vehicle operators on highway. may he similarly applicable to people participating in

recreational acts ities hue the tests Ma) be appropriate. no studies hay c been completed that

show effect, of alcohol consumption on skills required to safely operate a recreational vehicle

or to safely participate in specific recreational activities
Some attempts to study alcohol ingestion relationships to ree National attic ales have eneoun

wed major Wile miles Plan, to ILM or cc en surcey participants hay e been delay ed or caneelled
because some agencies 11..5c disallowed any authority or junsdieuon to test individuals or
groups at recreational sues Coroners and medical examiners has,: reported the blood alcohol
concentration percentages found an drowning victims (If.

But. because of inconipicteness and the non random selection of cases fv,r te ,ting. this
information does not pinpoint die proportion of dross flings incoly ing alcohol However. the
figures Jo indicate that alcohol is a factor in a large number of drowning,. For those
junsdietions that reported details, about one third of the s ietims tested had a blood alcohol
concentration greater than it and would base been considered legally 1;mi/cleated It is
ohs um, that more research and educational efforts are needed in this regard

While recreational equipment and facility desiens arc being evaluated, the .superyi,lon of
participants and set.unt) of Iasi If tiLs rcqu.re special consideration The quality and quantity of

siper% hors and instructors is belq. crd thank nge I This is partieularly MI immeihately

follow ing a serious injury l his controversy continues in ..outh sports programs. high school

sports psfgranis, city s%, imaang pools and -.en federal I.. where camping. hiking. md
elmibing are popular \ ct to he established are precise qualitication, for being a lifeguard, a
supervisor of play grounde. or a volunteer coach of little league type teams Illinois has a
relatively new hoc that say s ec cry public swimming pool must he supervised during all open
hours. `.:Vhile this u i giant step in the right ihreetion, the plalifk,ati, n. of the pool supers nor
need clarification

Security of facilities is of nu rcanin i; concern to iwc net-% and operators School. park and en;

budgets are being over taxed in ett on. to pat, ol. t owe 01 other .visc make secure public

recreational grounds and associaied equipment. especially during off hours Inform lonal

and educational programs can include messages that ...odd asast in iedueing irespa1/4, ,11,1 other

unauthorized use of remanonal taellnies and equipment
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Conclusion

Sometimes sports participants do not c Lady understand the scientMc approach to technique
deve,opment of safety sy stems I recall a baseball clinic I attended a few years back. Sonic. of
the good thinkers within the baseball coaching ranks were in attendan.e Scientific presenta-
tions were made regarding hitting stance. hand positions and velocity of the curs e and last ball.
The hitting star of the Chicago Cubs was on the panel of experts, and he was asked to give
details that would account for his phenomenal hitting success Well, the coaches and research-
ers were poised with pen and paper ready. for this was the highlight of the conference. The
batting champion was going to divulge kits hitting secrets The batting star picked up a bat and
said, "I grab my fay ante bat, get comfortable in the batter', box, and when a gomi pitch comes
in. I whoosh it

The coaches and rescind] people didn't quite know how to interpret this explanation. Tie
batting champion explained that he had tried several of the proposed. scientifically sound
methods of bat swinging but that his batting average suffered for the efforts He then went back
to the way he had first learned to swing iihooihing it I believe that most recreational
participants do things in a manner that is consistent with early experiences. Therefore,
recreational programs for youngsters and young adults must establish sound scientific princi-
ples for safety as well as for skill development progressions

Formal compentiv e Tors programs are responsible for most of the new equipment and
facility development. protectiv e equipment innovations. officiating and supervisory techni-
ques, product design changes, and, performance characteristics Informal recreationalactiv it>
participants are ordinarily quick in adopting these changes for their own use. I lie exception to
this rule is in the use sate; re lanai equipment. The reereationalist has, in sonie locations or
jurisdictions. a k;hoh.e. Competitive. skiers. -num-cycle riders. snowmobile drivers, watet
skiers, and boat operator, wear prow.. ti,, gear Recreational participants In the same netts ines
,ire not hound by rules ti di like wise Grated. risk ley els ma, not be similar, but there is plenty
of injury data to support the unix asc tit proteLtie dc. ices for the non-competitor On the
other :land, some high! L loped equipment used ul c0111N:itl%c spurt nla not he appropriate
for use by the casual parr, tpai it Iii, se arc the types tit eor.snluatIous that must he addressed
by conferences such resulting decisions mast he passed on to the sports and
recreation participants liattigh s,iucauunai proerams

Reference:
I AIL ohol and Pleasure Boa! )perators Anal Re port to f S Coast (;uard Wyle
LabOr.IttglOs.

Question and Answer Period

Question # I i('isdnilii onLoising dthk s \ os N ink State I mst
want to alert y ou to 'se w ,qt ~fait. . r, v,li,u,ilre,id'.'iastaher)cllcit Ihislawrequiresthat.ill
coaches base 1 Iusl 101 k :round Hum, s d gdandidiliet lituse tot coaches who ale
current!'. Ill set but [ilk ..,71;)11/4 IL .1 111,1 tid ,ourst Nttit,n .t sptk itivd number tit
months I .101;i knov, it 11.I,. this rckliorc int. II I oi this is skimohin; ma:
has taken cited tr. "s,...1. tea'

Ilat m I ha% e toi.n,l that man ,'ache . ho I ha. c a.nkeit a .1 vt:, sound lust aid
background but link ,t tit HAW apply tf

Qua tioti #' I C,Li1111. .1r rt...1.11..d he.inc 11, ..,111/411 the ,thee e sliuwsllt
relation to 1.4 hal was .:1.11111,1' cr awl, iribt,,,lic gut, an: I hop, that the sort tit intomiation
presented to this group t, imi, 0 puh,,slt, s.,11Il others I wonder it suit bast' any

N I
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figures that shim appro mime iniurks or a of IlOspitabiat1011 pC1 110(1F of lip, ob. einem in the

high sLhool tootball prOgralli tat ant 1)1(4:1 all( elat,011 to the Lomparabh risks of those same

kids Just ennsing the sweets in their Lars'
Herr/main \\e do not has e those Cit.:me, ivallable but the L ou Id he resented rather easil>

it one here to take the statism. that arc mad. adable Legal-ding sL piLniLking and

that sort 1.1 thing mg', them It our figures I he last report of that kind that I reL.ill .its
done by Clarke in the some.. I hem% e 190 -. in the Jiur)iol in; Meth, 01 -1% Slit ninon I

think then d still be prett The Lt piobabl h,% , to }oe stine slight adjustments but

you're nght I think Mail hour partiLipation in Lertain things again in terms of Lets seL ere

innines and deaths. shovied Unit on are sitter to be out I OF high st. hoof sports than to be out

diking the streets or this one Lar But in krill...ill abrasions. L 01141,1011s, .111(1 spfalns and that

sort Of dung. you probabl are not as safe
Qut snort #.3 In one of the earlier artistes from the 'North Carolina stuff, b 13 1111 and

Nltieller. there eft: Ltintp insons..1 iillitiCOL les reported in a number Of studies. some 0!

the studies bein_ iiisurame re, ord studies mid others bemg on the tie Id reports I reL all the

parmular artit.le in the J At 4 about I9'0 or 1971. the insiname studies ran at about 50'i
inLidenLes Lompared to that of the on-thi. -tic id t sort of totalsi Is that a prett reasonable guess

from our perLeption of the data from Vs isLonsin ' Please Lomment

Herrman, Do I understand on right. i less'
Repll \ ell the insurame data seemed to run soineL hcre in the neighborhood of 1> 20

hundredths mita) per partu.ipant .car and the on-the field studies of foothill at least. ran
sinneA ti.. in the neighborhood in . itiLtilent per phi) er a ear M inking figures %ailed a little

from one quo . to another I hat se(.111(.(1 to he the diftereme bLIkkeen the reportable through

c an reportable b trainers studies 011 that kind of approach
fierrmiinn I think that s orate I hat brings Iii. (0 tine of the reports that I st as going

to mention I thin!, It 41, en prommenth mentioned in the \f3(' Trutt trt I ha\ e 11.11(1 time

.ailing that program ali thing else One of the sat lies that V. as Male ti a er reputable
indiL idhal tr\ ing to get athlem trankrs out into the Held. reported something like an SO'
likelihood 01 our 1111,1 being hurt in foothill Dim s thL a 1t via. translate,1 h5 \ BC . \nd

that studs as I understaud it. the a the data ( ere galli ILEO,. %, .1, L0ndu.ted 551111.1 lot of athietiL

trainers right there on the sLeiii. SO er tune a Lid had an 0i) ie lit .Lent 0% er and signed

the report as an 111)(11.,. Aild that c trapoidtoil by S. RC, Lit inemiing there's an 80'. L ham e

OUF (.1111d is g(1111g to get Mitt. and mother s heal s that ID terns of SO. Lhame of death or

quadrapleit la that.. the problem
\Le had another one b sees reputable !lido idual that \ rayed the I er it.,11 spines of

imoming freshmen of a minor :um erso and ,bossed that most of them. as i reLall had
permanent dainagi. of on, degree in another to their tit. k That %Las touted at our national

football meeting as reason to take the f aLe mask on of the helmet Thi- man had \ hi!. ed a
number tit musk minors also. and Ioulid 1(0 Lintiparable damages But ..hat I gni... people
failed to reahre until it ,(S pointed 0111 .As that Ili, sample of peopli i at had the neLk damage

a biased sample I hey vide the stud, ti nil the high sLhool 1 rains V. \NM gi, en a

sLholarship to that iiiiv.i.Fs1t> %/C. Mist. that. s (.(.1 pla ed find ,t That v, die) vi ere

giL en a sLholarship. beLausi. they used then bads I lie ith it. butted voth it.
blocked kith it and so there s no ..ay that data should he used to mild> that 80' of the high

hoot athletes Moll!' footballpF(VaIns Loillt. out ( nh.tfupalahl. damage lust fallaL tons.

that the kind of publiLii>. and V. hen I said ilieri.,11t. 0111C1/1:01)11. V. 110 \11011111 knool better than to

Him% those kinds of statism. out, I guess that's tine of the people that I am talking about

Queltion #4 hat is the 1.1, ....kph> of using Nil L henmal hi. thuds for griming the prime

athlete ' I hae been iL in the papLt s that smile 1 otLign Lountries use anabohL steroids to

deelop tine athletes
Adrian 1 think that throughout our Hatton. lairopeati Lountii es. S011111 A1,111eill an
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countries. and other nations tilt use of anabolic steroids or other kinds of drugs both for males
and females to try to imp o. e performance is a eoneern to those people se ho are either
researchers or persons eeho are lot the actual coaches. them...els es To my knoes. ledge. the
%omen in this e outlay has, espres,cd OMANI [here are instances se here people suspect that
maybe girls or "omen In our eountr) are going a ) be has rig hormone nth:Limns of some sort
Most of the Yeomen ,a then 0.1ndetun this 11 e thmk this should not be We e undue WO a
surrey of our `AL he and phy sie.d educators 10 find out `. hat they k nes). and see se hat is
prey ACM it wars found that most ss einadies and phy steal sdueami s really don l kilos). too
much about drugs. about what', going on %kith the drug sec neind most of them at least up to
where see started talking about these thin,:s in the last ten years. say Oh' this can't he
happening Well. I think that the coaches (ism are a" are Of the problems, they still do not
has e the edueation [here s still a feeling philosophically ern the "omen sports orgamtations
that this is '.,rung, That this should not °tent' Philosophically, that is all I can say

(Pir snort -#5 I hulloes up) Die steroids. etc are used as an official means of pepping things
up. but in an ante le that I read not too.long ago about the Russian meth. h! of injecting a '. cry
nrissise dose of red eor pus,. les to use more OV gen Can y on answer that''

(Dr Ry an vs as requested to respond)
Rear: I just spent the List ts'. o slay s to Phoenix. Arir mkt. at a Lout erene e put on by the sports

medic me committee of the \ I spent a ,teat deal of time during the tseo days skull 1)r
\larder, ss ho i, nose working in \\ est Germany but up mail a .ear ago. had been se orking with
the Last German sports program \ so. of course. he was scr Lumbar ss ith es erything that
has been shine there and he cl;c1 confirm the tact that they had been using anabto.e steroids in the

training of '.stung athletes But lust to indicate what their 4,1101 anee about this I,, snot it
anabohe steroids etc ef lee lis ImPros 111: rlotinanees }heti they are not, and sehheh see
has e demonstrated eons. lusts ely that they di nothing 1,4 the athlete. er hard to all this to
athletes and eitaehes because they scant to bells:se am magical .110l, Bat even it they were
etfe '.tae. the dose, and the times that the''. were INN! them, ,teetading to Ls account, %Mild
has e done nothing actually to help the athlete out: sea) or the 401110 I also Mond out he' sk
totally ignorant sit what till .10. Ltt...t.s of thl .101111 111,1,11 11;4 the se steroids user tune 1,`. kWh]

he. either to y stung pers. us or adults I here ssas also some rerense made to blood doping.
"hits is se hat you arc ,t,lein4 about. and ss Inch `NA, A tt.l11111...1`.. w 111t.11 `la, des eloped simply as

a laborator, eeperiment hs Gunnar I ekbloin uh Sss isle a ,0111e Veal', ago Mid reported by hum, as
a sery nat. ontrolled eperimcell done unipls as a laboratory est Subs,quemly hose eser.
FL kblom has become enchanted 1.1.1111 this idea and has been d ;mg some e spe.unenting with
Swedish athletes I tailed h1111 I II VW.' L Cu'. in Juts I 11,101Cd to a presentation of his
tigure, %chic h seers. n a orth tne posede to hlt`,A. 04111 up In Me meantime Dr W Whims at Old
Dominion [ inset sit, In \ if.21111.1 Lie done .1 halltitkall s con1roll'.i! +Rids oh lin, technique of a
blind doping ansl demon strted con, lu ...is els ell ,.. gal-oiled series that there is absolutely
no henctit Itnnl doing it 1t the ;nesting in PM), \mama Mc lust se ',sum that Ir. Mardet
presented, \Yds ops:ncd t.. esci. hod. ssas pre...cm at tit, orteettu.g Ii a. a' a loon' that ve,t, as,
Mg as this i00111 `.01.110 h.. It II 1.000 all Chs " ,t015 n h` the f u . "'Ante t \ate
about :141 teed cas, A Oh old, Ili 01 ,141111 1111(1 , I orant and
tl , yeas they 01...1,11,./...0 11, V1/4 'is I.' 41\ 0 -"Is *1 t. qtnifta, 01 the
time .s taks n 1c is pt , t, ;at.. so, ; 11 .s. steriod busuies,
!hes .sere most!, es rudali.; 5, n\' u.1 f,,i, I " 5,15 , _01 !heir
belie'. 111111.U:1s 5hS... 11`.11111). 11, ,, 0

"the haqn S S t 114 \ lis' 115 ,Its,Sat rt ano the'. ale

Sports sc e " n 11`..tt, II, In
R ,1r), a as ses I, is .tc 1)1 el nor,spest eritat
all Ind " tIrPt 1,5 iii; kti`,abs Ti,'.'.' no'



device for developing muscle by stimulating electrically. ev cry body is calling up and want to
know wile"; they can get this des ice. So if y ou are associated with athletes and working in the
sports situation as most of you are, >tit. ahould be used to the fact by this time that anything
exotic or magical and su forth is going to be appealing But before you place any credence in it
all, you want to look at it very ( losely. Just as Dr. Allman said last night, with regard to another
matter. Read and study and so forth, before you swallow it whole. psi as we used to say when
you heard somebody getting off on something that he was Just tall. mg of the to of hr head or
that he heard around the corner. its all war stones.

Question #6. My point is Sir. how can your fine explanation get the same type of press as the

other does?
Ryon. We get press but, unfortunately, the tendency is for people to read into things what

they wawa to see and to pay much more attention to any claim which is sensational Any claim
which says the result is negative or no value. gets very little attention They don't want to
believe it. I have had people actually quote to lu,e from articles saying that this article proves
such and such a thing, and what the article said, if you went beck and read it, was the opposite of
what they said it proved

Round table discussion "Lducation and Supers ision for Safety .in Sports"
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Ro'ind Table Discussion
Safety Concerns in Recreational Sports

Robert Kirk
University of Tennessee

Knoxville

Moderator During the last five or six years, the, University of Tennessee at Knoxville has
done a great deal of contract research on some recreational activities. One of the major ones that
comes to mind was a contract to survey our national parks. This was a major piece of research
concerning how people were being injured and killed. It also dealt with the transportation
system and the entire situation atthe major national parks. That matenal is available, but I wish
that one of the individuals who had worked on that project had been able to come this morning
and briefly share with you .,ome of the major findings. The second significant piece of research
they're doing involves a preliminary report on bicycle safety, which is a major problem as far as
recreational activity is concerned I don't know if there's any research being done on snow-
mobiles or not I haven't seen anything in that area. That seems to he the son of thrust that the
research department at Tennessee is beginning to take which seems to be consistent with the
ideas of Casey Clark, who stated that we need more than just thestatistics. We need some input
concerning a lot of various factors relative to how the accidents, injunes, anti deaths occur.

Here is some information from the Consumer Products Safety Commission concerning what
it has done and what it has on file related to a few select analyses or studies on various safety
aspects of recreation This one in baseball, the activ ity and the equipment, is a summer report.
We did get copies of that, some of these others are somewhat out of date. It was interesting to
me at lerst to see some of the things revealed in these reports. Obviously, as far as collecting
data. this is a rather restricted sample even for the Consumer Products Safety Commission. You
just don't get that kind of standardized reporting.

Question Do these reports have recommendations for rule changes that could be im-
plemented in order to minimize injuries in sports'?

Moderator These specific ones do not have, however. there are publicatie.ns that do include
some recommendations You remember yesterday ev hen Casey Clarke talked about doing some
sort of an ad hoc retrieval for purpose, of recommendations. The recommendations are
primanly for the benefit of the Commission for hearings and so tonli, but are available when
and if they do make recommendations.

Statement The Commission has what it calls fact sheets They are general receamiendations
that specify rule changes that would probably reduce the frequency and seventy of inpiries. We
have a whole series of these

Question Who makes the decision concerning what would be a gexxi rule change?
Resiwnse It should come from a meeting or meetings w th the Product Safety Commission

people There are many groups. that's one of the problems. There s the NCAA, the AAU,
NAIA. the High School Federation. the Consumer Product Safety Commission. the Baseball
Coaches Association. the Football Coaches Association and forth. Each organization ha, its
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own recommendations The rules : UC kir Oka 111l1.1111111.11,p011Mi bask..1:1 \ C Itii,
eLept \Le modit) them I-lelJose LLe don t ha% L \ \ Ltuallt) L ompetitois LaL h )eat c ie. ise

them based on our e e, Mott the pte IOUs %Car h,t%L hero the saint: 101 the last

ears. but we (ill ha% e people that get hurt pobahl. heLathe the', 111)11 11.1111%1 l% bat to do 01

the situation c.;-ists %%here he nt.t.an t pie% ent Menisci% e, twin being mooed \\ hat I LL a,

tr)tng to point out, vas that the hest rules tot reLtLational sport, ale not no. :,,artl) those t
11101 shoos or A)Ilege sports

()notion Are there am speLitt, suggestion, L oiLL .L hat rule. Look! he ink dined it

eliminated'
Ropentt There ate no national stagpst1011s 01 snlIldalds toi guts. Lk), aria adapts the

mIes to the requireck lit, ot their p.trtiL ipants and their taL dte, I knoLL it .to genial
suggestion'. to moth') rule, to tit a certain lIt1.1(1011

%lode? ttior Frequentl) L ott LL ill find state depaitment, tit puhh. health lake a 101 ot
suggestions that ,ire aL ailable trout man) .i;tetiLie, and make Lemon ,u;.:e.ttoil, and publish
those as reLommendation, v, 'thin the .taut: on a state 1,. .rate bast.

Ark ,n 4 ha. L tkuind that to lno,t arLa, there ace some noLL ledgeable peopIL v Ito are

pia) mg softball or a hate% er m I e at. II% \ meeting 01 11111.e le,hler. N1111111 the as to. it) Lan

often pro ide .t grLat deal wore input into the ino,t tee.lhlL il1 11.11111. 111011, of 111112 \ 111.111

somebod) sitting tin tht tloot ot an ottiLe budding I hat usual!) pretty oath' hov it is
done The people that al "urge in olit sitklat1011 %All] sit: that our P1.1,011 1, t. up the s. hedule

for the v, hole season Ile v. tit e thiec ur Mt tre people .110 att. piett. 1.110vt ledgL.thle

pia) ing sotthall and the) .tre the ,ntes t % h1) L !hinge the rules trout cat to ) cal I he) ko1, oL et

accident pattern. 110111 the last teL )ears and sa) M. ill. hart problem here I loLL L.in LLe

modtt) ,t to tette. L the probIL in I his is genetall) lot mote etteLto c than taking soinebod)..

standard a thousand nules alld tr)i g to appl) it to a speiliL satiation
tm/era/0? I haw hrainstorniii,g a to.% of triond, %%ho sags the. are reLrcation

NpeLialists I 11,0. e asked the q %.t. hat 111) %.11k1 pef to be Noah: of the major problems.

that is. the sato) pit/blew, ot tc.rcational tit: on, thing that L 11111e, 11111,11q:11 11% CI

and oL er again is the igriotan, t. or Ibl)111/,U12,1,11,141111)/1;:. ILL)) C tlIC u.L 111 I11111. 111.11

working w pLt.In, Lt ith, a, ,noLL molules, skis. InL), motoiL) les, ui sv.

pools The ,LL minting pool I, Lla,,u c\ ample In other 1.1 orosts a pro. atc ludo. 'dual. I hal. e

enough mine) and C11,411411 011111Q. hitesta 1 11111 111 a o.% Ill:ming pool. e. en though as the

head ot (he'household. I not Istiou butt to %%own I.Acr!.bod el in the Lmultiunit) seems

to he putting in twining pool,. o I I! put one 111100 I 11L) 1.1 )11,am,, non L onipan) for the Vol

ina not be L °merited %Lull the .,tit) le qure, that shot ot L L et) sLL 'mining pool Or,

in) son Loves to nig 1:ting illotorL) lc c go ) tit. iliotor,.L lc shop awl bu' thL bike I he

gun has probahl).'irtItIc sOliiihod) 's It 110( a major means ot transportanor. It a

rereationa! %chic le I hest arc La I c pc. ot prubk 111. that 1111.: \ IC/111011.11 ,p1:1.1.111SIS 1.1.11111 afi

the major 11e, SO Vdlat 1101111d: 41.. o. lira Is (hale !u( It II 1414,,0.ALlls

.1111p1) beL .111se people do 11,4 kii liov, 10 Use thL thing, that the) le e peL tett to get

pleasure irons I he) don t knoLL rum to use them lit a stmatioi. in %Attu. h the)re pletz) moth

conirolhng the eirLuinstanee,
Re worm' I think that to he shit to gL I thL kind 01 .111)por, that .ott II c! to fund the programs

that in L 1)1% e training ur Lthiation. )ott L t o Alit. to At LL hat Cu,: Lauses ot at. L Rictus

:tie ur the abent..e ul prcLautions In in:, ot at: L M1,4,11111) LI to Idellill)

one ot three thing, as the Lamati.c Tutor is 1161,-11111e. the L11. ifontlIent Isn V.111L111

'Mk ILltials ate operating the tuaL lune,. or I. it the pct son It ' I rank!) I .ain't remember

the CA.11.1 411.11111. s that 11.11: 111.1,11 1.111111.1.111. I 1111 the S110111.16111: tatalltleS Ililt. 01 Lourse tht.

asst majors') Lit the statism.. that v-L ,11 gel t 1)111 111C arious turo,t1iLiton,..tatc.,ind pro\ Imes

in North AineriL l ItaL kik/ 1A 11.11 innirtc, old> and thL. usually trent.21) p)01 lot ,t

multitude ot reason, I It Teton: il I ant t .in_ 1111.01111110: a tatt: kg1),1.1111r (bat 111:.. got it. put



up some money te' fund a program to teach kids in hi eh school, snow mobile dnver education it
you will I haven't got a strong enough argument I can't compete with somebody who wants to
expand the driver education program because he's got a better statistical base from which he
can argue.

Moderator From an insurance standpoint. if you had a comprehensive stud, program on the
snowmobile, would the insurance companies give you a discount?

Response Yes they do There are states that require children or people under sixteen to have
accident insurance and with that they get a break in insurance.

Moderator Taking y our point from my experience related to diner education. This is a
biased view. I guess I would conclude that for many years it may not even have been the
statistics per se but the insurance actuary that people are using.

Response Insurance companies are going kid() this. other organizations are going to do that,
so what do I get out of these kinds of sessions limn which I might thaw general conclusions
concerning these organizational Jforts ' However, I do agree w oh you that tb y can be drawn
together into a more unified effort.

Moderator One of the major items for consideration, not at this meeting but at the main
meeting of The National Safety Congress. has to do w uh uniform accident and injury reporting.
The reporting which is most confusing right now obviously is the OCSHA reporting system,
which includes a lot v f the related things that w e're talking about at this particular Conference.
There is a proposal that w ill he considered at the Natioaal Safety Congress designed to at least
appeal to the federal government. to unify the reporting of accidental injunes and thefts. In
'ether words, the Council has the same concern as you have. but as it has already been anoted,
there are so many other different groups who have their ow n schemes and have developed these

and spent many . many hours as if to ay that mine is better than y ours. I think that most feel the

same way, that the data ale so scattered Us en more important. we have no system to deliver
organized interpretations even if we had sonic standardized sy stem for getting to the people
%%no till out the form,. w hether they 're in an emergency room or in a plant first aid station, law
enforcement people. ert So it's the human factor again. even it we had the sy stem, how do we
get it down to a one to one basis' This is very important And when you inmate, w hen you
identify w hat it is. when you wnte the report, give us enough information so that this
information when analy zed prov ides us vv ids a broad enough data base that we know w hat were

talking about. and that w ill then allow us to develop programs So I think that it's a national
problem and obv idusly y ou're v stung it It certainly is a Ll nice rn of the National Safety Council
because as has been stated. everybody has a recording sy stein and atter a while it's very much
like reports eoming to your desk You begin setting prior-me..

Statement There's a brand new k curse, education of trainers at Northwestern School of
Medicine It prepares individuals .o become athletic trainers, It', a very extensive course

Moderator I'd like to go hack to !, our observation from the %, irginia public school s, stein

You mentidned education I'm a great belie% er in parent action. someone recognizing the need.
You know probably better than I. that most school sy stems do w hat parents want done, at least

w hat a significant number of iocal parents feels needs to he done, if they can afford it. So if they
w anted a top medical care program in that state the parents could push it. I would say that it is
not so much an educational endeavor, but a parent action Frequently, people will say that we
need to edu ,ate parents If we search and investigate a situation, vve often find that a state
athletic associati n w ill hive i regulation that say s that a phy quail shall be present or a certified
trainer shall be present The blinders conic dove n" unless someone say s, well. let's follow
this thing through It all goes hack to vv hether or not people on the lexal level care. If you go
back a year or tic 0, you'll find that there were one or two people w ho cared about the programs

on the playgrounds 'ibis is the reason that this kind of situation exists on y our playgrounds. in
terms of the caliber of the personnel w ho work on these playgrounds, even though they may be
volunteers, It is the standards developed at the local level



Response. In some areas the parents are becoming less vocal. In Rockford, Illinois, they
have no athletic or recreational program in their high schools, be ause of the failure of a bond
issue. It's the lack off money. The parents of the athletes are Nr ery vocal but they can't out talk the

concern for the Nei. of money. Those are the kinds of implications that I'm worried about.
What's going to happen to the recreational development or lack of recreational acts' ides for all
these kids? I think the biggest base for recreation is the school system.

Moderator. You4re saying what seems quite oho ious throughout the country. When you
have problems in the school, you tend to cut off the activities the kids enjoy the most, but Much

are not part of the thiee R's. So that's the levdT. If yo'. don't approve the bond isst, :, we can't
have intramural spoils or after school sports, we have to stick to the basics, English, math,
social studies, lan:u4e, and basic academic program. So if we, as parents, don't pass the bond
issue, the school system can justify this course of action in terms of dollars and cents.

Question. How do you decide in the snowmobile industry what you would distribute in the
way of safety information for the purchaser of a snowmobile?

Response. We have developed in conjunction with state administrators and The National
Safety Council and other official organizations a series of documents that we distribute and use
to get the message of safety across. The first is a handbook of 35 to 40 pages at the most that w e

send all I. ver the country to individuals who may request it. The manufacturers are now putting
the booklet itself into the package of warranty with all the administrative mattes that accom-
panies the product as it goes to the user. So the; get the message this way. Of equal
significance. is an operator's training handbook which has been prepared. It is No-) extensiv e
covering some 150 to 200 pages. It tells an official how to set up a training program, not
necessarily for children but it's oriented toward children since most jurisdictions e laws

requesting traiiii,igl,a the youthful operator. Again it was developed through the same sources,
experience. people looking at NIMINIlls, etc. Its a very detailed document that even includes
lesson plans. That's the second method we use to get the educational message ai rocs This is as
far as our efforts hay e gone up to this tune. These elf orts arc considerable 1. \ e found, compared

to other industries Some of the people hays picked up aspects of safety education and
publicized them maid" than put them back in the ,.loset as some ty pcs of inth.stric, have done. A
relativ ely new approach is it, grab sat c ty problons right by the horns and deal with them right

Mod( ratio . 1 ni not asking t Or a plIbli, k.onipanson, but Ill other ords y on w ould conclude

therefore that this industry is ahead ot the inotort.y cle industry Ile spc,,king in terms of the
moment of pur,:liase

Re.tponvt there w as an industrial 4.onlerence that l went to A Ilt re safety aspects w ere
brought up and they said that the 4..1111101 talk, gaiety because \\C'l1 lose customer, I'll tell w hic h

industry a was It was the sw limning pool industi; w, as not .1 person speaking for the

industry as a w hole. but fur In Loinpan It A as nut off the reL ord. it m,,is in a meeting of 500

petiole. Ile ,aid you camnut, ell suety you are selling sw limning pools so don't bring it

up lie said soincItiing to the cacti that do not mention safety in the brochures that we giv

the people hen they arc 4.01111CrIfig buy ing our pools \ \h.il they start thinking of safety.
they 're nut going to buy pool s. 110% Ir0111 us I think some ot the people in that industry

hay e dont. ,1 good lob. but the Indust' y as a hole has been slow in coming around Some of the

motorcycle people hat 4.. oric sup,' lob on safety programs I know haw asaki and some ot

knher, hay e programs a% ailahli Ihey .iko sponsor citywide programs and ha% de% eloped

safety slims, It all goes hoick to vv here does the mune conic from I think in almost all
industries. the industiy itselt is more Man tv to put up .1 reasonable Share of the money.

w hen they 41.0 L OM liked dial it s gtung to inipitiv c sales. It they decide lo something, they

would rather do it thcinselt s and get it done taster and che,iper I rec ogiiire the reluctance ot

the I11.111llitIL Ulf as to scll sate ty bet ai, sc it cl,,c s 4. ost II results Ill a mark .p 1 here are those that

feel that you can o,rdo sdict price- tv ise hen you start talking about real money in the
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snowmobile industry, you're talking about trail development fur snow mobiles which entails
the leasing of land and the like As far as injunes when using the snow mobile are concerned,
when comparing them to the injunes in our intramural spurts, must of the injune; happen
because the people are out of condition.

Response. I've never been snow mobiling ski I can't speak from experience, as far as
snow mobiling is concerned. My only question then. is there any kind of conditioning program
that you would recommend before the spurt season begins to minimize pulled muscles There
are a lot of injuries that are not reported and will probably never show up on any survey s. That
was brought sip yesterday in the speech kin the football program. Without a doubt many
participants arc lazy and won't do conditioning work and programs You can have the best
program there is geared to the people participating in it but if they won't do the vonditioning
program, then what good is it.

Question. I agree, but what if there are those who are codling to condition themselves for a
snowmobile season or a softball season. are there program outlines available?

Response. Once again there a:e nu statistical data to consult to see w hat conditioning
programs should be instituted. But the goals of conditioning programs may consist of power.
strength, flexibility, and endurance It y ou have these qualities, then you are less likely to be
hurt.

MOderator. In some l) f y our major sports, do you have things such as exeruse physiology
instruction or anything of that sort as a part of your industrial programs?

Response. Some industries du but our particular one does not. All of these intramural sports
are set up in a social, competitive atmosphere and it's nearly as structured as a high school or
collegiate program as far as coaches and trainers are concerned But still, the people are
Tuesday night athletes .iIwo come out once a week to participate. and that's one of the major
problems.
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NOCSAE: A Program to Reduce Serious
Injuries in Athletics

Voigt R. Hodgson
Wayoe State Uniercur
Detroit. Michtgan

Introduction
The National Oper.iting Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) wits

organized in 1969 with the following membership. the .lineman College Health Assoc iation
(ACHA). Sporting Goods Manufacturer's Association (SGNIAL National Athletic Trainer's
Association (NATAL National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). National Federation
of State High School Associations (NISI-ISA). National Junior College .1thletic Association
(NJCAA). the Sports Foundation of America. and more recently. the National Athletic Comp.
ment Reconditioners Association (NAERA)

The purpose of NOCSAE is to reduce injuries by formulating standards to ss Inch athletic
equipment must conform_ Head injury in football ss en the highest priority because of the
numbers of serious injuries and the potential for unpros einem t he Department of
Neurosurgery at Way ne State Ems ersity ss as selected to des clop a football helmet standard and
research began in 1971.

Football Helmet Impact Standard
There are a number of considerations that must he made in setting a standard Some of the

More important ones are as follow s:
Types Whi OIL leh e wpm . FiTst. one must think of A hat ty pc of iniury y on are try ing to

prevent. In football. as for as dosed head injuries are concerned. the two mom ones are
concussion and eerebral 1am.ular injuries. Something is know n about o one ussions and tnese ore

the most numerous. Secondly . not too much is knot n about cerebral as. u lar injuries. the most
common of which are the subdural hematomas These are the head injuries that result in
fatalities and paralyzing conditions. One 111M also consider ss hat a standard might do to other

injuries in terms of the neck of the player ss earl ng 1tae h and in tern is of injuries to other
players. The tolerance les els of these internal injuries and where should the standard he set in
relation to them must he considered.

Amdahl( mute rtoLs. The state of the art of the naterials and the meth 1 Imethods o. f.ibneauun must
he considered because one can't just arbitrarily Net the standard 100 high. so it is impossible to

meet the criteria.
/input t ent tronment. One has to think of the impaL t ens iron mem. at ss hat s elLkities are these

heads traveling and what arc the stopping distances ins LA% ed! Vs hat kind of surfaces are the
players running into? What is the effect of temperature, ete.?

Head model. If a standard is des eloped, it should he based on a realistic head niodeI
Something to which human tolerance standards can be applied and something that will nut
cause unrealistic damage to a helmet
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Performance The lecel to set the performanee standards or the performance criterion Of a
helmet is alto important To what les el should a helmet attenuate accelerations of the head!
This is %try critical This can he set at %drums points because it's related to the state of the art.

Failure o riteria What in addition to the accelerations abuse the maximum tolerable G-level
should he used as a failure criteria' In other cords, should failed ris els. cracked shells.
damaged liners. etc. be considered as failures' .

The test method How comprehensise should a test method he 'How many locations should
be struck.' How many times! What ens nonmental conditions should be simulated.'

Comfort This is a say important factor. A coach called me the other day. He said they had
1 concussions at their ,chool Oils fall. inc hiding a paralytmg injury last Fnday night. Sim.:

they used certified helmets, I was sery concerned I incited him to Way ne State to test the
helmet He brought the exact helmet that the boy was wearing when he was injured. The boy
had cut out the front of the energy absorbing pail of the liner, a two-inch sssatch from top to
bottom doss n the front It is not known if that's ss here had his injury but the coach was asked
if he had seen any others like that and he said that his 01%n son had cut his out. So, it could he it's
the coaches fault for not being inure careful and not being inure know ledgeable but it could he
that there are not enough shell sues This boy had a 7'a head perhaps ()sal oblong and he was
looking I or comfort lie was the best athlete they had and they were going to get him in some
kind of helmet, one was or another

Sires How many sties should be tested ,o make sure that the w hole we range of the
mantrfacturers is as safe as they can be

Eatopment The test equipment used must not he so sensitise that it can only he used in the
laboratory where there ale people 1k ho has e worked with it It must he rugged and repeatable
and must he accurate An attempt is now being made to es aluate the NOCSA I. equipment tin a
larger scale than es er oefore SlInit: special helmets has c been made up and are being used in a
round robin test now in conitmetion with Asim

Duration Duration of certification of helmets How long should it he A year 10 years!
Nobody has been quite sure of that but its a question that must he asked and also answered.

Theo ,,st Is a standard gibing to put some schools out of the fiiotball business! Fills must he a

consideration. since some helmets arc already costing 550 00 a piece
Re( (with athm Is it possible to help schools keep their costs Jewn by recertifying helmets

after they !me been once certified' I'll go into a little more detail on this, because it is currently
being done

Enlork (mint The best standard in the world isn t going to work unless sonic kind of a
ss stem is des eloped whereby it can he aslited that the he luicts turned out by the manufacturers
are going to I maintain the sank ,it whkh they were originally certified and, furthermore,
that helmets on the field ,ire being maintained in that quality by the equipment people

These are some of the considerations that should be taken into account I'll pros ide more
details on sonic tit them

Injury Incidence and Human Tolerance
\ study of high school I,s than 'mums in the ( Ilitpt. \ orth ( arolina area by Bly th and

%tut Her (2) show ed that the .,lust ficquonly [Inured parts to! the boils were the knee i 19 3`,;
ankle 15 3'; I. head and neck 18 8`, head 2'a land neck 1 2 6`; I, shoulder (7 3'e ), tipper
leg's -.`", hack (-1 I. and incurs to other Patty of the body trailing oft at lower percentages
While not the mostbst molkrou.. head and neck ouurie 5 are ohs iously the most serious injuries
incurred in lot 'than rhe Moist common head intury in this study was a cerebral concussion.
protected across the nation to he 7c,(XI0 annually in high school play

The football fatality stud} by 13Iy th and \ mold, conducted since I 01, shows that the
crage ) kit:AS which occur annually for all le cc], tit play, bead and neck accounted for

about 80', I In t,nal incidencc has fluctuated hetwcen I ,Ind 2 per 100,000 participants. with
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:cerebral hemorrhage being the most common cause.. From the above evidence it can
concluded that either concussions and the rare cerebral vascular injuries occur from diffe'rent
mechanisms, or that it is a'matter of force intensity, with concussions usually occurring at the
lowest levels among most individuals. Occasionally acute cerebral hemorrhagic injuries occur
without post-traumatic unconsciousness associated with concussions.

A recent cerebrovascular disease report (5) showed that among males of football playing age
in the United States, the disease incidence is between 1 and 2 per 100.000, about 70% of which
are hemorrhagic. Even granting that active young men drawn into football may be atypical of

the population, it is very doubtful that any practical protective headgear can completely
eliminate cerebrovascular injuries in football.

The only tolerable design limit available relates the likelihood of cerebral concussion and the
time history of linear acceleration expenenced by the head. Furthermore, it is the only limit for
which practical instrumentation is available with which t., assess the hazard of an impact to a
head model wearing a helmet. Based upon the evidence of Gadd, (3), a Seventy In Uex (SI) of
1500 was chosen as the performance limit w hieh should not be exceeded by the head model in a

standard impact test. The SI is defined as follows:
r t

SI = t A2-3 dt a-5 1500
where A = linear acceleration in g's

2.s a weighting factor
dt = 'a time interval
t = pulse duration. 0.0025 < t < 0.050 see

It is Issumed the design to ininimize the SI will prov idc a protective umbrella fur all types of
internal injury.

Head Model
Since the 1500 SI performance standard is related to clinical studies, human cadaver drops

and volunteer air bag impacts. it IN essential that it be used on a head model %hien is as realistic
as possible. Several years of prototypes led to the present head models. Sizes 6%. 714, and 7v8
are presently in use evaluating the impact attenuation eharaetenstie of football helmets_ The
head models have 50th percentile dimensions in each of these three sizes denied from U S
Army head anthropometry data. These are the entieal head sites (smallest standoff from the
shell) in each of the three shell sites used by most manufacturers. The head models also have
weight. mass distribution and inipaet rzsponse eh.u-aetensties similar to the human head as
determined from eompanson with cadaver impacts. The response of the head model is
determine., by a tnaxial aeeelerometer mounted at the Leiner of gravity, of the head The 6'8
head model in its test fixture is show n m Figure 1. There are now 27 such test dev ices in use in

this country. including seven by manuf4.turers. sixteen b) reconditioners. and four by
institutions.

Test Method Consideration
A study of films in which football head 'ilium:), lk 1. tared showed that the most likely impact

surfaces to produce head injury arc relatively stiff. such as another helmet. knee. foot, turf, or
elbow. 9,, hale it is not possible to ac 1. tamely determine the kinetics involved. such ,is forces and

accelerations. the injunes appear to oeeur in the 17-25 feet per second range of %clout)
changes. Impacts to the enure area of the shell are possible. The front is the niJst entieal from
the standpoint of head shape. prominence and helmet strength. The side shows 201 less
teleianee in the monkey and the possibility that a rear impaet may have even less tolerance (4)
,The helmet designer can achieve !MINIMUM att-ntuation for a top impact. There is sonic
controversy as to where to speedy inipaet in the region of the temple and in the Ot. ipital area.

Some Limn, that the shell should be cut high in back to prevent .1 so called guillotining effect
against the back of the neck by the shell rind ,b), but entieal Injuries ha% e been reported from
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Figure I NOCSAE size 6% head model in football helmet drop test fixture,

rear blows to the neck -) Similar arguments are given for temple exposure versus field of
vision Another conside.ation is that football helmets must be able to take repetitive impacts,
but fixing the number. loeation, .0 time interval between tests is somewhat of an arbitrary
decision.

The Standard specifies two drops at ambient temperature from a 60-inch height (17.9 ftisec)
at each of six locations on the head with two additional lower intensity impacts at front and side
to obsery e response trends. Two drops are also required froia 60 inches onto the front corner of
the helmet after exposure fur at least four hours to each of the following extreme conditions.

F, 1200 F, and submerged in water.
A firm rubber pad 1/2-inch thick and 6- ineh in diameter mounted on a rigid metal anvil is

used as the impact surface Multiple strand stainless steel 1'8 inch flexible cables, maintained at
190 pounds tension. are used to guide the carnage on which the head model is positioned. The
wires serve the purpose of guiding the head model to hit on the impact location, and to yield
enough to relieve stresses in the head and earnage due to the bending action caused by mosi
impacts being eccentric to the CG of the drop assembly 'I he result is an impact followed by a
rolling action with little rebound, similar to a gndder hitting the turf with his head.

For a standard to be effective, the clectronies, and the mechanics of the system must be
accurate, repeatable, reproducible. easy to operate, durable and allow fast operation, Le.. its
utility in new manufacturing and helmet reconditioning plants as a quality control tool is
probably more important to the standard than its use in research development. Consequently,
every effort has been made to keep the mechanics simple and durable and eliminate as much
human error as possible. The Severn, Index is electronically ealeulated from the output of the
three acceleration axes of the accelerometer mounted at the CG of the head model, and is
presented in digital form.
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Table 1
Comparison of Certified and Pre-certified Helmets

Severity Index Performance
for the Standard Second 60-Inch

Right Frontal Boss Drop

Average of Certified Models ,Pre-cenified Helmets Tested as Received by Reconditioner
t

1

Total
849

I

100

I

Severity Index'

Number

Percentage

866

63

Bel ow

1199

58

6.8

1200-

1499

80

9.4

1450.

1 )99

411

48.4

2000-
2499
274

32 3

83.8%

7.500-

2900

26

3.1

*Seventy Index must not exceed 1500 on second drop from 60 inch for certification.

Effect of the Standard
As show n in Table I. the effect of the Stand.., has been to produce certified helmets capable

of reducing the SI well below pre-Standard helmet performance To achieve this change,
manufacturers have resorted to size adjustments. i.e . inov ing sizes in which the head was too

close to the shell into large r shell., or eh nunating some larger sizes. and making materials and

design changes. Most models had to sacrifice some range of fit and comfort, because stopping
the head model from a velociiy of 17.9 ft;sec in less than an inch means that more of the space
between head and shell must be taken up by higher de itsity and .itiffer lours A few nuideb have
had to increase shell thickness to prevent cracking around met holes due to excessive flexure
and provide more support for the liner This also leads to in rwsed.she 11 ',eight and stiffness.
thus creating a more dangerous situation for opponents

The Standard has nut been made more stringent since its inception in September, 1973
because. I) V. ithin limitaimns of present materials and fabricating techniques, it would force
helmet design in the chrection italicized abov es 2) There arc not enough certified helmets yet in

the field. 3) Changes have a delaying effect On school conversion to certified helmets. 4) We are

in a learning process and it is not obvious how head neck injury will be effected, and 5) The
present minimum Standard permits a greater range of cost and design for the vanous levels of
play and for injury incidence monitoring by epidemiologists. thus leading to safer helmets

Expense
To date the cost of research leading to the Standard has been Inv i,tI and there has been no cost

for enforcement Slight increases in cost arc to he expected, e g , higher 11ensIty energy

absorbing foam is nitre expensive than IOW Jeusit> 1.1)11111)rt foams Hopefully whatever new
helmet purchase and maintenance increases arc iv, tined because of the Standard w ill be offset

by lower incidence of injury and less litigation and insurance costs

Length of Certification
It is uncertain how long a helmet wdl stay km certified condtiun because of variations in

durability, among models and diftercnces in numbers and intensities of hits as a result of use As

a direct result of the NOCSAL Standard. the National Athletic Equipment Recoilditioners

Association (NALRAi was formed and all the NAERA members have NOCSAE test equip-
ment for quality control purposes I he NA LRA members do a partial nor lestructive test on a



small sample of each schoof`s, helmets coming for reconditioningafter the season. Information
froth the sample test, is carried over to all other helmets being processed. The tests are done on
all models and primarily in the known critical locations for each mode', but with occasional
changes to other impact locations, On the basis of results of these tests and visual inspection,
the NAERA members recertify previously certified helmets in obviously good condition and
work in cooperation with the manufacturers in restoring da naged certified helmets. How long
the helmets will stay in recertifiable condition depends pnmanly on the type of shell and care
with which face masks are installed, because a cracked shell will eliminate a helmet from
recertification under present conditions. Many recertified helmets are now entenng their third
season with performance either undiminished or in recertified condition due to parts replace-
ment.

Injury Reduction
It is still too early to tell the effect of the Standard on head injury in football through

equipment changes The certified helmets are not required in college until 1978 and in high
school until the 1980 season How es cr. the effort has already rendered a valuable sers ice by
exploring the extent to which equipment can go towards safeguarding the heads of football
players NOCSAE was s ery influential in helping to bring about the rule changes that prohibit
initial head contact and which nit6 again restore the helmet to its proper role of d protective
shield against an unintentional impact.

Neck Injury
There appears to have been an upsurge in serious neck injury in recent years, although

national statistics are unlit, ailable (8) Many things hase been blamed, such as overemphasis on
the use of the head in blocking and 'ackling, helmet and face mask design. mechanical training
devices, mismatches in age. size, training, experience. etc. Regardless of the reasons, and
while it is hoped that the rules changes will reduce the hazard in intensity and exposure of the
neck, circumstances can easily arise inads ertently in w hich a player's neck is required to abdorb
more energy within a given time span than its strength can take. The problem is that presently
the mechanisms of neck injury are uncertain and consequently, design of equipment to protect
the neck and still allow performance is thwarted.

NOCSAE researchers are working with a known injunng surface in the form of a mechanical
blocking and tackling device which has caused serious neck injury. Using instrumented
cadavers on this des ice in coijunction with a pnmate accelerator for use with instrumented
anesthetized monkey s monitored with a high speed camera, oscillograms and flash X-ray
equipment during impact, it is hoped to es aluate present des ices and, if possible, develop better
equipment,

Baseball Helmet Standards

NOCSAE has appointed a task force conthnsed o:* a coach, National Federation of State
High School Association (NFSHSA) representatis e. a National Junior College Athletic As-
sociation (NJCAA) representans e, a manufacturer, and the NOCSAE Pnncipal Investigator. A
large group of helmets has been rece,sed from me manufacturers and preliminary tests are
being conducted to es aluate the state of the art of head protection from the chief hazards of the
ball and bat in baseball Preliminary standards will be proposed at the January. 1977 NOCSAE
semi-annual meeting It is possible that in 1977 a soluntary standard for baseball caps will be
published.

Hockey Helmet Standards

A representative group of helmets has been obtained tram manufacturers in both the United
States and Canada and preliminary es aluation of the state of the art of head impact protection
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from hazards of a fall to the ice, boards, puck, and hockey stick are being evaluated NOCSAE
is working in conjunction with other organizations such as Canadian Standards Association,
Amateur Hockey Association of the United States, and the American Society for Testing and
Materials to assure broad base of input and support for its standards.

Other Sports Equipment
Because of limitations in time and numbers of personnel, NOCSAE, rather than spread itself

too thin, has concentrated on the development of standards to reface the most serious injuries in
sports, which are head and neck. It has as its goal however, establishment of voluntary
standards for all sports equipment according to pnonties in term of numbers and seriousness of
injuries.

Conclusions
1, The impact attenuation performances of most NOCSAE certified football he.mets on

the market have been greatly improved (Table I) relative to linear head acceleration
concussion tolerance levels, and are confidently expected to reduce the numbers of
concu ssions.

2. It is less certain whether the helmets will reduce the. relatively-fewer but often fatal
cerebrovascular injuries.

3. In today's concept of helmet designs the factors which improve laboratory impact
performance are increased size weight. and stiffness. all of which tend to adversely
affect either performance, neck injury, or injury to other players.

4. NOCSAE impact standards for other sports such as baseball and hockey are in prelimi-
nary stages and should be published in 1977 and 1978, respectively.
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ASTM F-8 Committee on Sports Equipment
and Facilities

William F. Fluke
AST Al

Philadelphia, PA

When I came here I didn't know w hether I would be hearing technical presentations or
administrative philosophical types of presentations I did have the advantage of hearing what
sonic of the pre% IOUS speakers has e said and I made a few notes. One of the things that struck

tic was that a blanket organization is heeded to attack this problem of sports safety in a
mullidisciplinary way If it's one thing that ASTM is, it's a blanket type of organization.

We have all kinds of members and in user a 100 different professional disciplines. I can
name toxicologists, agronomists, patholog sts. chemists, biologist, followed by lawyers,
educators orthopaedic surgeons, you name it, we've got it.

first. I am going to give y ou a sullies% hat philosophical presentation about the voluntary
standard system in thc Lotted Swtes and how it could help you with your complex problem.
Pernik me to read to you the ASTM scope.

ASTM is a non profit cooperation funned for the development of standards on c haract ens-
tic s and performance of materials. products, sy stuns and sere ices. and the promotion of related
knowledge In ASTM terminolog, standards include. test methods, definitions, recommended
practices, classifications, and specifications.

Now if we look at w hat sonic of the pro bus speakers have said. There secins to be at least
two or three way s to look at the problem of sport safety . it usher being litigation or legislation

s the status quo There i. another way and that's the ASTM way. the voluntary consensus
way We believe that if you gather all the alternativ es and all those concerned in essence all the
interested parties around thc standards des eloping table, with all of their biases, (we want you
t i bring your biases) then y ou arr. .c at a consensus of how to solve the problem as followed by

the time tested regulations developed by ASTM over the past 78 years.
Now , the problem with y our problem is, that somehow we have to get away from standards a

little bit and get into'the problem We added to our charter in 1971, systems and services,
ASTM had alwa! s aandardized materials starting with A-1 on steel in 189Y on up hntil 1962
when, with Dr Lissner of Wayne State, we formed the Surgical Ini:ilant Comnuttee for
orthopaedic surgeons to write standards fur surgic ii implants. They have been successful in
writing over 30 or 40 standards. So now we are looking at systems which we can define as
products that are put together and services. We have only wntten one or two service-type
standards We're not even sure how to define what we mean by a service. It could he as a
service to the American public in the sports and safety community . We could put this problem
In the nebulous area of service at d then could under our catch-all phrase of the promotion of
related know ledge save as thc forum or the umbrella organization to gather all of you together.

ASTM does have the power to coos enc. In fact, i isi week as you'll learn when I get into my
formal presentation, we successfully convened about 20 fznialc athletes or women involved In
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this type of problem to form a new subcommittee under Committee F-8. They chose a woman
'chairman, a woman secretary and will soon be "orking on the development of standards for
protective equipment for wornen's sports.

What I'm sayinvin these introductory remarks is that, in summary, ASTM's consensus
system is available for national problems. Bil! Cavanagh, Managing Director, is going around
the country saying this very same thing. He's going to government, he's going before
Congressional Committees, It's a new approach. Let's not hav'e the adversary situation of
lawyers against lawyers, t thing laws and fighting each other in the courts to solve our
problems. Let's try to do it a different *ay. So this is a, sbggestion like, some of the others.
ASTM is available. We have had the F-8 Committee on Sports Equipment and Facilities since
1969. They have Written approximately seven or eight standards and have a lot more in the
pipeline.

Now let me get into some of my formal remarks, so you can learn a little bit more about the
standards system. Before we tackle the structure of ASTM Committee F-3 on Protective,
Equipment and Facilities it is necessary to understaod the voluntary consensus standards
system in the United States and the philosophy and purpose of ASTM.

An easy way to do this, is to relate ASTM to the game of football. The game of football is
built on standards. the ball is a standard size with standard markings, the referee uses standard
rules and standard signals v, hen he issues penalties, the players' uniforms arc made to standard

designs. Every human activity, from football to diplomacy, is subject to standards of some
kind, if only standard definitions to assure clear, concise communication.

Where do standards come from? Nearl., as many sources as there arc activities. Football
rules come from the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and the National
Federation of State High School AssoLlatians, (NFSHSA', and Amateur Athletic Leagues
(such as Pop Wanier) Local Building Code. (Standards). regulations from government,
ethical standards for lawyers from bar associations. etc.

The most prolific single source of standards in the United States is ASTM. over 5,700 of
them published in 47 separate books. Standards are designed to tell us hat characteristics we
should expect from a material. a product. a system, or a service. Standard test methods tell us
how to measure certain characteristics and standard specifications tell us hov, to define these
characteristics and describe performance.

The game of standards venting in ASTM is done by teams of producers and users who v, ish

to devc:op rules (standard specifications) for buying and selling a matenal Jr product. This is a
voluntary effort. as individuals are on the. team only because of their ov, a self-interest The
efftwt is also called a "consensus effort" since no stant'ard)s finally appros cc; unless it has the
agreement (90 7 ) of the majonty of interested producers and users. What is ASTM's role in this

game. ASTM pro.ides the stadium. the rule book. the referee, and the scorekeeper.
In the Lase of Committee F-8, the players are the manufacturers of the equipment (Riddell,

Wilson, Rawlings, Marietta, Monsanto etc.) and the users or representatives of the general
public interest who have a stake in seeing that the game is honest. Thcsc players are football
coaches. football trainer:, football team physicians, research scientists from sports institutes,
government safety engineers and university administrators and professor:,

The ASTM stadium is physically the national four story headquarters building in Philadcl
phia (180 paid employees). It is also an intellectual forum (Committee F 8, 264 members
strong), who meet for away games anyplace in the nation for two large 2 day games twice a
year.

The rule book used is the "Regulations Governing ASTM Technical Committees." Thcsc
rules ensure that ASTM standards will represent the consensus of all interested panics., One
Mc requires that Committee F 8 must be balanced. so tl at the producers do not exceed the
non-producers of the sports equipmult under consideration. Another rule states that the
Chairman cannot be employed by a producer. Hence F 8's First Chairman was Dr. Citighton
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Hale, President of Little League Baseball Our present Chairman is your own Professor
Morehouse. of. Penn State University.

The rule hook guaranic fair play and earns for ASTM standards their word renowned
integrity and credibility . and has done so for 77 years The rule book is the pnncipal reason why

ASTM is the world's largest non governmental standards writing body. Bear in inn 1, that the
standards game is played six day s a v eek by over 15(X) subcommittees. representing user 126
industries or areas of expertise

The referee who can blow the whistle for an infraction of tli vile book) is the ASTM Board
of Directors and its subsidiary, the Committee on Standards The members of this watch-dog
committee do not wear referee shirts but they do operate in full view of the players and the
American public. Their deliberations are open to public scrutiny.

We now come to the scorekeeper of the game As Staff Manager for Committee F-8, I stand
on the sideline as an expert obser% et.. holding the rule book 1.pen to the appropriate page.
maintaining a ,vatc h over the luster of players. issuing the programs. distributing play strategy.
v.at lung the official tune clot k keeping track of ground gained. first downs. and penalties and

helping to keep the fans all over the world in touch with the progress of the game. 1 shoulder the

burden of the mechanical details of she game plan so that the players can corn --Imre on the
game

From time to time as scorekeeper. I ado ise the coaches (Officers of ' ,ne players on
s, and encourage and num v ate the players. One thing I ant not permitted to do, is carry the

ball. which means swing. of deciding w hat _hange shall be made in the game plan.
The stars of the F 8 standards game are the 264 player members of 1-8 These volunteers are

producing standard, that affect the entire sport. c 0111111Unit) . When all the interested parties are
in the game. the action is lively and skillful, and the final score represents a true consensus of all
those having a stake in the outcome.

What is the price of admission to the ASTM F 8 standards panne.' It takes 56,000,(XX) a year
to maintain the ASTM stadium and its employees. Most of this cost comes front the sale of the

oo.. offinal product the m Annualnnual B of AS1 Ni Standards. The remainder is supplied by
the players themselves in the foam of a nominal a dnunistratisz annual tee (S35 for 1977). They

get a free hook vs ith their uw n standards in and a subscription to the ASTM magazine.
At first glance. it may seem unreasoaable that the players should be assessed a fee for

participating in the game llowev cr. they are the greatest beneficiaries of the game they

bee mix the most know lcdgeablc the niost skilled, and the best informed. Those who sit on the
sidelines never really de% cloy the same sure grasp of the problems as those in the game.

In most other countries of the w odd, the gov eminent organues the standards game. pays all
the expenses. and all, the play s In the United States. government and industry in our system
of free enterprise. play the game as equals in the ASTN1 stadium for the benefit of the entire
nation

Now that I have planted the seeds of understanding with you, by using the analogy of a
f outball gams. I is ant is) water the sin-inns w ith -,0111e ASTM philosophy and some legal aspe..ts.

The word "Consensus" is a key word and the prime difference between a N.. .:SAE
Standard and an ASTM voluntary consensus standard As of this month, October, 1976.
AS rN1 F 8 has promulgated only one standard relating to football helmets and that is ASTM

.429. Method of test for Shock Attenuation Characteristics of Protective Headgear for
Football, and backed up by intenaboratory test data front se v laboratories, none of which are
ow ned by a football helmet manufacturer This is not a criticism of mantoacturer's
laboratork s. as many AS1 NI tests has e their precision and accuracy validated by a round robin
conducted solely by producers NOCSAE has published a performance requirement with an
accompany ing test method for its helmet standard with a value stated which the standar.;
mplies may relate to Inc protection against head injury and based mainly upon the state of the

art of one university 's research and laboratory



ASTM hereby defines a consensus standard as follow s. "A consensus standard is a standard
prJduced by a body selected, organized, and conducted in accordance with the piocedural

standards of due proi esc. in standards-Jevelopment practice a consensus is achieved whet
substantial agreement is reached by concerned interests according to the judgement of a did)

appointed review authority."
ASTM believes consensus implies much more than the concept of a simple majority bui not

necessarily unanimity, which often can be achieved only by compromises that reduce the
quality of the standard. The present rule book makes it mandatory for 90% affirmatives,
minimum, to achieve final approval by the duly appointed review body, the Committee on
Standards, nine members appointed fr )m the membership-at-large of 23,000 and who serve a

three-year term.
What does ASTM mean by Due Process? Eight points have tube followed. At the most, if we

were to compare NOCSAE with ASTM. NOCSAE could probably meet three.
I. Timely and adequate notice of a proposed standard undertaking to all persons likely to

be materially affected by it..
2. Opportunity of all affected interests to participate in the deliberations, discussions, and

decisions concerned both with procedural and substantive matters.
3. Maintenance of adequate records of discussions and decisions.

4. Timely publication and distribution of minutes of meetings of main and subconumttees,

5. Adequate notice of proposed actions.
6. Meticulously maintained records of drafts of a proposed standard, proposed amend

ments, action on amendments and final promulgation of the standard

7. Timely and full reports on results of balloting.
8. Careful attention to minority opinions throughout the process,
The duly appointed review authority, our Committee on Standards, together with the

regulations, sets requirements for F -8 Committee organization and operation, balance of
committee membersh 2. voting and public review . and the consideratio-n of negative votes and
appeals. Some protagonists have questioned whether consensus procedures, which by nature
are quite democratic. can be an adequate basis fur safety and health standards ASTM believes
that its definition of consensus standards !s flexible enough that it can be made to work in this
situation as well as in others, but acknowledges that the duly appointed review authority may
have to establish somewhat different procedures and requirements to ensure this

General acceptance of the AS1 M definition of a consensus standard should also help dispel

some of the vv omes that standards developed by the voluntary system restrict t npention,

Innovation, and customer choice. The standards produced arc for voluntary use f he, do not
have to be used by anyone. The voluntary standards system .s capable of producing standards

especially fur mandatory use if it is given proper guidance by the governmental authority that
wants the standard and indeed is sitting at the standards table providing its input along with all
other interested parties. This is the case vt ith Committee F-8, Government agencies which are

members include the Consumer Product Safet.1 Commission. the National Bureau of Stan
dards. the U.S. Arne Natick Liboratorie. and Ft. Rut I,er and the Federal Highcca) Traffic
Safety Administration of the Department of Transportation.

From the legal standpoint it is interesting to note that a 1971 report from the Stanford
Research Institute. appraising the impact of antitrust and liability legislatien on standards
de.velopment, predicted that. within several years. 'many organizations will hard pressed to

demonstrate that their standards are amv ed at in a truly representative manner Litigation will
force some to abandon their standards acne Ines, vt hile others will elect to join forces to achiev e

a broader consensus
That day is here. It is a matter of public record in the Clev eland District Court of Ohio that the

Dungard Company has filed an antitru a suit against the Riddell Corporation The NOCSAE
standard is cited in the action. With this background let us look at the structure of Committee

F-8 and its subcommittees.
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The reorganization of F. 8 m 0 ears ago set up a maim structure of densities or eompennse
sports subcommittees and resource and admmistransc committees. Thus we has e committees

on football. wrestling. fencing, gy mastics. skiing, and ice hockey Resource comnuttees are
on biomechanics and medical aspects. headgear. padding. footwear. playing surfaces. apparel.
and statistics A new subcommittee on the female athlete under the chairmanship of Dr
Dorothy Harns of Penn State. was organized Just this week in Philadelphia The need for such a
committee was pointed out in June. 1974. at a Sy mposiuni of I einale.Sports Injuries ch. d by

the President of ASCSA. Stan Pedlar of ties'. York Linn erstty
Bs now the great differences between NOCSAL and F 8 should be ohs ions to you.

NOCSAL is much more influential in football because of the close contact with the NCAA and
the NFSHSA both of '.s hk h make the use of any NOCSAL standard mandatoi ith the clout

of the rules committees of those organizations ASTNI has more 1,..luence in skiing. fencing.
wrestling, .,id ice hoe key So tar both committees has e put minor efforts into baseball.

The NOCSAL Committee is composed of organizations and the membership is closed.
Technical conferences are open "hen held NOCSAL standards cannot become national
standards it submitted to the American National Standards Institute t ANSI) All of the ASTM's
standards are submitted automatically to ANSI

ASTNI committees are open. any one can join, and take part \ 'snots may walk-in off the
street to any AS I NI subcommittee meeting All AS -I NI standards are submitted to ANSI and
the ASTNI Ski Standards are becoming international standards AS I NI standards has e credibil-

ity and are legally defensible
ASTNI s role is determined by its process. rather than sub lee t matter _IC, a matter of how

rather than '.s hat' and an essential pan of the now is the guarantee that es ery one may hale

his say I he preeminence tit ASTNI m staudards making act, s toy stems in large part from the
acceptance of the AS process and the recognition tit the tact that ASTNI standards are
developed from a muln hias point of sieve

NOCSAL C onnuttee and the Football Subcommittee 1 8 10 are in competition. Both
ha'.e produced standards AS-1 NI belies es the market place "ill cht.ose the better and use it.
Our IlidthigCMCIV sty stein for the deselopinclit tit satety standards, is as ailable fur yon to Join,
and use e wels once y our participation as General Interest and I. ser members as well as any

modueers that are insolved
Vs, e enjoy good 1.0tiperation now Dr Hodgson «e are setting up alaboratory round

robin to look at test methods c do has c a research proposal which hopefully w ill he funded
by the Consumer Product Safety Commission sometime in 1977. or 1978. w hen we taxpayers
gise them euougb Ilione e hope to look at some of the lillalls cm! problems that Dr
Hodgson pointed out. the solutions to w Inch only can he obtained by research

Question and Answer Period

Oft ,non # I We spent a lot of time and energy to improse our football program for next
y ear Despit, all our d torts. c could wt find any one to tell us w hat w as the best kind of helmet

to buy Is there any possibility that at sonic point in tune these Itci, ets ill he ranked in order
according to safety and or will ally body w hi, is in a responsible position come out and gwe us a
definite answer as to w hat is the safest helmet to put on a youngster''. head?

tiodg,son, \Nell. the reason that-1 sery dtfielilt to do is because Just looking at the helmets on

the basis of laboratory tests is kind of misleading somennieN Fur example. there's one helmet
that I could recommend to y on as pc thinning best in the laboratory but then after its out in the
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field a while, it starts to develop places where the padding gets depressed and it doesn't perform
as well, so I hesitate to go out on the limb like that. There was a manufacturer in the other day
and he thought his helmet performed pretty well and I said let's put your liner in this other guy's
shell and sure enough it performed bettei than either one of the helmets had to begin with.

I don't know if the actual numbers that they perform at would beat this stage a most valuable
thing for you to have. You could inquire of the reconditioning people. They might be able to tell
you what their experience is in terms of which helmets are holding up the best and this sort of
thing. It's a little dangerous for us to go out and tell you which helmet to use. You might get a
boy hurt in it and then we would feel that we went too far. Anyway, right now I don't think we
want to endorse any: particular helmet. I think gradually they are going to be getting better and
better and it won't make that much difference. Right now I'll grant you that when they are
tested in the laboratory there is a significant difference between the best and the worst but then
agai 1, some are better in some locations than others so it's kind of a "mixed bag" and it's hard
to really define what L th, best helmet right now. Some have shells that stand up better with
holes drilled into them and they have better fatigue life than other helmets. Some stay safe for
longer even though they're original safety is not up to what some of the others are.

Question #2 Just f ;lowing that thought though, it would seem tome one of the major issues
is to help people who need to purchase equipment. Isn't there some way that we can get a
minimal standard?

Hodgson: There is We have a minimum standa,d. That's what we are talking about here.
This NOSCAE test is a minimum standard. Ev ry helmet that nas a NOSCAE seal of approval
on it, is a certified helmet. It has passed the minimum standard which is, that they have passed
under ambient conditions six tests, two drops each from 60 inches and have not exceeded the
1500 Severity Index limit, in addition to some other tests.

Question #3. Would It be possible in addition to having a minimum standard also to have a
higher standard and to specify levels which could pass higher standards and minimum
standards?

Hodgion. When you go to higher standards, right now we have about an inch to put in for
comfort, fit and some energy absorber. If you go to a higher standard, you're going to cause the
manufacturer, providing he's not making this helmet any bigger, to put a stiffer and suffer liner
i there. We don't know if that's going to be a detnment to cerebral vascular injunes and maybe
help the boy have fewer concussions We just don't know that mud' and we're kind of feeling
our way along. We are really rely mg on the injury picture out in the field to tell us something,
whether you like it or nut. It's not pure science that we are dealing with here. If it wa.%, we would
be able to put our finger on it.

Question #4 Would you be safe in saying that possibly there might be a potential in
developing a helmet that would absorb shock to a greater extent but yet might be more
uncomfortable and give more low impact dis,umfort to the wearer' ould you make it more
comfortable for the small repeated impact or could you make it less ,omfortable and still be able
to absorb the massive shock. Are you trying to play a sort of in between on this?

Hodgson: That ruts it in pretty good verbiage I'd say
Question #5. You referred to some of the potential disadvantages of having too severe a
standard. One of the reasons for that is that in order to pass the NOCSAE standard you must
pass it not only at 72 degrees but alco at 32 degrees and at 120 degrees. What are the actual

.chances of a player playing w a game where the shodc attenuation material is at 32 degrees or
120 degrees Fahrenheit?

Hodgson. It's minus 20 degrees Fahrenheit, actually You know a lot of the standards you
write are based on past history and we put that in there ju to make sure we weren't overlooking
something. We have found that the helmets exposed to minus 20 degrees for at least 4 hours.
actually performed better. The material ,rushes and in so doing it gives you an easier "ride
down." Actually there's probably not much chance of it ever happening that a boy could even
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wear a helmet that `Xv as minus 20 against his skin. so that part of the standard may he changed
Die but part of the test by the tune we get the helmets Out of the Oven. put on the head model and

raised, the thermocouples 111%1utic that the temperature is down, or just above body tempera-

ture. 100 degrees or so I'm sure that there are a lot of places in the country where they are
playing at that temperature. And that's about the most severe condition for a helmet, as you
may know if you know something about materials.

Question #6 You can correct me it I in vv rung. Voigt, but I thought that the reason for the
introduction of those temperature extremes was nut V hat would happen when it was being vv urn

on the player's head. but rather because these helmets were often stored tor extended penods of

time under conditions which would approximate those conditions.
Hodgson. Yes. it dues has e to do 1, oh storage and also W, ith players picking up helmets on

the sidelines. Probably it has more to do w ith the effects of storage
Question #7 Arc you going to look or are y ou looking at face masks in relation to the helmet

or neck injuries ' I guess niy question is the protrusion factor, how far they conic. doss n, the
ley erage that's caused when they are hit. etc Are ) au looking into those' Or are you going to

look into that?,
Hodg:von. It and when ke get a good neck model we would like to look at that because

undoubtedly. manufacturers are in the dark about exactly w here they should he w ith this face
mask It is probably a matter of fit and past expeneqc s that have led them to w here they are
now Maybe we could design better face masks if we did have a gvxxl neck model Right now

we don t I would say in the future we are leading towards that but we are not at a point nght
now where we could say what's the best deformation characteristics of a face mask and how far
out it shoulo he and when it should break loose trout the helmet or w hether it shOuld esen be out

there.
Question AS 1 understand that there is sonic thorough legislation that is Linden% ay, at this

time to put the standards making process under formal control of the FTC. I wonder if Mr
Hulse would care to comment on that''

Hulse This is Senate Bill S-3555. -Mere are no more hearings scheduled It contains three
parts One on international standards. one on the voluntary system in the United States and the

certification of laboratones
Now already the Department of Commerce has testified against the bill Several other large

government agencies including the rrc have studies and are going to testify against the bill
Both ANSI and ASTM were ready to testify against the bill w hen suddenly the hearings were
called oft. there .ire a few consumer advocates who think this is a good thing We see nothing
happening until the new administration. whoever it shall he comes into being after January of

1977 At some point in time we lira) call on you team members to wale a few little letters to
your Congressmen. it you believe in what we are doing and that the federal governmentshould

not step in and tell you, as members of ASTM, what to do
Question #9 It sounds to sic like the umbrella organization that was mentioned in

Herrmann s presentation is or can be the ASTM There are a number of problems facing us in
the areas of athletic injuries and athletic safety We need data on injury incidences before we
can do anything that is any vhere at all associated with the establishment of standards First, we

must properly identify the product inv olv ed or the technique of the player or whatever I would

be remiss it I Mehl t admit, at this point, that I was not fully aware of ASTM's methods of
operation and the organization. but yet don't know if I heard you correctly. Is what you're
saying that the ASTM van serve in that capacity? My first question is. When will the ASTM

convene the neces: people in order to attack the problem?
Hu/se I'm grad y%.,i first started off and said that ASTM is and then you said "can be," It's

in the can he We can be the umbrella organization We do have the power of convening It
depends on you and your organizations If the organizations governing both women and men in
sports wish. ASTM could call a convening conference to look at this multi faceted problem
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Recognizing that until the NAIRS system is in place for maybe another year so that we would
have some direction in which to go. If we do it prematurely, all we are going to have is a forum
like we are having today, for a lot of people to get up and give their points of viev, and point out

that we've got a big problem here, but that there are no solutions. So I think timing is pretty
important. I would say that until the NCAA and the High School Federation, are of a single
mind to help organize sports in colleges and high schools, and the other organizations too
maybe the time is not quite right. Maybe this conference is going to be thespringboard and it's
too bad maybe, as it was mentioned last night, that we don't have 300 people here like the
people that came out in Phoenix Arizona to hear about something that would give the edge to an

athlete, We need something dramatic here. Former coaches and players and a rundown miler
aren't going to attract anybody. So we need the help of the media. I don't think we have any
media here that's going to write this meeting up. For the female athlete, we did have a reporter
from the National Sporting Goods Magazine who is going to write it up and we hope to get more
women out. We could help you form a little planning group. First, prior to a conference we
need a lot of planning before we go ahead and "stick our neck out." We would assist any
organization with these objectives and I hope you people from organizations would take us
seriously and with Chairman Morehouse of F-8 and ASTM headquarters we're at your ser..e.

Question #10. You mentioned something about services in your scope. Do you r.ee in the
services category, a committee on educational perspectives of the kind of things that we are
doing right here at this Conference? I would say that as an educator, we need a brief outreach
program for everybody that has attended this meeting, so were able to go out and bring forth
the issues and things that we are talking about here, so my point is, "where is the educational
thrust?" Everybody says that it is important. Of course, I live with that every day and it is very
difficult unless we have somebody looking at this. One good example would be in terms of our
accident data system development In the intricacies of that, and especially the area in which we
are working, unless people know that you are going to fill out one of those report forms and a

few other things in terms of the total system, we're not even going to bn able to get good reliable
objective data. I'd be Interested in knowing how you interpret your services.

Hulse: I've got a real loose interpretation of services and as [ pointed out, I'm stretching that
definition. We're just getting into services and that key phrase "the promotion of related
knowledge". Now Committee F-8 has that in their scope. And promotion of related knowledge
falls in the educational field. We have sponsored in F-8 small, technical seminars and one
national symposium With the help of organizations such as gathered here, particularly with the
educators, we could do more. We do have a professional public relations manager. He will send

out press releases. We can call in reporters. By the way, we were also subject to our friend,
Jules Bergmann's TV program in the flammability matter and we know what you've gone
through and we know how to get,around him and others. It may be one way .) do it to get into
your problem a lime bit is like that lawyer from Chicago who was sued on a malpractice suit and

he took umbrage against this because he felt he was 100% innocent The plaintiff thought that
the insurance company was going to pay off $20 or $30,000. The contingency fee the lawyer
was going to get was about 30%. This happened right here in Cook County, Illinois. This
lawyer went.and looked up the standard, for the Bar Association and he found that lawyers are
not suppoSed to bring fri volt..., lawsuits. He got ane:er lawyer and he brought up suit against
this lawyer on the frivolous lawsuit basis and the judge and jury agreed with him. Conse-
quently, malpractice suits in Cook County have dropped 40%. In other words, if you feel
moved with your attorneys from the high school federation, go sue ABC. But that's getting a
little bit off of your question. If I haven't answered it exactly in these discussion clarifications,
I'd be glad to take it up with you tomorrow or anytime.
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Round Table Discussion
Standards for Sports Equipment and Facilities

Moderator: Edward MI 'elf
Indiana Ulmer of Penna

Indiana, Pa.

This round table discussion was largely confined to :amnions and circumstances surround-
ing the helmet standards ut NOCSAE nu ASTM which were discussed the prev ions day by Dr.
Hodgson and Mr. Fluke.

The discussion began with the problem of lack of information on the characteristics of the
performance on the human neck under the conditions of impact to the head as in football. It was
noted that there is a problem with neck injuries because of the use of the head in football but in
order to design better equipment. one must have sonic data on human tolerances with regard to

neck injunes. It is just not practical to design and manufacture equipment. put it on the market
and then evaluate it based on the number of injuries which occur.

It was brought out that the ASTM F-8 Committee on Spurts Equipment and Facilities had
proposed a research program dealing with head concussions and neck injunes. Because of the
slow doss n in the economy just about that time. there were problems in obtaining funds from
pnv ate industry and so far MLre has been no support from federal agencies, although the CPSC

is the only agency that has been formally approached in seeking support. It was a consensus of
the group that research on the tolerance of human necks to impacts as well as additional
research on head' mimes is needed It was suggested that perhaps NOCSAE and ASTM F-8
might consider a seminar on neck injuries at one of their future meetings. especially since there
has been some research completed at General Motors and North American AN ',Ilion. a Division
of Rockwell International, and at the National Bureau of Standards.

The question was asked w hether the relationship between neck injunes and the face masks
and:or uk,: of collars has been understudy. The High School Federation with its rule change for
1976 and the Cillegc Football Coaches AssIciation w ith their statement concerning a change in

coaching techniques seem to be atom ing in the right direction ,n order to eliminate the use of the
head in blocking and tackling.

Most serious injuries occur in high school competition. This seems to be due to the lack of
adequate summer conditioning programs, short pre season practice penods prior to the first
game, scrimmaging varsity players against freshmen and the utilization of out-dated and
inferior equipment. It was felt that progress had been made but greater attention to many of
these factors, was needed.

A few Ind's, idtlals expressed the opinion that the NOCSAE Standard should be more
stringent. It w.is reported that players were receiv ing concussions in certified helmets in
football because sonic of the certified helmets were quite marginal.

There should also he more controls on the use of equipment The proper fitting of helmets
and their care are most in portant factors that must be considered even with the best of
equipment...

Certain things have happened since 1969 w hen activity on the development of equipment
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standards first began (1) the quality of helmets have been upgraded, (2) many more people are
aware of the research that is available, (3) more research is going on and (4) rule changes have
been made. Now, the statistics from NAIRS may provide some indication as to whether these
factors are accomplishing a reduction in the incidence of injuries.

The point was raised concerning the use of padding on the outside of the helmet. There was
no definite answer on the effectiveness of this but many felt the idea was worthy enough to

4warrant some research.
.The problems of establishing a more ngid standard were also discussed. Such an approach

would necessitate an increased stopping distance. The larger helmet shell would then create
problems with increased moments of inertia, so it appears there must be a trade-off in order to
be practical. Some ideas may be good theoretically but are not functionally or practically
sound. For example, attaching the helmet to the shoulder pads might protect the player from
neck iajuries but one couldn't play football because he wouldn't be able to turn his head and see
anything.

The problem of the face guard was discussed relative to the additional torque created when it
is struck according to some people. One person noted that a comment from one of the speakers
the previous day was that if he had to make a choice between the mouthguard and face ;uard,
he'd rather have the face guard for protection. The question was raised as to the incidence of
neck injunes prior to the use of face guards. Unfortunately, no one seemed to know if there
were any valid statistics because this was before computers were used very extensively. The
comment was also made that as the face guard was upgraded for more protection the coaching
techniques began to change.

Over 25 years ago the face guards were attached with leather straps and only worn if a player
already had a facial injury such as a broken nose. Then, the single plastic bar made of lucite
began to be.worn. These were too fragile and often broke leaving nice sharp edges. Then the
double bar was utilized and the tnple bar all made of plastic. In the meantime, steel bars were
beginning to be used and now nearly every player wears the full cage The cage permits the
greater use of the head without fear of injury an even though "speanng" and "sticking" has
been illegal according to the high school rules for some time, the rule was not enforced until this
year. There was some agreement that the face guard is being unfairly blamed for the increased
neck injunes and that it is valuable in protecting against dental and facial injuries.

The question w as then asked if NOCSAE and ASTM were doing anything with hockey and
baseball helmets. It w as indicated that the ASTM committee is working in these areas and
NOCSAE also is involved with head protection in these sports.
A bnef discussion followed concerning the desirability of centralizing all standards wnting
one organization. The point was _abed thatNOCSAE was not really a standards wnting

organization. They were formed because there w as a need to upgrade equipment and the ASTM
process was too slow. The ASTM, however, must follow prescnbed rules and regulations so

that its standards are defensible. It is often quite difficult to put specific numbers on a
performance specification since data must be produced to defend this alue in a standard, if it
comes to a court case.
NOCSAE does time plans to rev Ise its standard Some aspects that are under considei anon,

are to increase the drop height fur the test and already therz. are three different sizes in the head
model. There ,s also some talk about reducing the critenon for certification from a Seventy
index of 1500 to a SI of 1000. The replacement of the guide wire apparatus with a-monorail
system is also a possibility it appeared that the establishment of a target limit was helpful so it
could either be refuted or supported as additional information became available.

It was also suggested that perhaps it would be a good idea to formulate standards for
recommended practices for fitting of equipment, conditioning of players and coaching techni-
ques similar to the guidelines which are included in the new standard for trampolines.

The discussion returned to NOCSAE and how it is' supported financially Does the NCAA,
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NFSHSA and NATA contribute to NOCSAE or pay dues? No! all the financial support comes
from the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association which has contracted with Wayne State to
do the research.

Football knee pads are another item of equipment for which ASTM is developing a standard.
This may also be applicable to volleyball, wrestling, basketball and other sports except it would
probably necessitate a different geometric shape.

Are there other kinds of standards that ASTM writes? Yes! there are actually several types
of standards, (1) a dimensional specification which simply spells out the physical dimensions
of the material, product or system, (2) it could be a product specification which is generally
used for buying and selling, (3) it may be a performance specification which is sometimes
difficult to write if it allows freedom of design and material, (4) there is the standard method of
test which the F-8 Committee has already written. This is simply a way of measuring
something. These usually require interluboratory round robins in order to determine the
precision and accuracy of the test, and (5) there is the recommended practice. This is where we
have only scratched the surface in the fields of sports and recreation. This can be a guideline or
procedure on how to do something in a standard way that all parties have agreed to. What was
'suggested yesterday was that F8 get more involved in the writing of these standards for
recommended practice.

Since we have a couple of manufacturers here, regarding the question of maintenance and
fitting of equipment, what would be the feeling of manufacturers if ASTM were to write a
recommended practice on the fitting of football helmets? Would manufacturers agree to
providing an instruction sheet which would be packed with every new helmet? There are
different techniques for fitting helmets depending on the type of helmet. We manufacturers all
tell users that the helmet has to fit snug, tight and fit all parts of the head, so much space has to
be above the brow (illustrated with one finger abuse the eyebrow) and the ears have to line up
with the ear hcles. This is standard. Instructions in a box, however, doesn't insure that all
persons will read them! The only way to be absolutely safe from law suits is to fit each kid
personally (company representative) but this is impractical.

What relationship do the F 8 standards have to rule Lhanges? None, but some standards
might lead to rule changes This is happening in some sports. The Penn State research project
on wrestling mats may lead to a rule change since the head of the National Amateur Wrestling
Federation is the chairman of the wrestling subcommittee. More input from players and
coaches into the work of ASTA4 is needed. We need a football subcommittee chairman who is
an athletic director, coach or adminis'trator. We hope to have one at our next meeting. Don't
you feel these people will be intimidated when asked to speak individually because it doesn't
come through a national organization? A number of people are not prepared to speak or act.
They are afraid to speak out of turn Even if they represent a national organization they can not
speak for the organization unless they go back and get approval first.

Does the legal department of ASTM have reservations about setting the helniet performance
standard at 1500 SI? Not if all parties have come to an agreement that this should be the
standard. There will be no criticisms from the legal standpoint because you have achieved a
consensus standard There are lots of numbers in many ASTM standards. There is no overview
committee, nor can there be because y ou are the technical experts. Nu ASTM standard has ever
been brought into court as being teLhniLally unsound. If the present NOCSAE standard were
taken and put through the ASTM process and a si.rvived unchanged, it would be legally
defensible. But if there were some negative votes and it got changed, then it is altered
accordingly This is what is in progress now. If "ProLedure 13 is adopted with a 1500 SI in it,
the NOCSAE and ASTM could make anoint statement that they arc atagreement. That is what
our goal is presently.

It was agreed that the word on the progress, accomplishments, and problems in the venting of
standards should be publicized Hopefully. the proLeedings of this Conference, which will
include the formal papers and the group discussions, will help to do just that.
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Litigation in Competitive- Sports

Herbert T. Appenzeller
Guilford College
Greensboro. North Carolina

Recently an athletic director, thoroughly frustrated by the complextues of law and sports
urged all college presidents to fire their athlete directors and replace them with attorneys. His
disgust at the incrtasing number of million dollar sport-related law suits and the confusion that
seems to exist appears to bear out the statement that there are two things in this world that no one

should see being made: laws and sausage!
No one connected with competitive sports appears to have immunity from litigation. A

16-year-old boy was severely and permanently injured dun ng a high school basketball game
(1). He and his parents sued for $950,000 from the following organizations and people.

(I) the state high school athletic association
(2) the two school districts of the participating schools
(3) the Officials' association
(4) the boy's coach and his wife
(5) the opposing coach and his wife
(6) both referees
(7) the player who allegedly caused the injury

For years the courts consistently held that participants of spurts assn mcd the nsk of the game. It

is obvious today, however, that as many groups and people as possible will be sued in the hope
that someone may be found guilty of negligence and made to pay the pnce The original
concept has yandity today, but several trends pose a threat to many people associated with
competitive sport's.

RIRhts and Due Process
More cases are lost because procedural due process was nut observed than on the ments of

the case. Many people feel that due process is permissiveness and coaches particularly question
the value of due process in athletics. Speaking in Nutshell Magazine. Justice Black found
support when he complained that the Supreme Court's granting of nghts to individuals,
encouraged a new era of permissiveness. A federal judge took exception to Black's statement
and warned that "the nsk taken by a few who abuse their (nghts) is outweighed by the far
greater risk run by suppressing constitutional freedoms."(2)

For example, two Minnesota Univ basketball players were penalized by their athletic
committee for their part in a wild brawl against rival Ohio State (3). The athletes were
prohibited from participation in any future varsity basketball games.

The faculty representatives of the Conference felt that the punishment was inadequate and
without a hearing added the prohibition of any practice that year R^Iti athletes sued the
Conference,Faculty Representatives, claiming that their nghts of duel ss as guaranteed by

the Fourteenth Amendment had.been violated.
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A federal judge supported their argument and ruled in their favor. Due process must be
observed.

In a related case. a New York t. ourt upheld the action of a coach who withheld the varsity
football and track letters earned by an athlete. The boy reportedly N iolated training rules after
both seasons were over (4). The judge ordered the ase back for reconsideration however.
because the coach failed to give the boy a chance to respond to the t. harges against ham. Again,
due process had been violated

I went through 21) day s of the worst situation I've ever been in with one of our athletes who
was accused by another school of has mg registered there. which would have made 'our team
totally ineligible We would have received the worst publicity and this coy, who was a
freshman, could never have played again We asked to be investigated. and found out some
things that you don't belie,. e happen in sports I became cony inced. that while a lot of people
think there's a lot of permissiv eness in society today . ou better at least call the person in if you
are going to suspend your athletes Tell them the reason that you're going to do this. Let them
respond as to why or what and then you have an impartial hearing. People think you have to go

to court You an simply let the coach listea or have the athletic director or the pn ncipal present
to hear the facts.

This is an important area for all those k onn e d with competitive sports. Procedural due
process is simply fair play and involves the following basic steps.

(I) an individual must have proper notice that he is about to be deprived of life, liberty or

Property;
(2) an indwidual must be afforded the opportunity to be heard: and
(3) an individual must be afforded a fair trial or hearing (5).

Injury Caused by a Participant
It has been generally accepted that participants injured in an athletic ,,,ntest cannot recover

damages for an injury caused by another participant A recent case. howev cr. may dramatically

change litigation in competitive sports. Julian Nabozny, a soccer goalie for Hansa High School
in Winnetka, Illinois was in position to receiv e a pass from a teammate in the penalty area (6).
An opponent kept running toward him and kicked him in the head causing serious injunes.
Nabozny sued the player. alleging that he did not attempt to avoid contact in the area of th°
penalty zone which prohibits contact by the rules of soccer. but did in fact deliberately kick
him Barnhill, the defendant. argued that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence
since he participated in an athletic contestand assumed the risk of the game. He claimed that he
owed no legal duty to Nabozny.

Nabotny lost the decision in the trial court but appealed the dec ISIO11 to the Illinois Appellate
Court Several key points were made in the higher court that can affect future injury cases.
While the court realized that the law should not put unreasonable -burden on the free and
y igorous participation in sports by our youths." it did insist that "some of the restraints of
civilization must accompany every athlete onto the playing field."

The court discussed the role of athletics and the educational benefits the participants receive.
such as the opportunity to learn self control. The main argument centered on the violation of
adopted rules rather than the development of Skill. in order to protect the participants of the
game. It stated that:

"w hen the athletes are engaged in an athletic competition, all teams ins of cd are trained

and coached by knowledgeable personnel, a recognized set of rules goy ems the conduct
of the competition and a safety rule is contained therein which ispnmanly designed to
protect players from serious injury, a player is then charged with a legal duty to every
other player on the field to refrain from conduct prescnbed by a safety rule.(6)"

The court recognized that this statement was a breakthrough in an area that was previously
"Lncharted in the law of torts." It do ised this rule to control a new field of personal injury



litigation."
Although an athlete does assume the risk inherent in a particular activity, the participant does

not assume the risk that results from the negligence of another participant. And the court clearly
has indicated that an athlete does not assume any risks that are of an extraordinary level unless
he was aware of them and voluntarily accepted them. It appears that in the future, deliberate
,.iolation of rules with the intent to inflict injury, will be subject to liability. It is still a cloudy
area but one that will bear study and consideration.

Utiption Against Officials '
For years officials have been relatively free from law suits but recent cases reveal a trend that

might change this virtual immunity.
In Hinton v. Pateros School District (I) an injured boy and his parents sued both referees,

contending that they knew the basketball game was too rough and that they ignored the protest
of the coach against the rough play. The plaintiff charged the officials with negligence and
failure to use discretion in allowing the game to develop into "an abusive, physical contest." In
this case, the plaintiff also sued the officials' association foi using officials who did not enforce
the rules of the game. The association was charged with the duty of supervising and preparing
officials in a proper manner according to the plaintiff. The case is still pending.

Percy Penn, a football and basketball official for the Southwest Conference for the past 25
years, instituted a law suit for $1,000,000 against the Tulsa Tribune Company for alleged
defamation of character (7). Penn charged the newspaper with false and libelous statements
which, he claimed, "would in the mind of the ordinary reader, impute to plaintiff, a complete
lack of honesty, integrity and virtue and accuses him of not being an impartial referee and with
intentionally and habitually making wring calls as an official in order to obtain favorable
results for certain participadts." This, too is pending.

A finaj case illustrates the variety of cases in which officials are involved. In Watkins v
Louisiana High School Athletic Association (8), a spectator was involved in an argument with
a basketball referee. The High School Athletic Association prohibited her from attending any
athletic event in which the high school was playing. She sued the Association claiming that it
had violated her right of privacy guaranteed by the First, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth
Amendments of the Constitution of the United States. She also alleged that her right of due
process was violated since no one notified her that a spectator could not engage a referee in
conversation or touch them.

The appellate court upheld the decision of the lower court in allowing a private association to
set rules which were fair and honest, including barring this particular woman from the games
for one. year.

It is clear that ;a today 's competitive sports scene, litigation divolv mg offi,,als wiil be an
important area.

The Liability of the Team Physician
In a day when law suits are commonplace and athletes are suing for every possible reason,

team physicians until now have enjoyed a rare immunity. However, altruistic attitudes toward
the team physician may become a thing of the past if recent cases are indicative of the day in
which we live. Michael Gallagher, an Ohio attorney, predicted in 1972 that litigants will
become dissatisifed with the amounts of insurance school districts carry and seek other sources
of revenue (9). It is possible, he predicted, that doctors and hospitals will become the target of
such lawsuits and once the individual is successful in recovering damages "the floOd gates will
open." .

His prophecy came true the same year when a thirteen-year-old boy was awarded
$4,025,000 by a San Francisco court (10). The boy was injured in a playground fight when
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another boy struck him with a baseball bat A doctor and a medical crew at the hospital
examined and released him but se eral hours later readmitted him for extensise brain surgery.
While he received only $25,000 from the school district for its failure to supers ise the
playground, he successfully sued the doctor and hospital for a record four million dollars.

Since there is no case law g,os eming the conduct of a team physician, it has been said that a
physician is bound by the general pnimples of law relating to a physician's responsibilities.
While the athlete may assume the risk of a particular sport, he is not usponsible for negligent
treatment by a physician It appears that the athlete will not be responsible.

if he were examined by a doctor, and the doctor through negligence erroneously found

no medical conditions making it inadvisable for him to participate in the sport. (9)
Two weeks ago at one inns ersity a buy was swimming in the pool taking laps on a swimming
team He had already set a record in high school that was better than the current record ui the
university He's gone When they pulled him out of the water, they found he had a heart attack
and died The school already had a case w here a boy drowned in the swimming pool and they
had a S2 million suit against them, so I know thesc urns ersay officials must have gone through

mental agony until they learned something from the mother and faMer w hen they called them.
You see the school did not ease the boy any phy sical The mother and lather said, "Yes! We
knew it would happen anytime because he had that condition. But we wanted him to Ilse a

normal, actise life and we knew it could happen while he was in a chair, while he was in his
class or any other place The father. who was in phy sical education at another college,
understood What I am saying is, what would has e happened had the boy been swimming,
died, no physical and the parents didn't know that the boy had that kind O. f condition?

The athlete with the di ,qualifying phy sic al condition is going to be another area that you are
going to see in litigation.

I w as asked to speak at another school last year When I gut there, somebody 'Warned me or I
would has,: been caught completely unaw arc that they had gone through a tremendous period of
campus unrest because of a young nun w ho went out for basketball. At this umsersity they
has ea rule that a "w ilk on" or any body out for trials tthey has e 40 students a y ear w ho try OW

for different teams) does not get a phy sical till he makes the team. So this young man tried out,
made the basketball team The next day he w as dismissed because he had one eye. They had a
tremendous stir in the community The American Cis it Liberties Union got in on it and they got
a temporary court (Viler to let him play An athlete w ho has one eye w ho played professional_
basketball ss as on a campaign so he came throu &h and shot baskets with him. the day that I left.
to publicize it.

I asked a question of Dr Ryan yesterday Dr Ryan gas e a sensible answer to what is being
done in Wisconsin But 1 w ould ask now, what happens to the boy w hi, is not ut majority age? I
think if you are of majority age and you it down with y our parents and sit doss n Vvith the doctor
and you agree If y ou know the situation, I can understand it But what if the boy is 14' What
are the legal ramification, if he goes out for the team and there's negligence and he loses the
other eye or he has one kidney and he injures the other kidney and dies?

I think y ou are going to find that this is going to he an area which is ginfig, to be litigated
heavily.

Many high schools and colleges arc unable to has c the sers ices of phy SIC I alb at ganuA played

away from home This puts the school and coach in a precarious situation it a senous injury
occurs In most instances, the host team willingly shares the sers ices of their team physician.
1 his brings up an interesting point, what is the liability of a doctor in such a situation?

Once again. Gallagher cautions the team physician to consider the fact that he becomes
sulnerable to legal al tam for negligence It' a physician treats a participant in the absence of
consent, either expressed or informed, tic might face assault and battery charges,t9) the perils
inherent in such a.tion are illustrated by the following:

"The doctrine of informed consent one upon which many suits are currently bases:. Its
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real value to a plaintiff's attorney is that it obviates the need to establish negligence on
the part of the doctor, more particularly, it avoids the necessity of producing competent
medical testimony that the offending doctor; has deviated from the appropriate standard
of care." (9:70)

The doctrine is applicable to competitive sports, thus it is essential that the physician secure
permission in writing for the authonzation of care and treatment for injuries sustained in a game
or during practice. Any treatment beyond emergency care should be sanctioned by parental
consent or the informed consent of the patient who is aware of the risks associated with the

-treatment.(9) ,
The following contents on the form used for physical examination for competitive sports

should be helpful:

NAME:
Last First Middle Initial

Parental or Guardian Permission:
As a parent or legal guardian I authorize Dr acting as team
physician to examine the above named student and in the event of injury to administer
emergency care and to arrange for any consultation by a specialist, including surgeons
he deems necessary to insure proper care of any injury. Every effort will be made to
contact pannts or guardians to explain the nature of the problem prior to any involved
treatment.

In the absence of the team or authorized physician, I grunt permission to a qualified
physician to furnish emergency cam using the guidelines above.(11)

There arc three types of people connected with athletics today. First, the ones who are
-....

indifferent and apathetic regarding the.welfare and safety of individuals under their care. This
.group fails to properly supervise, inspect facilities and equipment and in general, observe rules
of safety.

The =mid group is so frightened about the possibility of legal entanglements that they go to
the extreme and become overly cautious. In too many instances, worthwhile activities are
eliminated or curtailed because someone was injured or the specter of injury looms dangerous.

The third group is too often in the minority. This group realizes that there is some risk in all
activitiesand this is natural and in many instances, desirable. This group attempts to follow the
rules of safety and sets as pnonty the welfare of the individual. It is imperative that more people
become aware of the factors that involve liability. Not only will our athletes be protected and
injuries prevented, but court cases will diminish and coaches will spend less time in the courts.
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Liability In Informal Sports
and Recreational Programs

George A. Peters. Esq.
Los Angeles, California

Dr. Appenzeller talked to me before the session about the relatively short attention span of
some people who should be vitally concerned about this liability Lnsis. It reminded me that just
a few months aga I spoke to an Amencan Society of Mechanical Engineers Meeting and
afterwards the president of a small company came up and started to discuss some (APIs severe
problems. I mentioned some quick affirmative measures he could take to reduce or minimize
his liability exposure. He got very excited and said, "I pay my .:.surance and it's up to the
Insurance company and it's up to the high-pnced lawyers to take care of this and to protect me. I
do not want to be bothered. If they want to remove the bread from the table of 200 families of
my workers, let them do it." It reminded me that about sev en or eight years ago, a similar thing
occurred. Just a few months ago that particular tympany went bankrupt from product liability
claims.

Today, the cost if liability insurance and related product safety measures, account for as
much as one-third of the retail pnLe of some products. As far as municipalities are concerned,
because of what is happening iu the recreation and sports area. some municipalities with
seemingly good records have been cancelled by their insurers as many as three or four times in
the past year. Many municipalities. as you may know, are now going naked or self-insured.
(which is virtually the same thinb). It is very difficult to get realisoc useful data from insurance
companies as to how to minimize or reduce the liability. One company. a major corporation.
not too long ago after failure to obtain information useful to an effective loss control program.
cancelled,the insurance. went self-insured with a captive They now have information they can
use and have affected a 30% reduction in loss.

Other people feel that somehow or other they can get a special legislation at the federal or
state level. They believe lucre has to be legal reform and also, there has to be insurance reform
What they want is some magic standard. They hope relief will Lome somehow so they don't
have to change the way'they are doing business. That is just an invitation to disaster

I arn going to present sonic prepared remarks I wrote before 1 Lame here and I believe it to be

an unbiased view, as I really hav e no self interest and l am not representing anyone and 1 am not

attempting to get any business or any thing of th zt sort. My main reason for being here is that 1
see too many people w ho are just "sitting ducks." Even if I should happen to be on the opposite
side, plaintiff or defense, I would like to at least see some competition.

In competitive sports, indiv 'duals du uattle, under specified rules of the game, and, after the
conflict has finished. a victor may have emerged Law suits are also a means of resolving
conflicts, under specified rule of the court. but no v miff really emerges There is restitution for
damages already suffered by du: injured side. but restitution only if fault Llin be pro against

the other participants in the lawsuit. Fault. however, may be judged.aLLording to rules of the
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game that seem to be gradually changine,!o favor the injured party because of. (a) our changing

concepts of social fairness or equity , (b) changing beliefs as to who should and could best bear
the economic burdens in a free enterpnse.and democratic sy stern, and (c) changing concepts as

to what may be in the public interest where avoidable and repeated accidents are clearly
identified. If someone says there are 750,000 injunes each year from basketball playing, it
furnishes the motive for attempted regulatory action, closer supervision and.changes in game
rules, equipment and facility improvements, and a social purpose for lawyers representing
those who Qlaiin to have been needlessly .injured. Thus, liability in informal sports and
recreation programs should not be just another remote incidental concern or a topic of
complaint and argument by those whose complacency may seem threatened. Liability is a
present threat, but only to those -v ho fail to recognize their new legal obligations and fail to take

reasonable steps to safeguard the health and safety of those who rely upon them.
Some o the major safety program deficiencies in sports safety, that exist today, relate to

safety audits, oredictive analyses, and concepts of unsafe acts. These deficiencies set the stage
for liability problems.

As to safety audits, it should be understood that safety is not just a simplistic mental attitude
based upon purely common sense and elemental pnnciples. It is a technical discipline of fairly
wide scope, complexity, and subject matter depth. It is a specialty which has ;massed
considerable know ledge, is a licensed profession in some states, and there are peer certification

or board specialiution procedures which serve to help identify those nun:molly qualified in the
applicable safety specialty Yet, we find well meaning indiv iduals giv en safety responsibilities
who are alindst totally unaware of the safety techniques, pnnciples, facts, and methods
commonly used by safety professionals or Oren the identity of safety organizations where such
knowledge may be obtained. Knowing what one does not know, is particularly important
where others entru .,t their very lives and -.nubs to the proper discharge of assigned safety
responsibilities Thus, if someone is assigned a safety program responsibility and does not
possess a license or certification in safety, some good faith attempt should be made to get
appropriate technical backup or expert consultation services from a safety specialist. For
example. a safety audit can be scheduled periodically , to be performed by an outside indepen-
dent safety professional, to evaluate a facility or equipment, procedure or process, or program.
This is essentially a post fik to audit by a specialist. It might Lost say $500 or more. Generally, it
is advisable to rotate the specialist so that a different perspective and expenence is applied at
each audit Don't rely upon the self-proclaimed expert. The competency of such specialists
may be determined by contacting the J p p ropn a t e professional societies, cross checking with

others in the expert's specialty, and from his professional reputation among others in the
application under consideration These safety audits are Lalledpust fut, to because they evaluate

situations. and circumstances as they actually exist at the time of the audit.
Acnother approach to minimizing possible liability is t a perform predictive analyses, such as

those used by system safety engineers These might be performed in the planning stage of a
sports facility to evaluate equipment proposed to be purchased, or to assess procedural
performance before undertaking a Lourse of action. What the safety analyst calls predictive, the

lawyer calls foreseeable Thus, there art techniques, in common use today, that permit a
systematic and comprehensive safety analysis to be performed, that will predict errors and
injuries, allow Lost benefit evaluations of propose.] alternatives or remedies, and will serve as
some evidence of due are in lawsuits questioning the proper discharge of safety respon-
sibilities.

Still another approach ti, minimizing liability is to reduce any undue emphasis on unsafe
acts The "knee-jerk" response of blaming the victim for unsafe acts is as unproductive as
believing that all accidents are unav oidable Acts of God. Blaming the v lam is easy, but it often
sets the stage for repeated injcnes given the same circumstances. Obviously, every accident
should be investigated to determine all probable causes and feasible remedies. But an accident
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investigator who consistently blames only the victim demonstrates the warning signs of
professional incompetency, myoptic prejudice, or a self-serving role as an apologist and loyal

defender of the faith even where the going gets rough. We livc in a world of multiple causation,
not absolute fault. The law, reflecting the realities of a technologically complex world, is
changing its perception of causation and liability relative to the victim. For example, in strict
liability lawsuits alleging that an item of sports equipment contained a defect that caused injury,
"foreseeable human misuse" is no longer a defense in some states and the "obviousness of the
hazard" is no longer a defense in mariy states. That is, since certain forms of misuse and abuse

and improper maintenance are foreseeable, it IF the manufacturer's obligation to design a
product that will not cause unreasonable harm given reasonably expected misuse, abuse, and
improper maintenancc. Similarly, the change from contributory negligence to comparative
negligence, mans that the victim who was formerly denied any and all relief because he was,
in any small degree, at fault, now can recover to the degree that others were also at fault. That
is, the old law harshly denied relief if any blame could be placed on the victim, but the new law
says that each should pay according to an apportionment of fault or blame. Thus, multiple
causation and human fallibility have been humanely recognized Therefore a safety specialist
who persists in blaming only the victim for his unsafe acts is a legal anachronism who is blindly
leading others into liability claims ..at could bring abbut personal and financial disaster when
least expected.

In general, evasion of moral responsibility (Or high standards of safety is less excusable with

the eroding legal defenses of contributory negligence, freak accident, unforeseen event,
unavoidable accident, special statutory immunities, and arbitrary distinctions between licen-
sees, invitees, guests, known trepassers, and undiscovered trespassers as effecting duty and
liability. The technical intracacies of the law are becoming less available as society demands a

correct on of a social illness in the form of a careless disregard of safety when balanced inst

economic or other interests. Ordinary care and skill to avoid injuring persons, on or n .s the
event, must be the principal basis of managing and implementing any sports and recreation
event, rather than reliance upon possible defenses and past lawsuit victories The question will
be whether the organizers, promotors, and supervisors acted as reasonable persons in view of

the probability and severity of injury to others.
Liability is often based upon allegedly defective unsafe products, inadequate supervision,

insufficient protective devices, improper facility layout, bad maintenance, improper selection
of activity, failure to warn, improper emergency treatment, and many other claims that seem to
fit a situation where there has been either unsafe conditions (that is, strict liability) ora failure to
exercise reasonablt care for the safety of others (that is, negligence).

What may have been the customary standard of care in the past, could be considered
negligence today, because the public seems to be demanding a higher standard of care relative
to safety and a reduction in an intolerable frequency and severity of injury toll that shocks the
conscience of many citizens. The acceptable and permissible level of risk is being reduced,
what has been considered a reasonable danger may have become unreasonable because of
alternatives that are now economically and technically feasible, and there are hazards that can
be identified today that were unknown just a few years ago The heightened interest in safety
has become evident and manifest in the consumer safety movement, the medical malpractice
crisis, and the proliferation of governmental regulatory agency mandates such as those given
the OSHA, NHTS A, CPSC, FTC, EPA, and the NTSB. Safety always has been akin to
motherhood, but practical analogies to planned parenthood and the pill are specifics only
recently applied to prevent or minimize the consequences of undesired events that give birth to

a staggering toll of injury and property damage.
There are other factors that threaten the sports safety profile, for example, social transition

and hazard identification. On one hand, social transition seems to make it more difficult than
ever to control participants and spectators of recreational events On the other hand, the courts
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are urging better enforcement of rules and regulations, are broadening liability for failure to
perform assigned or implied duties, and talk of "negligent supervision" for not discovering
dangerous activities, not preventing rowdiness and fighting, and not controlling disorders that
could threaten the safety of participants and onlookers in recreational and sports activities. In
essence, the courts are redefining the standard of care by escalating the criterion of what is
reasonable and prudent to that of the average of that expected from a professionally trained
person in the occupation.

Similarly, the increasing availability of technical information on hazards, and persons
skilled in recognition of hazards, has heightened the potential liability of those involved in
recreational and sports activity. In essence, it is simpler to prove to a jury that a particular
hazard was well known as a cause of injuries, that it was of significant risk, that safety
specialists considered it an unacceptable danger, that it would cost only so many dollars to
correct, and that an accident would not have occurred or the injury would have been less severe,
if appropriate action had been taken. In addition, that there were safety specialists qualified,
competent, available, and willing to perform the necessary work at reasonable cost. Also, the
the agency, entity, or individual responsible did not seek the help ofa specialist, did not engage
in relevant professional self-development, and was not licensed or certified in the appropriate
or relevant discipline.

It is not unusual to find that there is no designated safety specialist covering a specific sports
event, recreational activity, or leisure time game where the general public might assume or
expect that reasonable step:: had been taken for the protection of participating adults or
children. It is not unusual to find that the safety program is so general in nature as to be
ambiguous and meaningless. It is not unusual to find that no individual or group can be
identified that has the responsibility of initiating a requirement warning signs, for determin-
ing the composition and type of warning to be displayed, or for assessing the adequacy of
warnings already in existence:

One serious deficiency in understanding the legal requirements for safety is displayed by
those who claim or believe that compliance with safety standards is all that is necessary. Very
few lawsuits are ever based 3n a violation of a code or standard, yet thousands upon thousands
of defendants are found liable each year in standards-related cases. In essence, compliance with
safety standards is only a very preliminary and marginally effective means of assuring the
public safety. Such safety standards, federal rules or bans, safety certifications, and voluntary
recalls cover only the most g.oss generic and offensive departures from due care andare usually
not effective at moments of greatest public exposi.:e and risk. While safety standards,
regulatory actions, test certifications, recalls and bans, and similar efforts play an important
and essential role in the overall safety movement, only a fool would believe that they play a
substantial part of any particular sports or recreational safety program today. The courts have
repeatedly held that compliance with federal safety standards does not preclude common law
liability for defective products. Therefore, you may have a safety technician who talks interms
of compliance, but not a professional safety spv.ialist. Your standard of care should be that ofa
"professional," not a ministerial safety "technician."

There may be liability if you are either directly or indirectly involved man informal sports
program; if you encourage, sponsor, assist, organize, fur.d, advertise, endorse, retain some
control, or provide equipment, facilities, or personnel for such an activity. The nature ar.,i
extent of your legal obligations vary from state to state, the attitudes of Jurors vary from Ir....Allay
to locality, and the facts of each case are always differnt. Thus, clear statements as r what the
specific law is can only mislead. Instead, what is desirable is a general understanding of the
relevant legal obligations and trends in the law Enough understanding to create an awareness
of When and where to seek legal counsel from the attorney who is the lawyer dealing with your
recreational and sports program Remember, he cannot answer your questions unless you are
sufficiently aware to ask him the right question.
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The expectations of the general public and the juries parallel their economic investment in
school systems,. recreational facilities, sports programs, and leisure time athletic events. Go
back 50 years and think about the education and training and salary of our public school
teachers and compare it with the educational achievement and salary of teachers, coaches, and
administrators today. Think about the dramatic increase in the investment of taxpayar dollars
.during the past 50 years, in school systems, recreational facilities, and sports programs of both
an organized and informal nature. Think of the age in salary levels and numbcr of people
involved in recreational and sports actiyities. Think of the decreasing provincialism and
increased knowledge as to what is acceptable and desirable, The general public pays more and
expects more. The taxpayer, sitting as a juror, more and more understands that large dollar
verdicts in catastrophic injury cases are actually paid by insurance carriers that spread the risk,
that large verdicts are diluted by a broader base of taxpayers, that large verdicts are no different
than the indirect social welfare costs that would otherwise result from such injuries, and that
large verdicts serve a therapeutic function on otherwise reluctant agencies or entities. This
rationale is also evident in the gradual demise of tort immunity formerly granted governmental
agencies and cha' able institutions. The inescapable conclusions is that there is a threatening
storm on the horizons of sports safety and that reasonably prudent Individuals will realistically
reappraise the situation and take all necessary precautionary measures to avoid becoming a
victim of a sudden cloudburst over their sports' activity.

To avoid or minimize liability or the discomfort of lawsuits, you could get to know your local
lawyer so that you better understand your legal obligations and learn something about your
possible role in future lawsuits. However, you should also get to know your local safety
specialists so that you can effectively translate the legal obligations into a meaningful reduction
of risk for those who might be injured in the fuiure. This should be of some concern, if your
safety efforts are not commensurate with the duties now being imposed under our system of
laWs.

Just a couple of additional comments. Dr. Appenzeller mentioned some unusual lawsuits.
This morning I ate breakfast with someone who serves on the bcard of an insurance company
He was telling me that in order to spread their risk, they are making sure that a wide range of
additional defendants are being Included. He described several cases in relationship to possible
defendants. The defendants were rather remote but they are setting up a more creative approach
to thinking about possible liability of people. But I think the liability is fairly remote

I think there were also some questions earlier or. warnings. I heard someone at one table talk
about warnings and brochures. Warnings and brochures are sometimes package inserts
Really, what good does that do? It may reach the initial rsurchaser to be filed away in a desk
Your obligation is to communicate with the person who is going to use that equipment, so you
must make sure that the warnings are of a permanent form and effectively and adequately
communicate. (a) there is a danger or warning or special instruction, (b) the reason why, (c)
what the person should do, (d) what might result, and (e) what to do about it, if the unfortunate
event occurs. But many manufacturers don't supply warnings. Warnings are extremely
difficult to formulate, translate, and develop into pictoral farm. I have been in design situations
where we spent months and gradually it boils down into something that we thought was
virtually impossible. Of course any warning is like a two-edged sword. You are warning
someone, so they can appreciate thL nature of the specific risk, and take appropriateaction But
you are also saying, if you're a manufacturer, that you acknowledge that you were aware that
there was a significant safety hazard in the product, before yoti marketed it.

In many companies, during design reviews wherever there is a caution, warning, or special
instruction, that is a signal to go to the project engineer or specificdesigner and say "Hey, we
don't want the product to go out with that warning on it. Let's stop and think how we can
redesign the product now, so that such a warning is not necessary."

There were also some commt,nts earlier at one of the tables whether somebody 16 or 17 years
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old could sign what, in effect, is an informed consent. There were some comments about how

bad the law is Regardless of what the law is, in our form of government, we have jurors lay
jurors, average citizens sitting there. It's what they believe not really what the lawyers say.
Lawyers argue, th. witnesses testify. Even when the judge tells them what the law is in the form
of the jury instructions, they use a heck of a lot of common sense. The law is way in advance
what most jurors are willing to accept. Although it is still very easy to defend a case, it's getting
more difficult every day There is still time for people to see where the law is going and to take
affirmative steps to improve the products, to improve the nature of the services in the sports
area and to escape the fate that is going to be fall, unfortunately, far too many people.

S.

Question and Answer Period

Question #1 You mentioned strict liability as related to general negligence and then you
talked about comparative negligence in relation to contributory negligence. How does that fit
in, especially the latter one, with the conversation you had, I assume when you were talking
about multiple defense, litigation, etc? Do I make myself clear?

Peters, In contributory negligence if the jury found any fault about what the plaintiff did,
the defendants Would win, even though the defendants may have been 99% at fault. This had
the effect on reducing the number of pctential law suits in cases. Comparative negligence
means that if a plaintiff, the injured party was 20% at fault, he could still recover 80% of his
injuries.

There are many forms of comparative negligence, but the trend is toward pure comparative
negligence. I have here a summary of jury verdicts in Los Angeles for September 17, 1976.
Here is a basketball injury case The injured party, the plaintiff, was a 19- year -old student, who
was playing one on one in a corner court. He catapulted into a brick wall, four feet from out of

bounds, after stepping on a loose basketball pursued by both players: They claim that the
defendant, Occidental College, was negligent for not having more padding, as on the main
court The injuries were a comnunuted fracture of the left forearm with a residual 10% loss of
extension The medical bills of $3,700 and lost earnings of $2,100 were also claimed. Now, the

defense claimed there was no negligence, it was a freak accident, it was not reasonably
foreseen, and the plaintiff, the injured party, was contributorally negligent. Before trial, the
defendants offered $10,000, the injured party demanded $25,000. The trial lasted three days.
The jury found that the plaintiff was 25% at fault, or 25% contributorally negligent. Under the
new law in California, this means that Occidental College, the defendant had to pay 75% of the
injury costs The jury poll was 12 to nothing. They only needed nine but got a unanimous
verdict against Occidental College. They awarded 75% of what they thought the injuries were
or $15,637. A year ago, if they had found the plaintiff 25% negligent, there would have been
zero dollars awarded.

Strict liability has the effect of reducing the amount of proof the injured party has to present.
All they have to do is prove that the product was defective and that defect caused the injuries.
Many courts refuse the admission of any evidence showing that the defendent exercised care
commensurate with the custom of the industry. In other words, the standard of due care is no
longer relevant in many courts in strict liability. It's just was the product defective? Was it
properly designed, manufactured, or was there the failure to warn or instruct? Was it defective
and did that defect cause the injury claimed ? If so, there is only one defense, assumption of the
risk, and that's being wed down so the injured party must appreciate the specific hazard
and the magnitude of the risk. Some defense counselors say that assumption of risk is being
narrowed down to the point where there is no longer any defense in a strict liability case, other
than attacking causation.
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Question #2. There is another question I asked concerning the conversation with the
insurance people. If an insurance tympany has me as the policy holder, I interpreted from your
comments about this morning's conversation was that its a good healthy thing for the insurance
industry, which has me as a policy holder to try to get somebody else involved in that case, if
you will, to allocate some of the costs to other sources. Was that the essence of the statement^

Peters. For example, in comparative negligence, where the jury is allocating a percentage

of fault, if you have additional defendants and, if the insurance company can cross claim or
somehow get additional defendants, then, instead of that one insurance company being 80%
liable, it might be a 40;c, 20%, 15%, or 5%. Spread out their losse., in catastrophic injury
cases.

Question #3. Do you imply that thet a is an effort on the part of the insurance industry to push
for this?

Peters. The casualty Insurance industry has, consistently for the last couple of years, been

losing great sums of money in liability despite the fact that they increase their premiums three,

four, five, or ten times, have more exclusions, large deductibles, or attempt to reinsure or make
the insured eventually pay the venous levels making the insured bear 25-30% of the overall
cost. Regardless of what they are doing, and there are many different approaches, they are still

losing money. They will continue losing money until their insured take new steps to reduce the
losses. You are going to find more and more emphasis on preferred risks. If people don't set up
a positive affirmative program which is practically oriented, they're not going to he
reasonable insurance premiums.

Question #4. Would you please discuss briefly the liability potential of an employer, say a
school board, principal, superintendent or what have you, ansing from an athletic injury when
there are no required qualifications for an interscholastic athletic coach other than being a
certified teacher in that particular state. In other words, if I as an administrator, hired a coach
who had no background in sports safety or even in the technical aspects of coaching, and an
injury arises out of his lack of knowledge, would I be liable?

Appenzeller. I think again you are going to go back to the individual state for the most part
There are situations and I could give you cases and maybe one of the best is in Tennessee where

the wrestling coach resigned. The school employed a man already on their staff who said, "I'd
like to coach. I've got a little know ledge of wrestling." He introdixed Into the class, a new hold
he called the "Agora" hold. I never found anybody who knew what it was and then found out it
wag a modification of a certain hold he saw in Hungary when he was in the :.ervice. He had no
qualifications to teach it.

There was no escape, no release once you got into that hold. And he had two sets of people
wrestling and he was watching one and this other man over here got in the "Agora" hold and
broke the boy's neck, severed his spine. Well! they found the school guilty because they used
an incompetent man

Now you go back to New York. A Spanish teacher supervising a playground letting them
play bombardment with softballs, you know, the hard kind. And leing the boys play against
the girls. She told t..1.e school board know nothing about physical education. I am a Spanish
teacher." They said "That's ok, you can supervise the playground." She didn't observe any of
the rules of the game, used the wrong equipment, then after that moved away from the area. A
girl got hit, she came off, she said "Don't hit me anymore, I've been hit." A
boy took a ball and hit her in the eye and she lost her eye. The school board was the one founu

guilty because they had employed an incompetent person.
Now! I was really distressed when I was in Milwaukee this summer to hear people from

Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, tell me that more and more teachers are being told that you
coach football and you coach wrestling and you coach something else, IA ho have had no
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background. They say you either do it or you don't work. So the teachersare taken out of their
realm of capabilities. I think the school board is liable and it has been proven so many times in
New York, for example. New York has paid, when they had somebody who was incompetent
and I don't know whether your state has a different type of law that will protect you or not. For
example, the case you mentioned would never have held up in New York. There was a boy 19
years old ran right into the wall, right under the basketball goal. He had come in, he had gone to
that school, but had graduated. The court simply said, You knew there was a wall there. And no
other city schOol with a wall, has a protection under there. It's just general practice and you
knew it. They just threw it out. Now, if New York had that law, there would be comparative
negligence.

But California, I think, has been a little ahead of everybody in their law. They wrote me this
summer when I was going to do a paper in Milwaukee on this new contracting which is
independent activities. California has already cancelled insurance policies. Insurance com-
panies say if you use that program, we're cancelling because they're signing waivers and to just
go one step further, what you just said about waivers and the law.

Let me tell you what they did in North Carolina. Legislature met in a special session and to
protect doctors, they had taken age of majority in malpractice cases fr.= 18 down to 7 years. So
with the statute of limitations, for years a case must be pursued and followed no longer than 3
years after that. Now my thought is, and the attorneys are fighting it, they think its unfair. The
doctors are screaming, "we got to have it or we're not going to practice" and really what
happens if. I can't believe that sooner or later they are not going to drop the age majority down
for all cases And maybe they'll just be able to stick to malpracticecases, I don't know. But that
has happened in North Carolina I'm waiting for someone to get into a long discussion on
waivers, but I think there's been a considerable work in that area. Where everybody responded,
some 25 states that have the independent activities where a kid in Vermont can go skiing on his
own and can get creeor physical education. They'r. using the waiver as their protection.
Believe me it won't hold up.

Peters If you abide by what the law is in your particular state as oi today, then you could be
in serious trouble You have to take a worst case approach. Louk to the worst and organize
your program, then you have a safety margin. For example, an Injury may occur to a
I5-year-old girl The lawyer will get the case but he knows he can wait until she's 18, and
knows it won't go to trial for 3 years, so he has six years for the law to change into what he
thinks it's going to be Law applied at the time of foal is the law in existenceat the time of the
trial So if you conform to today's law in your state, the law may be changed next week. You
have to take the worst case, know what the trend is, and build in a certain safety factor for
yourself.

Question #5 We understand that many hospitals and doctors will not undertake major
surgery for even some emergency procedures without the necessary parent's consent. What
effect does this have on a coach that is on the road. on an away trip out of town, when a
youngster does get seriously injured^ Will the permission slip provide the hospital with
permission to do this type of thing?

Appenzeller What we do in North Carolina, if there's an emergency situation, we try to
contact the parent, of course But let's say they are away, they can't. In North Carolina the
doctors usually will get two or three others to consult, and say "Yes, this is necessary," so that
one doctor alone hasn't said the decision to operate had to be made nght away. So they will get
two or three.

What we have done is to hav e our team physkian w ho is very interested in this particular area
use a form I just have one I don't know if I brought it with me or not. I've got an extra copy of
this if you just want to take it What we ask our athletes to do, remember that our men and our
women are now at the age of majority, we feel that they are in different t.ategones. Our doctor
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has taken this form and he uses it with the high school. And what it simply says is As a patent

or legal guardian I authorize Dr. So and S to do certain things if he can't get in touch with me

and there is an emergency." Ancf;the t the bottom "In the absence of the team or authorized

physician, I grant permission to qualified physician to furnish emergency care using the
guidelines above." We know our doctor can't go 350 miles up to Towson, MD. the trainer has
a list of all of our athletes that have signed and we tell him, if there is an emergency and the other

doctor at the hospital to use it, he sees a copy of the form and is informed that this has been

signed, which wethink helps. The doctors feel more comfortable if they can see something like
this. I don't know who writes administration books, but they write books and they say that you

should conduct no practice where there is contact withouti doctor present. Now! idlio in the
world has ever been in the real world and writes something like that, I'll never know.

A coach in New Jersey asked me the very question. He said "What do you do when you
know nothing about injuries. There's no doctor available and thetes no ambulance and the boy

gets hit in the head with a baseball. He's your boy and dies? "-You know, I've had many

situations where if you had to operate immediately, I could not contact the parents And I know
of one coach who signed and he said "Operate" because they said certainly the boy wouldn't
live if they didn't operate.

We have a form here. I'm very skeptical about waivers. But we do have this for our players to
sign. If you'd like a copy I'd be glad to give you one. They're doing one for the NAIA, that is a
new form, which is similar to this one. The parent can sign and then the athlete can sign.

Pters: The law is a little difficult for a lot of people to understand, because you can never
get a clearcut answer. You have to remember that we live in a country where there are over 50

different sets of laws. It's the common law of each state that applies. So you have to contact

your own attorney and fi. d out, for example, if, in your state, there is a Good Samaritan Law, If

the physicians perform emergency services, whether there is no liability because of statutory
provisions. Even if these,cases go to a jury, the jury uses an awful lot of common sense. In
medical malpractice cases, some of you may disagree with me, but if the medical malpractice is

ordinary negligence, the jury tolerates a great deal. Generally, there is liability only when
there's a gross departure from due care. Something really shocking. Because the citizens are
aware of the medical malpractice cnsis, they are very conservative when they serve as jurors
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ALSO
AVAILABLE
FROM AAHPER
ART AND SPORT (Filmstrip)
A filmstrip depiciting the interrelationships between art and
sport Works by famous artists and sculptors illustrate various
conceptions of sport in art form, from ancient to modern
times Comes with Script sod narration on audio tape

SECONDARY SCHGOL ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATION:
A NEW LOOK

Deals with selected responsibilities and administrative con-
cerns of athletic directors. including budget, school athletic
insurance, recent court decisions, extra oay, facilities and
professional preparation.

CROWD CONTROL FOR HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS
Valuable assistance in establishing crowd control procedures
for secondary school athletic events. with emphasis on the
role of coaches and athletic directors, law enforcement and
community leaders, the press, boards of education and other
school officials.

DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN VALUES THROUGH SPORTS
An examination of the values engendered through sports
participation, which were considered at the 1973 national
conference on the subject at Springfield (Mass.) College Em-
phasis is on both positive values, such as Sportsmanship,
brotherhood, tolerance, loyally, and other attitudes and be
haviors which enhance human dignity and such negative
aspects as excessive nationalism, racism, and commercialism,
exploitation of athletes, the greed for publicity, popularity
and money, and such personality traits as arrogance and
conceit The publication is designed to develop and foster
value systems that lead to behavior which produces a better
society and greater fulfillment for each individual.l

CERTIFICATION OF HIGH SCHOOL COACHES
A series of articles presenting professional viewpoints and
recommendations, with suggestions for state implementation
Particular emphasis is pined on improved professional pin.
Mahon programs, with recommended courses and course out
lines Other articles relate certification to recruitment, legal
liability, health and safety.

EVALUATING THE HIGH SCHOOL MUM PROGRAM
A manual for use es an evaluative instrument for secondary
school programs, Recommends standards developed after con
suitalion with knowledgeable administrators and an exten
sire review of the literature

THE WINNING EDGE
How coaches can apply psychology in today's competitive
sports world where "win" pressures abound Answers to this
question from various viewpoints are considered in this re
port on a conference on sports psychology held at the State
University of New York at Buffalo 1974.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
A complete revision of AAHPER'S popular secondary school
physical education textbook, carefully edited to be read and
enjoyed by both boys and girls In grades 742. It presents a
well-rounded program with emphasis on the values of physical
activity, Through its use, students are encouraged to learn and
enjoy a variety of activitiesfrom the popular team sports
such as basketball, softball and volleyball, to individual and
group activities such as tennis, archery, gymnastics and dance.
Each chapter is profusely illustrated and includes an overview
Of the rules and skills of an activity, as well as the cultural
background, sportsmanship, health and safety requirements.
Produced through the cooperative efforts of more than 100
leaders in education to make it the most comprehensive,
upto date and authoritative textbook available for this subject.

DRUGS AND THE COACH
A manual designed to aid the coach in understanding and
dealing with the problem of drug use and abuse among
athletes Includes information on the purposes Sod effects of
various drugs, their use in sports. and on the street, and legal
aspects and controls. It obtained the highest recommendation
of the National Coordinating Council on Drug Education, who
described it as "an excellent manual for coachesobjective.
comprehensive and accurate."

PLANNING FACILITIES FOR ATHLETICS, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND RECREATION'
A complete revision of the 1065 manual, designed to meet the
needs of a new era of construction A practical tool for .
school administrators physical education department heads,
architects planning consultants and all others who may either
be interested in planning new areas and facilities or check-
ing the adequacy or those already in existence. All types of
indoor and outdoor areas and facilities are covered, from ele
mentary school through college Published 01(114 by AAHPER
and The Athletic Institute

*PERSONALIZED LEARNING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A new book for teachers and administrators at all levels who t
are Interested in Cie why and how of individualized instruction
and personalized learning in physical education. The emphasis
of Part One Is on clarifying the concepts of personalized learn.
mg, while Part Two offers practical applications at the teacher
student level, both in the form of specific delivery` systems
and general suggestions and recommendations. Diverse points
of view are presented and readers are encouraged to contrast,
compare and select from the teacher learner options pre.
sented.

NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES: A HANOBOOM FOR COACHES
A manual for the nigh school coach and physical educator to
answer questions concerning appropriate diet for the young.
athlete SUggests a basic good diet with recommended menus,
theories and practices concerning nutrition and athletic per.
formance, problems related to eating and drinking before,
during and alter athletic events, and claims made for dietary
supplements.

FOR PRICE AND ORDER INFORMATION, WRITE:
AAHPER Publications-Sales 1201 16th St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036


